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Forgetfulness-Yesterday’s Doings

in

the Barnaby Murder Trial.

Denver, Col., December 28.—In the
Barnaby trial today, Dr. Graves was recalled to the stand and his cross-examination resumed. The Doctor thought he was
in Denver after his brother’s death for two
or three days.
He did not meet Judge
Furman at that time. Mrs. Barnaby was a
kindly woman, but was not easily influenced.
“Was she attached to those who did her
favors?” asked Mr. Stevens.
“I don’t know.”
“When you wrote that guardian letter,
did you tell your wife about it ?

“I don’t think so.”
“Did you tell Mrs. Graves that people
came from the Adirondacks and told you
about Mrs. Barnaby ?”
“No.”
“If you did make such a statement it
was untrue ?”
“I never did it.”
A letter was handed the doctor and he
ide-itified it as havlDg been been written
by his wife at his dictation.
"This letter refers to this matter?”
"Yes; there are two letters; one dictated
by me; the other a note by my wife. One
John Carr.
refers to this matter.”
“The other one does also ?”
John Carr, Belfast, Me., had Kidney
"STes; I must have talked it over with
and Liver Trouble for twentymy wife.”
All this time scarcely
five years.
“If you had, it was equally untrue?”
free from pain a minute. Had to get
“I can’t answer that/’
up several times each night and
“But nobody from the Adirondacks told
use the vessel.
Extreme Constipayou about this matter?”
DANA’S SARSAtion all the time.
“No.”
PARILLA CURED HIM after all
“Then It was true what you told your
other remedies had FAILED.
wife was false?”
Are the DAYS of MIRACLES
“Yes.”
PAST? Or is DANA’S the MODDr. Graves denied having told Mrs.
ERN BETHESDA ?
Ask your
Hickey that if Mrs. Barnaby took her
neighbor.
his bands
he
would
►money out of
Dana Sarsaparilla Go., Belfast, Me.
have her sent to an asylum.
The
letter which the D ctor sent Mrs. Barnaby
at San Francisco and which was returned
at him through the Dead Letter office, was
the subject of inquiry by the prosecution.
The envelope of this letter was stamped
with a three-cent stamp. The contents, as
Now that the Holidays are near at hand, and exhibited in court, did not weigh enough
to
require more than an ordinary
everybody is wondering what shall I make my friend, two-cent
stamp. The prosecution insinuaor
beau
for
a
what
father
better
my
my
present,
ted that the doctor had replaced the origiadvice oonld we give than to say a box of the
nal letter contained in the envelope with a
letter which would aid him in his defense.
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The doctor gave his word of hoBor that
such was not the case. When asked whether, on his return to Providence from Denver with Mrs. Barnaby’s remains, he had
drawn a check on her funds for S4000, the
Doctor could not remember. Several other
things Dr. Graves could not recall at all,
or did not know anything about, although
they concerned his dealings in the matter
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the bottle of whiskey for Mrs. Barnaby.
Smith had previously appeared as a witness lor the prosecution.
He then swore
he had not tampered with the package
containing the bottle while it was in the
livery stable. Today, contrary to the expectations of the defense, he reiterated the
statement that be had not opened the
The defense then introduced
package.
three witnesses to impeach Smith’s testimony, but did not succeed to any great extent. E. R. Bertram was the first of these
witnesses. He swore that Smith told him
he had taken a drink from the bottle of
whiskey while he was in the stable, and
that it was good whiskey.
Bertram, on
cross-examination, admitted he had been
under arrest three times on different
charges. The other two witnesses testified
that Smith told them the bottle could have
been tampered with while in the stable.
Mrs. John Conrad was called in reDuttal
and swore that Dr. Graves told her he
thought Edward Bennett, the guide, sent
the bottle of whiskey.
A few unimportant witnesses were examined and the couit adjourned.
THE WEATHER.
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Washington, December 28.—Following
is the forecast of
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the weather for New

England: Probably fair Tuesday; rain or
snow Tuesday night or Wednesday; east
winds, shifting to south, warmer Tuesday
*
night.
Boston, December 28.—The storm central in the upper Lake Region will probably move eastward to the Atlantic coast
by Wednesday, preceded by warmer followed by much colder weather. For New
England: Fair until Tuesday n ight, winds
becoming strong and southerly; increased
cloudiness with some rain Tuesday night
huu

ncuucauoj.

Wednesday.
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with 20,000 population, says that threefourths of the inhabitants have the grippe.
Contrary to general expectation, Governor Russell, of Massachusetts, has refused
to sign the pardon of Janies Dunlap, the
Northampton bank robber.
Georga P. Howe, a jeweler, of Nashua,
N H., is missing. So is his stock of jewelry, as his creditors found out when they
took possession yesterday.
Two foreigners who have been acting in
a suspicious manner have been arrested In
San Francisco. They are believed to be
Chilian spies trying to find out about the
torpedo defences of the harbor.
Senator Washburn says that there is no
truth in the statement that Mr. Blaine in
a recent conversation
with him bad revealed his intentions as to the Presidency
and Informed him that if nominated with
unanimity, he would accept, if in as good
health then as now.
The Russian police have been displaying
much activity of late, particularly in Russian Poland. A very large number of arrests have been made. One of the arrested
at Warsaw is the Polish historian, Vadis-

lavy Smolensky.
The injuries from which Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein is suffering,
were caused by a charge of shot from the
rifle of the Duke of Connaught, who miss-

ed aim while hunting in tne royal pre
serves on the Isle of Wight. The sight of
ooe of the Prince's eyes is destroyed.
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SAT ON A BEER KEG, DEAD.
An Appropriate Knd to the Life of “Pop”
Smith.

New Yobk, December 28.—An old man,
whose garments were tattered and torn,
and whose single shoe was soleless, while
his hat lacked a crown, sat on a beer keg
outside the saloon at Spring and Mulberry
streets from midnight until 6 o'clock yesterday morniDg. A policeman who had
noticed the figure as he turned in at the
neighboring station after the first night
watch said when he saw it on taming out
for the dog watch at 6 A. M.: “Are you
still here, old chap ?” Ashe spoke be cut
the air Dear the old man's bead with bis
club, giving him wbat is called a wind
blow.
The familiar “swish” of the club apparently aroused the man, for he got up
He was not
soon after and moved away.
on the keg when Ward Detective Budd
went by at 7 o’clock, but teu minutes later
there was a dead Dody seated on the keg
with a crownless hat on its head and a
soleless shoe on one of the feet.
The body, which was taken to the Morgue, was recngDized as that of “Pop”
Smith, a familiar figure in the Fourteenth
ward. A score of years ago “Pop” could
best any man in the ward barroom, and he
proved his ability in many a barroom scrap,
but he never fought for a purse. He earnneeded

good

for

meat and

deal—in various

Dermauent.

At

one

time, for instance, he did chores around

Centre Market. .Lately he had sold rags.
He also lived at the expense of the city for
months at a time, committal to Blackwell’s
Island having been a familiar experience
with him.
“Pop” Smith's Christian name was John.
His death was probably due more to intemperance than to destitution or exposure, although he had not had a home for
some time.
Unless claimed by a sister,
who lives in Staten Island, the body will
be buried in the Potter's Field.
HERRICK’S FATAL BLUNDER.
The New York Central Brakeman Trying
To

Explain It. j

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., December 28.—
Timothy Herrick of Staatsburg, father of
Albert Herrick, the fugitive Central Hudson trainman, saw his son in New York
Saturday and got him to make a statement
in leference to the fatal collision at Hastings on Christmas eve. In this statement,
Herrick says that when his train stopped
be started down the track to stop the Croton local, then Dearly due. He placed torpedoes on the rail and then walked down
to the station, thinking it better to notify
the engineer there than to stop him again
before he was fairly under way.
At the
station he placed a light on the platform, a
red light showing south, and stepped into
the station. He sat down and remained
from three to five minutes, when he heard
a train coming.
He started for the door,
believing it to be the local, but found it was
an express,
He grabbed bis light and tried
to attract the engineer’s attention, but it
After preparing this statewas too late.
ment Herrick disappeared.
FREEZING OUT NEWFOUNDLAND.
Make Excellent Bait Say
the Fishermen.

Congealed Squid

Ottawa, Ont., December 28.—The experiment inaugurated by the fisheries department at Ottawa to supply bait to
the Atlantic coast has proved
gratifying success. At the suggestion of

4-Vwx

on

rrnuurn

niont

Mr

Whitman

nf

Ponon

pnt up an experimental arrangement, secured and froze a quantity of squid for
bait. The result wa« that all boat fishermen continued to fi^h successfully long
after the boats in other ports were laid up.
Several United States fishing schooners
purchased this bait and one, the Maud M.
Story, secured a good load of fish on Canso
and Catrouse banks, using only this bait.
The fishermen are quite enthusiastic about
the success of the experiment and it seems
to be generally admitted that the extension of this system will render our fishermen independent of Newfoundland.

,o

Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday December 28, taken at 8
p. m. 75th meridan time, the observations
for each station being given In this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston, 32°, NE, cloudless; New York,
38° 8, cloudless; Philadelphia, 36°, SE,
cloudless; Washington, 36°, SE, cloudless;

Albany, 30°, S, cloudless; Buffalo, 38°. SE,
cloudv; Detroit, 40°, SE, cloudy; Chicago,
44°, SE, cloudless; St. Paul, 30°. W. eloudv;
Duluth, 30°, NW, clear; St. Vincent, 14°,
W. cloudless; Huron, So. Dak.. 24°, W,
cloudless; Bismarck, 26°, NW, clear;
Jacksonville, 54°, NE, cloudless.
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Springfield, O., December 28,—A special from New Albany, Ind., says: A
searching party looking for Louis Vilmas,
a rich miser, who bad been last seen in this
city on Christmas eve., found him Saturday, dead, in a small creek in the woods
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St. Petersburg, December 28.—The
scandal arising from the discovery of adulterated flour here, is apt to make trouble
for a number of people. The consignment
comprised 300,000 poeds (7,800,000 English
pounds) of barley flour purchased from
dealers in Libeau with a view to regulating
the price of wheat in St. Petersburg, as
well as to afford relief to the famine sufferers. Investigation proved that the entire
consignment was so heavily adulterated
with chalk dust and other substances as to
endanger the health, if not the lives, of
those using the flour.
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GARZA’S REVOLT.

AS HIS RIVAL DIED

I’ago 1.

On Gross Examination, Forced to Ad-

KmUtSSW

He was seen

to have a large roll of bank notes, and
startled all wbo knew him by offering to
treat the whole house.
He drank several
egg nogs. His conduct was so unlike bis
former self that be was asked what came
over him.
To this he replied: “This is my
birthday. 1 have now lived threescore aud
ten year?, which I swore I would do on the
I’ll celebrate if it kills
day I was fifty.
me.”
for an hour the old man unbosomed
himself to the landlord and the friends assembled, and told the story of his life. He
confessed that he had no [sister in Maine,
but that the woman to whom be annually
sent presents was an old sweetheart who
had jilted him in his younger days. After
taking a couple of more drinks, Yilmas
suddenly turned to the landlord and, holding out bis hands, declared they were red
with blood.
He said he had killed his rival one cold winter night in Maine, after
the two had been on a spree together.

They quarrelled

on a

bridge

over a

creek,

the
house of
the
girl with
whom both were in love, ;and he, being
stronger threw his companion over the parapet. The next morning, his rival’s body
was found frozen in the ice.
He had lied
he said, at the inquest, saying they had
parted good lriends the night before and
that the man must have staggered from
the bridge and so met his death.
The
vnung woman, however, refused to have
Yilmas and in disgust he left the State of
Maine and went to California, where he
made a fortune.
Christmas it was reported that Vllmas's
horse had returned home without its rider
and the people at once jumped to the conclusion that he had been murdered, whereupon the country was scoured and Sunday
night he was found as described in the
small creek. The body was frozen In the
Ice so firmly that it had to be chopped out.
There was a foot bridge which led over
the stream and it is believed that Yilmas
had taken a short cut through the woods
near

in nrHni*

tn

K

a tv> rt

nr>/l

L.

_

bad shied at something white while crossing the bridge and the old man had
toppled off its back and had been drowned
In two feet of water.
Tne superstitious
see the h.nd of fate in his death in the
same manner as he killed his rival.
THE STORY TOLD IN MAINE.
Is This the Case to which the Indiana Sian
Eeferred?

On October 16, last, the following despatch appeared in Maine papers:
Woodstock, October 16.—Thirty years
ago, a man by the name of Nathaniel Fuller, was found dead by the roadside in this
town. His body was badly bruised and
th ere was every indication of foul play.
He was knowD, however, to have left home
on horseback, and the affair was smoothed
over with the explanation that the man
died of heart disease, and that the bruises
were caused by his falling off his horse.
This did not satisfy many, but as there
were no new developments the case gradually passed out of the puolic mind, and
there are not many living in the vicinity

who remember it.
It has, however, been freshly brought to
mind by a most remarkable occurrence. Cy;
rus Bryant is au old resident of the town."
Once a man of great physical powers, old
age has gradually broken him dowD, and
be is now weak and infirm. Realizing that
death was not far off, he has made public a
statement of strange character.
He says that Fuller did not die of heart
disease, but that he was murdered by one
Hammond. He and Hammond met Fuller
on horseback.
The two bad had a quarrel
about a womaD, and Hammond, when he
saw him, pulled him from bis horse, aDd in
the fierce struggle that ensued choked him
to death. They left the body by the road.
Then he told Bryant if be ever told of the
affair that be would kill him.
Soon after
the affair Hammond went West and has, so
fur as is known, been there ever since.
Soon after another desatch from Woodstock declared that the story of a murder
had been found to be without foundation.
The second despatch said :
The facts gained from the most intelligent and respectable citizens living near bv
at the time, are these; Nathaniel Fuller
and

Hammond

livnd

near

naicrh-

bors and were ever on the best of terms so
far as Is known. Both were young men of
good habits and highly respected. Fuller
enlisted in the Uni ed States service in
July, 1862, went to Augusta, was mustered
in and came home bn a short furlough previous to leaving for the seat of war. A
great drought prevailed at that time, and
Fuller mounted his horse, a very spirited
animal, and rode to a public watering
place some half a mile distant by
tue road side.
Here he was found dead
with his horse standing beside him. The
ground where he lay was soft and muddy,
but no signs of a struggle or even of tracks,
except those of the horse, were visible at
the time. Dr. Russell, an eminent physician, was summoned at once before the
body was moved, and after a close examination, gave his opinion that heart failure
was the cause of hia death.
The two stories do not agree in the season of the year at which the occurance is
said to have taken place; the name of the
alleged murderer, nor in the ages of the
men
but there
is
a
nevertheless
simillarity between them.
Homer Baldwin of New York, whose
mother and sister were killed in the disaster at Hastings, became a raving maniac
during the funeral service Sunday.
Captain McLean of the schooner James
H. Lewis recently seized by the Russians
for sealing in Russian waters, says that
the captors tore the American
flag in
shreds in their efforts to get it from the
Lewis’s mast and flung it into the sea.

New

Yoke,

December 28.--The Times

today prints the following account of the
origin and progress of the trouble on the
Mexican border:
PS The revolution In progress against the
Administration of President Diaz of Mexico along the Texas frontier, in which the
United States troops and the Texas
rangers have been forced to take such an
active part for the reason that the revolutionists cross the Itio Grande and camp on
Texas territory, has been a plant of slow
growth. The news regarding it has been
so contradictory that at times It has appeared to be nothing more than a spasmodic outbreak of small moment, while at
other times it has appeared to be a determined and well-organized movement.
The latter is the case now. The Mexican
government is fully alive, according to ail
reports, to the necessity for suppressing
the revolutionists.
The United States
government, too, has taken vigorous steps.
Troops have been ordered from Fort Sam
Houston, Texas, which is in the centre of
the disturbance on the American side.
Gov. Hogg of Texas has ordered all the
available rangers of the state to the
frontier.
President Harrison has conferred with the authorities of the War Department on the matter. The troops in Texas,
under the command of Gen. Stanley, have
orders to shoot the revolutionists on sight
if they arc found armed on the Texas side.
This all looks like business.
ine leaders oi tats revolution

are

Cata-

rine Garza and Gen. Francisco Ruiz Sandival. It was early in September that they
started the movement against the Mexican
government, which movement has once or
twice since appeared to be at an end. Both
men hate President Diaz and the government of wnich he is the head, and it is said
they are supplied with funds by enemies of
Diaz in New Orleans and Mexico.
Garza is a queer sort of person. He is a
crank more than a desperado, but the kind
of a crank that can become very dangerous.
President Diaz evidently appreciates this,
for he has offered 430,000 for his capture,
dead or alive. For many years Garza has
been a character along the frontier. He
printed a newspaper in Spanish up to the
time he embarked in his present undertaking to oveithrow the Mexican government.
It was a weekly paper and was published
in various frontier towns.
The paper was characteristic of the man.
It expressed dissatisfaction with all existing conditions. It fairly ran over with
revolutionary articles. It was circulated
widely, without cost, for Garza married
a very beautiful Mexican
young lady
whose father was wealthy and who was
devoted to his son-in-law, believing him to
be a genius.
The father-in-law hates
Diaz worse than does Garza. Garza is a
handsome fellow, over six feet in height,
with extremely classical features, and with
an ambition of the kind best calculated to
“o’erleap itself." He is an educated man
and has a great charm of manner.
Gen. Sandival was just the sort of a man
to join Garza in the revolutionary scheme.
He was long a soldier in the Mexican army. For seditions utterances he was exiled from Mexico, under penalty of death
should he retnrn. He has lived since in
Ne w Orleans and in Laredo.
He is said
to De an exceedingly brave soldier, aud is
regarded as a strong associate for Garza, cs
it is believed he has considerable influence
among that portion of the Mexican army
that cannot be regarded as overlnyal.
As matters now stand, it is said thatSacdival is in the Mexicau mountaius with
2000 well-armed men. and that Gai/.i has «n
equally large force scattered along the
frontier. The news has been sent out, but
not confirmed, that a detachment of Garza's men has captured Camargo.
Several
times bodies of them have skirmished with
Mexican troops, and have retreated across
the river into
‘'exas, only to be driven
back again by United States troops.
It is almost impossible to tell just what
the strength of the revolutionary movement
is, but it is certain that the frontier is infested with insurgents, who are being
hunted down by the Mexican soldiers on
the south side of the river, and who cannot cross Into Texas without the practical
certainty of meeting United States troops
under orders to fire upon them.
The steps taken by the Mexican and the
American authorities, show that they fully
realize that the insurgents are stronger
than they have yet appeared to be. Hence
the reinforcements that are being sent to
the scene of disturbance by both governments.
It must be said that the Mcxicau government was dumbfounded when the insurgents came to the front in such strength
last month.
They had looked upon the

outbreak

as

Kavy Department Preparing
Southern Yankees.
OFFICIALS

having

left the coun-

try. It Is now well known, however, that
Garza was travelling through Mexico in
disguise, while the insurgents were remaining quiet, stirring up a feeling among
the soldiers and citizens.
It is stated that
he was quite as successful in getting followers among the soldieis as among the
citizens. Sandival, at the same time, it is
said, was in New Orleans for the purpose
of negotiating with the agents of Diaz's
enemies for the “sinews of war.”
It is not surprising that the movement
has gained great strength in the northern
part of Mexico, for there is great suffering
among the people there because of the
drouth that has long prevailed. Such is
the condition of affairs that it is believed
Garza would have little difficulty in getting
6000 men to follow him if he could feed
them well.
The crops in the Northern
States were complete failures this season,
and on the ranches cattle are dying for
want of food.
HUMPHREY WILL APPOINT.
Kansas Governor Tells Wire-Pullers That

He Will Choose the Senator.

Topeka, Kan., December 28.—Delegations are arriving daily to urge the claims
of different candidates for appointment to
succeed the late Senator Plumb. Governor
Humphrey said today: “x want it understood that 1 am the one who will name the
United States Senator.
I do not think I
can make the appointment before the end
of the week. I shall attend to the regular
business of my office and consider the
claims of the various candidates as I reach
them.”
The fight so far is between Simpson
Hudson and Perkins, and it is difficult to
tell who has the best of it.
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Washington, December 28.—It Is impossible to get more than a bint of wbat
passed between Secretary Blaine and
Chilian Minister Montt during the interview held today but that was probably
sufficient to warrant a supposition that
matters are not proceeding as satisfactorily to this government as could be desired.
Although Mr. Blaine is dealing almost entirely directly with the Chilian minister,
instead of with his government through
Minister Egan, it does not appear that the
result has been a saving of time, and there
is reason to suspect that the Secretary Is
chafing at the d$lay he encounters in
securing a final response to the representatlons made by this government concerning
the attack upon
tbe Baltimore’s men
During the afternoon, Representatives
Lodge and Boutelle called at the Navy
Department.
They are both Republican
members
of
the
Jlnnse
committee
on
naval
the
affairs,
chairman of which, Representative Herbert, is absent from the city. Unless the
House recurs to the old Randall rules, the
naval committee will retain in its ~harge
all matters relating to appropriations forthe
naval service, while in the Senate tne concurrent action of the committee on appropriations and the c >mmtttee on naval affairs is usually necessary to secure provision for naval expenditures.
Secretary
Tracy has been in communication with
tbe members of each of ttiose committees.
An
officer of thQ department, speaking
of the consultation, said:
“It means just
this. We are abiding by George Washington’s maxim. 'In time of peace, prepare for
war/ We do not believe there will be
war, but if tbe administration failed to exercise all its powers in the matter of preparation, it would be open to severe
criticism if hostilities should actually be-

gin/'

Tne news reached tho Navy Department
this afternoon that the cruiser San Francisco had arrived at San Diego, Gal., and was
at anchor in the harbor.
It was rumored
that she would await tbe Charleston at
that place and transfer to the latter vessel
some of the munitions of war which sh«
carried from San Francisco.
BROWN WAITS FOR ORDERS.
His

Ship

Is

Heady

for Three Tears Service

and Is Fitted for Battle.

San Diego, Cal., December 28.—United
States Steamship San Francisco arrived
here this morning from San Francisco.
Rear Admiral Krnwn said

"1 shall stav

here until the Secretary of the Navy orders
us away.
We are ready to sail on three
hours notice, and may remain three weeks.
All depends on the orders from Washington.
The ship Is equipped for a three
years' cruise, and we have a hundred
rounds of ammunition for each gun desides
300 or 400 for other sh'ns.”
“What other ships ?’’ w as asked.
“We may meet some other ships that
will want some ammunition,” was the
answer.
It is Inferred the Charleston Is
now on the way from Honolnla to Acapulco, to meet the San Francisco. The Baltimore is coming north from Chilian waters
and may want ammunition.
While the
officers refuse to state their future plans,
it is easy to learn that the vessel Is ready
for aDy emergency, the cruiser made the
run of 500 miles from San Francisco In 36
hours.
SEND ON THE ARMOR.
Two Good

Ships Nearly lleatly

on

the

l’acitic Coast.

ended when Garza and Sandi-

val were reported as

to Meet

San Francisco, December 28—Henry
T. Scott of the Union Iron Works said tonight that no instructions to hasten work
on the coast defence vessel Monterey were
received, though despatches from Washington indicated that such instructions
might be given, owing to the Chilian situation. The vessel could be ready for service
in short order if the government would
send on the needed armor plates. Everything was ready for the plates last April,
but they have not yet come. The monitor
Mouadnock at Mare island has been waiting for armor plating for a long time.
Miles to Command.

New York, December 28 —A Washington despatch to the Herald says that in the
event of war with Chili, plans have been
made to send 10,000 regular troops to the
scene of strife under command of Gen.

Miles._
Hoey’s Escape from the Law.
New York, December 28 —The action of
Heury Sanford, as president of ttie Adams
Express Company, against John Hoey.was
rfitprmfiniiPil tnrinv hv nrrlpr rtf .lnutfoo An.

drews, and the attachment granted October 16th vacated.
The Man Who Wanted Vanderbilt Brains.

New York, Dr-cember 28 —John George
Llugeman, who wanted to secure Cornelius
Vanderbilt's brains, was pronounced inHe will be sent to an insane
sane today
asylum.

Swallowed Her False Teeth.

Watkbville, Me., December

28 —Mrs.
Charles Roderick of this city awoke one
night a few weeks ago to find that she had
swallowed her false teeth. Medical assistance failed to extract them.
Now Mrs.
Roderick declares that she is suffering
from a pain in her side, which she believes
is caused by the teeth.
Alfred Cellier.

London, December 28—Alfred Cellier,
the composer, is dead. He has been sufferins from influenza two weeks and was unable to finish the orchestration of “The
Mountebanks,” the comic opera which is
the j^int work of himself and W. S. Gilbert, In time for production at the date
first set.
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POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

A cream of tartar

baking powder.
Highleavening strength,-Latest U.
S. Government Food Report,
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PORTLAND'S PORT RULES.

Bay

Cattle Will

State

Be

After January 1—Station
Portland

Mr. HENRY HOXIE,

my head,

and

at

times

would have a severe headache; was not free
from Constipation j in fact, I had Indigestion in a baa form. I commenced to use
Groder’s Hotanic Dyspepsia Syrup, and
the distress in my stomach
disappeared, my
head became clear, I had no dizzy feeling
and now I enjoy good health.
I cheerfully recommend it to
any one
troubled with dyspepsia as a sure cure.
Henry Hoxiis,
Waterville, Me.

Tft QDftUE
r
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OUR faith in
THE MEDICINE.

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5,00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Head guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,

Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
ftatimr

Palnitatinn

nf

tha

ITaarf

rAliA

vousness, Lobs of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking
Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Kelaxing,
Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. 'It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
•to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our

trade-mark,

the Beaver.

THE GF.ODER OYSPEPSIA CURE

Health

Quarantined
to

Board’s

COMPANY,

WATERVILLE, MAINE.

TTSSdp&wcheachlns

Sore Throat
Lameness

Maine News-Mi's. Wot-

ton’s Heath—Fairfield Has the
Pastor

Rockland’s Congre-

Called by

luaiuH

ucueve mat we

puuuc neanu ui us

citizens
and
the
welfare
of
this
a
commonwealth
demand that
rigid quarantine against all cows, whether
in mils or dry, and all bulls for breeding
purposes, be maintained on and alter January 1, 1892, until further notice, and all
such cattle entering the state of Maine
thereafter will be subject to quarantine at
the owner’s expense; provided, however,
that tne above regulation shall not apply
to western cattle coming through Massachusetts into Maine for the purpose of
slaughter. The attention of all persons is
directed to sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 of chapter 138. of the Public Laws of Maine, of
1887, applying to cattle affected with contagious diseases, and which will hereafter
be lieidly enforced.
Thomas Daggett.
[Signed]

^resident,

F. 0. bKAL,
Treasurer.
Geo. H. Bailey,

Veterinary Surgeon.
Arrangements will be made for a quarantine station at or near Portland if any further trouble with Massachusetts cattle is
experienced. The commissioners desire to
the statement published in some
papers that their appropriation is $25,000.
The real appropriation for animals destroyed and the expenses of the commission is $2500, of which $2400 has been already used for appraisals.

State Board Approves the Steamer Regulations at this Port.

Augusta, December 28.—The third
quarterly meeting of the State Board of
Health was held here today.
Few new
occupied
i ne

the

secretary

attention of the

reporieu.

recent outbreak of

1st.

Authority

Female

Rheumatism
AND ALL

Inflammation
only
bottles. All druggists.

own

POND'S EXTRACT CQ.,765iM *»„N.Y.

PONliS

EXTRACT

^OINTMENT.
It’s remarkable speciflo
action upon the affected parts

gives it supreme control over

fanJ Piles, however* severe.

for Burns, Scalds,
Bruptions, Salt Rheum &c.
Testimonials from all classes
S“"l prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by
POND’S EXTRACT CO., 76 5th Ave., N. Y
Also
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CHRISTMAS

FOR

Ditson

was

given the special commit-

tee on vaccination and the source of vaccine matter, to extend its Investigations
further than provided by the original action of the board.
A representative will probably be sent
from this board to Chicago to confer with
other state boards and the American Public Health Association, with reference to
6ome combined effort to make proper representation of the sanitary interests of this
conntry at the Columbian Exposition.
Action of the board touching national

Complaints

___

upon me
in Canada

small pox
which is now practically extinguished. The
sanitary inspection of English steamships
at Portland, received the approval of the
board as a measure necessary to the protection of the community.
The secretary made a detailed report of
his work in preparing and sending out the
blanks and documents made necessary by
the law providing ior a registration of vital
statistics which goes into effect January

Piles

.

s

health legislation now pending in Congress, was deferred awaiting further information.
Other matters considered were of a routine character only, connected with the
daily work of the board.
Tne members present were Dr. O. A.
Herr of Lewiston, Dr. J. O. Webster of
f BrunsAugusta, Prof. F. C. Robinson
wick, Dr. C. D. Smith of Portland, aud
the secretary.
MERE IDLE GOSSIP.
What tho Wot ton Investigation
pected to Show.
[Special

to the

is

Ex-

Press.]

Rockland, December 28.—Owing

to the
illness of Clerk Beaton of the coroner’s
jury, the investigation in the Wotton case
lias again been postponed. It is the prevailing opinion that, while Coroner Otis
was justified iu carrying on the investigation, the result will show that there was no
foundation in fact for the gossip concerning the causes of Mrs. Wottcn’s death. It
is openly stated that the parties who made
the talk resulting m the inquest are unrename,

uuieiuus

witnesses nave

ueen ex-

Ne Plus Ultra Piano Collection.
160 p ik es. Brilliant but easy pir ces
Ne Plus Ultra Ballad Collection.
160 pages.

Latest and best songs.

Ne Pins Ultra Hour and Chorus ColPn.
Each song has a ringing chorus.
Ne Plus Ultra Dance nollection.
Every style of dance music; not difficult.
All Ihe.e boeltaa* e largenheel manic wize
ANY VOLUME SENT POSTPAID FOR 50c.

OMYEli DIiSON COMPANY, Boston.
jly7

Tu&Fri&wly
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Congress

St.

Bojs> Nickel Watches, Warranted to

teep good time,

Q

December 28.—The
historic Hyde estate
have been discovered in this (?lark) county, by the attorneys in the case. In the
early part of the 19th century, two brothers, named respectively Boswell and Beuben Kimble, married sisters, named Hyde,
in England. To the former were bom two
children, George and a bister, the latter dying without issue, and to Beubeu Kimble
and wife were born a son and three daughters.
The sou, Bussell, lives near Vienna,
in this county.
The KlmDies are heirs t,o $65 000,000 and
2000 acres of land iu England.
George
Ki i*ble, the only heir oi K iswell Kimble,
is dead, but his heirs, Almun, Lyman, Marion, John and Edward Kimble, and Mrs.
Mary Sloan and Mrs. Anna Miller, all of
whom reside In this county, will inherit
tbelr father’s share of the estate. The
h>drs met their attorney, Hale Hunter, of
Urbana, Ohio, on Tuesday of last week,
and have assurances from him that they
will get this immense sum of money. Mr.
Hunter has made two trips to England in
their interests, and has fully established
their claims.
Attorney Hunter Is to receive 10 per cent of the money he gets for
th“m.
The case comes up in the Court of ChanThe great
cery, Loudon, in February.
Hyde Park is on the 2000 acres of land
mentioned.
LIVING IN DREAD OF DEATH.
Threatened with

Heath by Convicts.

Chicago,
Sfofn’u

faring

A

December

tfnpnaw

XXT m

6

28.—Assistant

TF 111 of

T

e

la

a »•

f

from nervous

prostration, the result of threats made against bis life. Within the last two weeks, a plot to kill him was
revealed by a prisoner in the county ja''.
and although every precaution was takei.'
it is feared the danger is not yet passed.
He was
hmt by

once assaulted and
a prisoner he had prosecuted.

dangerously

___

Eleven Were Drowned.

Paris, December 28 —The French steam-

Albatross, engaged in ths oyster fishery
at Arcachon, has been wrecked. Eleven
men were drowned.
One man was saved.
er

Cremated In

a

Mine.

London, December 28.—Today the
bodies of five miners were recovered fri m
the pit at Castle Ford, Yorkshire, which
has been on fire a fonnight. The bodies
were so cremated that the ashes hardly
filled a bucket.
MAINE TOWNSTarmouth.

The members of “Pumgustuk” engine
company will give their fifth annual ball at
Masonic Hall, on New Year’s eve.
The Brooks pottery, at Yarmouthville,
which has been idle for several years past,
has been taken by a firm from Portland.
And now the vociferous and ear-piercing
shriek of the porcine quadruped is heard
in the land.
Mr. John Brooks recently
dressed a year old hog for Mr. George
.L
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Next.
A trestle and side track at grade, from
the Grand Trunk, is contemplated by the
Forest Paper Company for the delivery of
coal at the mills
It will be located on the
upper side of the present siding.
At the Baptist church, a course of interesting lectures will be given by A. C. Herrick, commencing Monday evening, December 28 h. The subjects of the first three
are:
“Home, Od and New;” “Pompeii,
the City of the Silent;” and “Palestine
and Her Greek Ruins.”
Other subjects
will be announced later. The lectures will
be illustrated by a stereopticon.
There is strong probability of a clothing
manufactory being located in town through
the efforts of the Yarmouth Manufacturing Company. The establishment would
require a new building. 100x40 feet, run by
steam power.
Some 60 to 75 hands would
be employed.
Richmond.

Christmas Day in this vicinity may be
considered as rather unusual, as far as
weather and resultant conditions are concerned
The day was cloudy and
comparatively mild; there is no snow on
the ground; streets are muddy, and ground
sufficiently free from frost to admit of being spaded or plowed. In places the grass
seems to be starting.
What ice theie is in
the river is broken up and running with
the tides.
Tow boats are lying at the
wharves in readiness to break up any bad
formations of ice from jams in case of a
cold spell.
Tde Methodist, Free Baptist and Unlversaiist societies had Christmas trees at their
respective churches.
The net results of the Congregational
fair are about 8215.
The Daughters of Rebekah propose bolding a fair in January; the Richmond Band
is planning for a three days’ fair in February, and several other local entertainments
are being talked about.
A 700 to 8C0 tons three-masted schooner
is to be built here this winter, to be ready
for launching on or before June 15,1892.
Advertisements are out for contracts to do
She is to be built at
parts of tbo work.
the yard of T. J. Si u< hard & Son, that
firm having the matter in hand.
It is said the schooner “Flora Morang,”
built here, and launched last summer, is
one of the fastest sailers in the coasting
fleet.
IlSast Raymond.

[Special tolthe

Latest Series! Jnst Issued I

Spbingfield, o.,

State’s Attorney Elliot

tress.J
Rockland, December 28.—At‘a largely
attended meeting of tbe Congregational
church and society tonight it was voted
unanimously to extend a pastoral call to
Rev. R. W. Jenkins of Gardiner.
Mr.
Jenkins has previously been heard here,
when he made au excellent Impression.
The Congregational pulpit has been vacant
over two months.
Major Cushing is for CoL Dyer.
December 24.—Major Wainwright Cushing of Foxcroft, who is being
supported by friends for Department Commander, Maine G. A. R, authorizes the
Commercial to say that he will not be a
candidate but pledges his support to CoL
Isaac Dyer, Skowhegan.
Rang ok,

The

Grippe

in Fairfield.

Fairfield, December 28.—Tbe grippe
has a strong bold here. Six new cases are

reported by

one

A

physician.

Xied-up System.

San Antonio, Tex., December 28 —The
entire San Antonio and Arkansas passenger railroad system is tied up as the result
of the strike inaugurated this morning.
The railway operators claim they have
been poorly paid and a system of removals
aud reductions has been Inauguarated by
tbe new superintendent George Sands.

Lawrence, Mass., Is flooded with

terfeit bills.

coun-

The rain last week was very welcome.
Charles Allen is at work for Irving Fickett m Casco, cutting pine tuncer.
L'zzie Riggs, who Is at work at West Gray,
spent Christmas here with her parents.
On account of the rain Saturday, the
Christmas festival which was to be held at
the F. W. B. church was postponed to
Monday evening, ihe 28th.
Charles H. Cole, clerking in Gilead, is at
home for a few days.
The sons of Temperance will hold the
first public meeting in their new hall next
Friday evening.
This quiet little town of less than one
thousand inhabitants has five justices of
the peace and one trial justice.
Riverside Grange is progressing finely
with good interest and an increase of mem-

bership.

F. H. Witham has the autograph of every
member of the House of Representatives
of 188f save four.
The oldest inhabitant here cannot remember the time when water in wells was
ever so low as at the present time.
Buxton.
WEST BUXTOF.

Christmas was observed by a tree and
exercises at the Free Baptist church.
There was a dance Christmas evening at
Lord’s Hall. About thirty couples were
present.
Oliver Dow Smith, who is a|student at St.
Paul's N. H., is at home on a six weeks
vacation.

niSCELLANBOUs.

st. mmn mm.

DETECTIVE'S STORY.

speciajTsaleT

How the Finding of

» Visiting Card Led
Important Arrest.
Two men sat in a secluded corner of
the Ebbitt House lobby and enjoyed a
quiet chat over their after dinner cigars.
That was not a remarkable fact, but one
of the men is one of the best known
members in his profession, and if he
were inclined to tell a
history of his interesting experience it would fill volumes.
The smooth shaven gentleman
with the quiet demeanor is one of the
keenest of criminal catchers, G. M.
Fletcher, of Chicago. JVlr. Fletcher related what he calls the strangest and
luckiest piece of trailing in his life, and
the end of the trail was in
Washington,
“although,” says Mr. Fletcher, “it was
only luck on my part that it did.”
Fifteen years ago a wealthy old farmer
named Wilson was found murdered
just
outside his house, near Evanston, HI.
The old man had that day concluded the
sale of a piece of property, and was returning with nearly $2,000 in his pocket,
as it was
growing dark, the cash having
been paid over after banking hours in
Evanston, and Wilson incautiously allowed the remark to drop that he wished
he had not made the sale until next

to an

heirs to the vast and

amined.
Rev. Mr. Jenkins Called to Rockland.

Music Books.

Sixty-five

correct

uoaru.

our

Grippe-

Bangob, December 28.—A session of the
Maine Cattle Commissioners, Thomas Daggett, F. O. Beal and Dr. G. H. Bailey, was
held here this evening.
Regarding the
quarantine against Massachusetts cattle,
the following notice was drawn up and
will be sent to all transportation companies whose lines run through Massachusetts into Maine, and to Maine dealers In
Massachusetts cattle:
Public notice is hereby given that, in
consequence of the prevalence of tuberculosis am' ng Massachusetts cattle, as disclosed by the official reports of their authorities, supplemented by post mortems
held in Maine of cattle purchased in that
state for dairying and breeding purposes,
the Cattle Commissioners of the State of

matters
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THE PEOPLE’S HEALTH,

Sore E

Sold

Be

Quarterly

gational Church.

For a long time I was troubled with a
distressed feeling in my stomach, pain and
in

—

Meeting-Other

The well-known Trackman and Jobber,
of Waterville, Me., testifies to the
merits of

GROCER’S

To Get

A

Millions.

Quarantine.

feeling

Hyde Heirs Expect
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Cattle Ciimmis ioners Issue No: ice of

dizzy

THEIR CASTLE in SPAIN.

SHUTTING OUT DISEASE.

Hereafter They
at

Will Lie in

a

Shrine

—

Pittsbnrg,

How Father Duffner Secured the Relic,
of

Martyr

a

for

St.

Peter’. Church.

the remains of
be exhibited in the
lanctuary of St. Peter's church, on
South Twenty-eighth street, in the city
of Pittsburg.
Rev. J. B. Duffner, the popular rector
of the Smoky City church, secured the
sacred relics while he was making a tour
through central Europe last summer.
He obtained them after months of negotiation and not a little diplomacy. They
are the bones of St. Vincent, who died a
martyr's death in the latter part of the

January

\ real saint will

Fifteenth century.

>ii
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re warn or

Something Wrong.
“Well,” said the “brute” to his wife
as he took his place at the breakfast
table, “who are the new neighbors next
door?”
“Why, how should I know?” answered
the wife.
“Don’t you know their name?”
“Of course not.”
“Are they wealthy?”
‘Tm sure I don’t know.”
“The man an old skinflint?1
“I don’t know.”
“His wife extravagant?”
“You will have to ask some one else.”
“Any daughters? And are they proud
and stuck up?”
“Why, Harry? I don’t know.”
“Anything mysterious about them? A
Becret connected with the family?’
“I don’t know anything about them.”
“What! Yon don’t?’

“No.”

“They

have been here twenty-four
hours—I’ll seijd the doctor up as I go
down town.”
“What are you going to send the dootor up for?’
“Something must be the matter with
you. That family has lived next to us
for one whole day and you don't know
the first thing about them yet. You
need attending to.”
Ana men ne buned himself in his

decl2

Somehow they contrived to keep on
friendly private terms while treating
another to most picturesque abuse.
On one occasion a member,
pointing
fr quivering finger across the house at

one

Thaddy Burke,

con-

cluded with these words:
“And every mimber of the honorable
gintlenxan’s familee is benayth contimpt
—from the white livered hound that is
shivering on the Sure to the painted hag
that is grinning in the gallery.”
“How did you know his sister was in
the gallery?" whispered a comrade as the
brator sat down.
“Sure, didn’t Thaddy himself tell me
she was going to be prisint when we
were coming down to the house aft her

Miss Hattie Mountfort, of Deering, has
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Warren A.
McCorrison.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Saco Valley Creamerv Company will dinner?”—Youth’s
Companion.
be held at the
creamery, January 2d, at 2
o clock.
F. H. Hargraves is now president
According to a doctor’s estimate one person
of the board.
! i» nine is left handed.

8mi,

461 Congress 8*.
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FATHER DUFFNER.

The final arrangements in the matter
concluded about a month ago and

were

STATIONERY

the remains of the saint have been transferred from their resting place in a little
Swiss church to the grand altar of the

handsome

Pittsburg edifice. They

to Father

came

In Great Variety.

Duffner, through the Adams
Express company, a few days ago, in-

closed in a small iron bound oaken chest.
In addition to the bonee of the martyr
there is a vial containing a few drops of
his life blood.
Father Duffner during his trip to
Europe visited a great many shrines,
and among others one at the town of
Mettem, in Switzerland.
In the old church at Mettem he found
the bones of St. Vincent. As is the case
at a great many other churches in the

Old World, there

were

numerous

evi-

dences of decay and neglect about the
edifice, and for this and other reasons
Father Duffner decided to secure the
saintly remains if possible.
He learned that the parish congregation was very poor and unable to maintain the agreement under which the
bones had been committed to its care.
This agreement was to the effect that
a certain elaborate golden shrine should
be erected in the church in which the remains of the departed saint should be
exposed. The congregation had been
unable to provide the stipulated shrine
since the sacred relics had come into
its possession, in 1771. They had been
delivered to it inclosed in the casket in
which they still rest, but bound by a seal
which no one dared break until the

golden receptacle

was

Satisfying himself
congregation

prepared.

that the Mettern
would probably never be

1
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CAN AUGHT
Be

more
beautiful, more pleasing,
more appropriate, more greatly de«

sired by l*IFB
a really good

or

DAUGHTER tbaa

PIANO?

NAUGHT CAN.
THURSTON’S
PIANO HOUSE
supplies these in perfection.

ALSO ORGANS.
Come and

see or send for Catalogue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

S.THURSTON,

8 Free St. Block, 18 Free St., Portland.
dec24

Open evenings until Jan, lit.

dtf

DECKER
BROTHER'S
Kranichand Bach.via.onand Hamlin
Iveraand Band, Vac and Sana, Jacab

Brother,,

PIANOS.
We carry in stock the Mason and Rlsch Vocalllon
for churches, halls, lodges, etc., the Wilcox an
White self-playing Organs, and the Mason and
Hamlin, Wilcox and White, and Packard Parlor
Organs. Send for catalogue and terms.

CRESSET & JONES,
394 Cengreea Street.

THE PROPOSED SHRINE,

able to carry out its contract, Father
Duffner appealed to the bishop of tne
diocese of Solothurn for the privilege of
removing the holy casket to America.
The request was granted on the understanding that the seal be not broken
until St. Peter’s church took steps to
carry out the conditions under which it
had been given to the parish of Mettern.
The South Side priest gladly agreed to
this and arranged at once for carrying
the stipulation into effect. On the arrival of the casket, and under the instructions of the Bishop of Solothurn,
Father Duffner sent for Bishop Phelan,
who broke the seal, opened the Kd and
examined the contents. They consisted
of tfie crumbling bones, the vial of blood
before referred to, and a parchment
statement giving the life history of St.

apXl

opvosits

The shrine has not yet been completed, but it will be a sort of receptacle
with glass sides, thus enabling the faithful to view the remains.

Grapes,

of

ball,

eodly

CUSHION IRES
applied
m

to ANY
keof Safety Bi-

cycle. Pneumatic,
$15; Cushion, $15.
For full particulars
and description of
Tires, address

C. H. SC A NLAN & CO.,
00 P>.hie at, Pertlaad, Me.
Telephone No. 429 3.
dec24dlw*
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PKEUMATIC AND

Vincent.

A

“before the war” were
somewhat accustomed to the exchange
of unparliamentary language, but
perhaps no American legislators were ever
bo practiced in vituperation as the members of the much lamented, vanished
Irish parliament on College Green.

one

Congress 8fc

Loaded Down with Medals.

Congressmen

SQ„

FOR IRE MEW FEE

Little Clifford
Good Authority.

MONUMENT

Blank Books

paper.—Philadelphia Press.

his opponent,

Men’s $2.00 Shoes fpr yonr inspecWe desire to merit your patronage. WE PROPOSE to sell Footwear
and frhall endeavor to make onr TWO
STORES of Interest to the public.
tion.
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held out as an inducement for
running
down the murderer or murderers.
Months passed, bnt no further trace of
the gambler who was suspected could be
found anywhere.
During the early spring of 1877 Fletcher
was sent east on a mission
by the agency
of which he is a member, and in the
course of his trip concluded to
spend a
day or two in Washington before returning to the Lake City. While passing up
Pennsylvania avenue, near Sixth street,
with a friend, his attention was attracted
to a small visiting card, which, after the
manner of his profession, he picked
up
and examined.
“I wasn’t thinking of business
just
then,” said Mr. Fletcher, “but I suppose
instinct led me to do as I did, and what
do you suppose that pasteboard contained? The autograph of the very man
I had been looking for for months. Of
course the signature was not familiar to
me, but the first thought to suggest itself was, ‘How did the card get there?*
and I could answer it only one
way—
Edmondson had dropped it—but how did
he happen no retain the same name if he
was guilty, unless he did not fear detection?
“Well, to cut a long story short, I determined to stay in Washington awhile
and see what could be seen. I found
out the most notable houses where a
gambler of his type would be likely to
hold forth, and after ten days’ shadowing 1 found him m an old frame house
on
Four-and-a-Half street.
Edmondson came with me without a requisition,
and made «o fight. In fact, he was
tired of leading a hunted life and confessed the crime. He said he always
had an idea that the visiting card would
prove his doom, but somehow or other
he could not destroy it, and knew at
once when he missed it from his case
that it would be a clew, for he had
been traveling under an assumed name
since the murder. The card was the
last link of his former life.
“Edmondson was hanged a few months
later, and that ended the most curious
episode in my twenty-five years’ experience as a detective.”—Washington
Post.
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should own a pair of
Warm Comfort
Slippers.
L wiles’ Misses’ aud Children’s Battor. Overshoes f <r Christmas presents.
Seasonable goods in many styles.
Men’s $3.00 and $4 uO shoes a spe-

Round tha Corner,

He did not like the idea of
carrying so
much wealth to his home, five miles distant. These facts, besides the murder
itself, and the knowledge that a notorious gambler named Edmondson had
overheard the speech, were all the clue
offered the detectives, who were set to
wvvjxhxju. uuo
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many medals as a veteran. When
he was four years old he heard some
stories about the war and grew so interested that he got a small gun and went
to drilling.
In
two years or so he
was master of the
manual of arms
in “Upton’s Tactics” and as well
drilled as any
man in the regular army. In 1888
he was at the
won as

Steamer Enterprise will be taken
from ihf route Houd *y. Dee- 28, 1»91
for repairs, nut 11 further notice, mak-

ing her last trip east Friday, Dec 25.
Her place will be supplied by sailing
ALFRED Rai E,
packets.
dec23

Manager.
<aw

BOWTON7
547 Congress St.

Silrer Picture Framesfor Card and

Cabinet Photographs, all the latest

st j lea.
decia

dtl

state

encampment at Columbus, and General
Sherman was so Clifford qrapes.
delighted with his performance that he
gave the little fellow a medal. At Nashville he entered a competition drill with
twelve men and won the prize. Thereafter honors were showered
upon him
and he is said to have 121 ihedals, of
which he wears only the most valued.
Captain Grapes, as they call him, is in
other respects a very boyish boy. not
large or precocious for his age, but ap-

parently

a

natural soldier.

The Xon-Forfeitablt and Ineontetbthe Doliclea Ot tne
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them lu the
front rank>>f Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled la liber-

ality.

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS HID MEXICO.
Beml-Monthly ParUes, Personally conductedcombining comfort, low rates, quica time, rulinmo sleeping cars.
Call on or address E. E.
CURK1ER, New Ungland Agent southern
Pacific Co., 102 Washmgtou St. Boston. Mass,
jaol#
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VARIOUS

FASHIONS OF TODAY.
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THE

The Waitress.

FOR SCROFULA
scrofulous humor
in the

5he oomee, she comes upon my yearning sight,
jike friendly beacon shining through the

night,
KThat though thy hands and feet be large—thy

,

head
\nd countenance alike be fiery red?
My joy at seeing you is past control—
rhou token of plenty to my famished soull
She comes to learn my lightest whim or wish
And murmurs,

blood,

ulcers, catarrh, and

consumption,

"Souporflsh?”

use

Daughter of Erin, skittish are thy ways;
Perchance my meal you’ll bring some of these
days.
Oh, why procrastinate? Why, why so slow?
Art waiting for the ham and egga to grow?
At length she comes again upon tb# scene

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
The most

economical,
safe, speedy, and

And beams upon me with a smile serene.
Like champagne bottle {topping out its cork
She shouts out,

“Beeforpork?”

effective of all

Oh, fair one, tho’

blood-purifiers.
Has Cured Others
will

cure

no

drinking

man am

I,

I fain some mild, light beverage would try.
Not only hungry am I, but athirst.
And could drink until my hide would burst.
Oh, for ice water, milk or lemonade.
Some cool drink bring me, oh, thou lovely
maidt
At last she sees my signal, and far oil
Shouts at me,
“Teaorcoff?”

you.

Come, come,’thou shy,
peal!

|

coy

maid, hear

my ap-

Have I come to the end of this my meal?
Is this small ration all I am to draw?
Must famino’s tooth forever at me gnaw?
You think I’ve had enough—not so—not sol
Ah, little of a boarder’s wants you know!
If you’d but listen—if you only wouldl
She answers,

“Pieorpud?”

_—London Table.
A Shame.

She has beer, to Saratoga and to Fort Ticon-

deroga,
Where they charge for breathing just about
two dollars every breath.

She has visited the mountains and has drunk
from healing fountains
ESTABLISHED
B I Whose sulphuric odors make you think of
something after death.
The Old Standard Family Medicine,
ft regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disla white flannels and merino she was seen at
ordered stomach or liver, such as: Constithe Casino,
Loss
of
pation, Biliousness, Indigestion,
Where her beauty was admired, and the cosAppetite, Headaches, etc.
tume that she wore
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
In the surf at Narragansett served to very much
Price, 35c.. 50c.. and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.
enhance it.
Dr. J. F- TRUE A CO., Auburn, Maine.
Till the button-pressing kodak fiends were
all along the shore.
TT&S&wtl4
Jyl«

Strength!

Vitality!

On the Richfield lawns she flirted with the
young men, flannel shirted,
And her dancing was delightful at the german or the hop.
Now she’s back home in the City, and It really
is a pity
That, in spite of all, she didn’t get a single
man to pop.
—Utica Observer.
The Autumn Girl.
She’s left the bounding billows, and she’s coming back to town.
Her mind filled np with visions of the latest

KNOW THYSELF.——j

autumn gown.

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
DEBILITY,
PHYSICAL
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 800 pages, cloth,
Only fl.oo
Kilt; 185 Invaluable prescriptions.
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements prtp>ri SEND
cf tho Press and voluntary r’Kff* r 1 wnw
RUW.
testimonials of the cured. ■
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatand
CERSECRECY
ment- INVIOLABLE

The percale shirt and collar, and the necktie
that she wore
Were packed in Saratogas on the day she left
the shore;
And when we see her once again, to all it will
be clear
The Summer girl has left us and the Autumn
girl is here.
From mountain tops, where breezes have
strewed roses on her cheeks.
From lake and grove and river, where the soul
of Nature speaks.
From giddy summer circles, where the wheel
of fashion rolls,
And Cupid wings his arrows at the gilded
throng that strolls.
She's vanished like a vision--as the clonds that

Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many Imitators, but no equal.— Herald.

'nv.«
nf T.lfn. nr Rplf.PreservtiHon. Is a
tr-’aeuro more valuable than gold. Itcad it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to

be STRONGMedical Remew.

(Copyrighted.)

disappear.

The Summer girl has left
girl is here.

dec 3eod&wly
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Congress

Mary

Had—

Mary has

a little pug.
But not as you suppose—
Because it’s not of canine breed;
The pug is in her nose.
—Newark Standard.

Solid gold rings for children
from 50c to $1 00.

A True Man.

"Are my biscuits light, John?" asks the charming young wife.
And she smiles on her husband, and he,
With emphasis, answers, “They’re lovely, my
life;
As light as the foam of the sea."

•

Cousin Tom—So you are not going to marry
him ?
Eleanor—Well, papa objects to his fortune,
mamma objects to his family, and I object to
bis character, and, besides that, he has not
asked me yet,—Funny Folks.
I have been iroubled with chronic
for years. Ely’s cream Balm is the only
among the many that I have used that
me relief.—E. W. Willard, Druggist,
111.

“Is the steak cooked to suit you?" she gently

inquires.
And he says, as he smilingly nods,
“It might have been cooked at celestial fires.
And is tender enough for the gods."

eatarrh

remedy

“And the coffee, that pleases you, too, does it,
dear?”
She asks, overjoyed with his praise,
Which rather than strains of sweet znusio
she'd hear,
“I never drank better,” he says.

affords
Joliett

_

Electioneering in Iowa.
Candidate (in Iowa drug store)—Come, gentlemen, walk right up to the perscriptlon counter. One and all. gents: it’s my treat. Here,
Mr. Drug Clei k, plenty of patients for ye. Now,
gentlemen, name y’r diseases, and the clerk
will mix y’r medicine.—Fuck.

So she sits down beside him and with him par-

takes,
And the rigid,

no doubt, will confess
That if John tells her lies in the answers he
makes.
He’s a gentleman, nevertheless.

_—Exchange.

I have been troubled with catarrh for ten
years and have tried a number of remedies, but
found no (relief uutli I purchased a bottle of
E y’s Cream Balm.~ I cousider it the most reliable preparation for catarrh aud cold in the head.
—Geo. E. Crandall, F. M., Quonochawntang,

A Well Superstition.
One of the comparatively modern superstitions of the eve of All Saints is
found at the bottom of old and abandoned lime kilns. Just where it began
nobody can tell with certainty, but in
all probability Ireland has the best claim
to it. At all events, it nst'd to flourish in
that country some years ago. A girl
with no beau or a girl with too many
beaux is puzzled to find out who is the
lucky chap destined to become her hus-

R T

“I don’t feel right about going in there,” said
Chillsou Feevor in froDt of a physician’s
house.
••Pshaw! He’s one of the best doctors in the
City,” replied Coffin Coles.
“I know; but look at his sign—‘9 to l.”»
•Well?”
“Well. I don’t take any such chances as
that.”—Puck.

Vvwi/1
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to do is to arm herself with a spool of
strong thread and start off after dark on
the eve of All Saints to some old lime
kiln reputed to be the abode of evil

Physicians and scientists recommend Hall’s
Hair Renewer for gray and thin hair.

Snopkeeper—Yes, I’ve moved on to Washing
ton street. They tell me that street’s a perfect
gold mine.
Thoughtful Friend—Ah! that accounts for it!
I’ve alwavs wondered why they are all the time
digging It up.—Boston Transcript.

spirits.
Standing alone on the edge of the deep
hole, the candidate for matrimony repeats the Lord’s prayer backward. Then
Bhe takes the end of the thread in her
left hand, and after tossing the spool into
the chasm before her, patiently waits for
Soon she will feel three pulls
a bite.
and she must politely ask his satanic majesty to be kind enough to tell her the
A voice
name of her future husband.
below will pronounce the name.—Galigtiani Messenger.

Ayers’ Sarsaparilla braces up the system;
and invigorates. Invalids need it.

purifies

Snooks—They say the czar will not allow anybody to speak to bim or come near him, and he
even snubbed the emperor of Germany.
S urtevant Van Rensselaer—I don’t see what
he has for superciliousness. He is not
related to any of tho old Knickerbocker families

excuse

of New York, Is he?—Texas siitmgs.

A Clear Case.

That distressing disease, the piles, Is speedily
relieved and cured by Ayer’s Pills.

*Tve been cudgeling my brain for an
hour over this thing,” 6aid a young Detroit attorney to the older one with
whom he is associated in a knotty case.
“Be careful,” was the quiet response,
,“or Til have you arrested for assault
and battery. I’d be sure to win the
pase, when a man of your size would
'jump on a little thing like that with a

Uncle Mose—Didn’t yer meet a funeral as yer
into town?
“Jim Webster—Yes. I did, Uncle Mose.”
“Deni was Tom Bott’s obsequious, dey was.”
“Well, you might hah gessed It. Dat aint de
fust time he has passed tue ou do street wldout
letting on dat he knowed me. He was de most
supoi silly us niggali eber I seed.”—Texas Sittwas conun

ings.

!

cudgel.”—Detroit Free Press,
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NIAGARA.

of the Work of Harnessing the
World’s Greatest Waterfall.

trogress

There

on

of

Mourning Costumes—A
Popular,

Niagara Falls. Dec. 24.—The public
has heard much of the progress of the
work at Niagara Falls on the canal and
tunnel which are in progress of building
by the Niagara Falls Power company.
The canal above the falls and the tunnel
which takes off the water after it has
performed its service -will be finished
text fall. About these there were no

the Market

Harper Writes

Olive

Not

but

to

the

Latest In

Cloak
the

That Is

Liking

of

the Writer.

I

[Special Correspondence.]
New York. Dec. 24.—When Solomon
declared that there was nothing new
Under the sun, I don’t believe he had any
premonition of the bales on bales of new
materials that are placed on view at the
big importers’, for there are so many

things that one poor head can’t see
them all in a month without aching
ready to burst. One goes from one place
to another finding something hitherto
undreamed of in each.
I saw Saturday a line of rich black
silk with a double brocade, that is to say
there were flowers in delicate natural
tints, brocaded upon another and rather
larger brocaded
pattern, also in
color, which gave
it the appearance
of being shaded.
There are dress
patterns of Lyons
moire, with sunew

applique

perb

embroidery done
in velvet, sometimes in black
and sometimes in
colors, but when
in colors they are
soft and have a
faded appearance.
Dead leaf
is a favorite, and
the bronzed and
mottled effect is
brought out with
wonderful fidelity by the use of
different shades.
This applique is
a gleam op comfoet. as often done in
cloth as in velvet, and indeed I think
that done in cloth is more effective,
really, than the velvet.
There are shot silks and shot velvets
and shot brocades. They are in changeable tints, which I have always admired, and I noticed also some shot effects in wool and silk goods, and some
all wools where the twisted threads
somehow showed different lights as the
sun would strike upon it.
The new spring woolens differ from
the old ones only in that they are a trifle
lighter in weight.
The cloth for tailor gowns is literally
“cream laid,” it is so fine, so firm and
smooth. This comes in all colors, but
the favorites are biscuit and drab shades,
though of course ^here are others, particularly the faded leaf shades.
There is a heavy Melton cloth, intended for spring cloaks and long wraps,
which has a close, heavy body of satin
surfaced cloth with raised velvet designs
upon it.
In mourning outfits there is a little but
very decorous attempt at ornamentation,
a trying to break the monotony of the seFor first
vere lines heretofore seen.
mourning the deep veil and straight lines
are de rigeur, but when the long veil can
1
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judiciously signaled by fancy

to the crape bordering. No crape
but the English is ever used as applique trimming. The elegant long cape
worn in the illustration is lined with
dead silk, and at the top of the collar has
a curled line of ostrich flues.
The bonnet has also a jet ornament in front
above the folds of the crape. This dress
is not, however, suitable for a widow
until at least six months after her bereavement, but could be worn by a
sister or daughter after three months.
Among the “high novelties” of the season is the cloak represented here, and it
is called the Reve, or dream cloak. It
seems to mo to partake more of the character of a nightmare, but as it has taken
such a hold upon the fancy of the “carriage customers,” I suppose it is a duty
to show it. It was made in the original
of thick ladies’
cloth in a faded
brick dust color.
The sleeves cannot be described,
but can be understood by a glance
at the picture. A
deep watteau
plait is laid in the
back, reaching to
The
the neck.
cuuuiut;i

piwo

us

of white velvet
embroidered
with gold and

having a fringe
of gilt beads. It
is cut in a scallop
to the neck in the
back, from where

droops a gold passementerie trimREVE cloak.
similar to
those on the front at the joining below
the waist. Black fox fur bands in state
fashion go around the shoulder and fall
to the feet. The garment is lined with
gold colored quilted satin. Another of
brown velutina trimmed with cinnamon
bear fur and gold embroidery made in
the same general style is equally strik-

ming

■

ing.
The

bonnets are mostly in the
Quaker style, with broad ribbon strings
which tie under the chin in a wide
picked out bow. Some of them have
the front dented down in Mary Stuart
style. The poke is prettier for young
faces and the dented rather more becoming for older ones. Any of the
Quaker styles is pretty and generally
Olive Harper.
becoming.
new

Three years ago

a
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[Special Correspondence.]

Plonty of New Materials

are

curves

Sr.

WIT AND WISDOM.

and the Autumn

The rocks that front the ocean look deserted
now and bare;
The breezes wander aimlessly in search of yellow hair:
The cruel waves have sought the sand and
washed her prints away.
And autnmn leaves have covered up her nook
of yesterday.
We miss her—yes, we miss her, yet we do not
shed a tear;
The Summer girl has left us, but—the Autumn
girl is here.
—Tom Masson In Cloak Review.

BOYNTON;
54?

us

POWER

resident of Grass

Valley turned loose in that section three
They have mulEnglish sparrows.
tiplied rapidly, and are said to be death
on tree bugs, and have driven off other
birds that formerly ate the fruit. The
sparrows also eat some fruit, but prefer
the bugs,—ban Francisco Call.

particularly

new
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f zmin
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pay.
In this emergency Dr. Coleman Sellers,
the distinguished engineer and scientist
of Philadelphia, was asked to visit Europe and see what he could learn there
that would enable the company to do
He found that the
what it wished.
Swiss were transmitting water power
very cheaply and efficiently, and that in
Paris and Birmingham compressed air
was being used with great satisfaction.
But even after seeing all that he could
he did not feel equal to making plans
with which he was entirely satisfied.
He, therefore, at the expense of the company, organized an international commission, with Sir William Thompson as
chairman. On this commission, besides
Sir William, were Dr. Sellers, representing America; Colonel Turrenttini, mayor
of Geneva, representing Switzerland; M.
Marichas, of the French institute, and
Professor Unwin, of London.
This commission received plans from
all the greatest electrical engineers in
the world and awarded prizes aggregating $25,000. These plans showed that
to take the power to Buffalo was entirely feasible, and that while the power
could be sold at a great profit on the
spot at ten dollars per annum per horse
power, it could also be sold in Buffalo
at a price very much under the cost of
steam generated there in the usual way.
The company will therefore strike at
once for a contract to light the city of
No

plan to utilize the whole of
generated has been adopted,

the
but

that used on the spot arwill be made, so soon as the
works are finished next October, to transmit within a radius of twenty miles of
the central station at Niagara, two blocks
of power of 5,000 horse power each, one
block to be transmitted by electricity
and one by compressed air. Then the
remaining 100,000 horse power or so will
be transmitted as there is a demand for
it and in the manner which proves to be
to be the cheapest and best.
Jno. Gilmer Speed.

apart from
rangements

The Goodale Sisters.

[Special Correspondence.]
New York, Dec. 24.—“Mrs. Eastman
still writes for us, as does her sister,”
said two of the editors of The Independent yesterday, and somebody said, “Who
is Mrs. Eastman?”
She is one of two sisters who a generation ago, almost, were celebrated—were
even counted famous—as the infant phenomena of the Berkshire hills.
They—
Dora and Elaine Goodale—wrote poetry
which was good enough to command the
respectful attention of critics when they
were still little children, it is said before
they were in their teens.
Today they are far apart, though their
names will always be closely linked together. Elaine, the younger sister, is
married to a Sioux Indian and is engaged
in educational missionary work at the
famous Pine Ridge agency, while Dora
Read Goodale, still a spinster, remains
at home with her mother, Mrs. D. H. R.
Goodale, who was also in her day a literary woman.
The marriage of Elaine has already
been the subject of many columns of
newspaper comment. Her present life
among the Indians has been the subject
of several letters from her. Something
sterner than the “weaving of rhymes”
will probably occupy the poetess for the
rest of her life. Her literary work, however, nas been ror a considerable time
more in prose than in verse, and has
generally taken the form of letters on
the subject to which she has devoted her
life. The Independent is still the paper
to which she writes most frequently, it
being the one through which she and
her sister first commanded public attention, but she writes for other papers as
well.
So does Dora. Her life has all or
nearly all been passed at the old homestead called, Sky Farm, in Northampton,
but her name litis been fairly established
as that of a favorite writer.
She is advertised as one of the regular contributors to Good Housekeeping, and like
her sister writes more prose than poetry.
Of late years neither one of the sisters
has attempted anything more ambitious
than contributions to periodical literature, and it is said that the volumes they
published so long ago were far from beD. A. C.
ing pecuniarily profitable.
la the reign of Queen Victoria
has had fifteen wars.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

England

It is

other Narcotic substance.

a

harmless substitute

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. .Its guarantee is thirty years* use by

1

for

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Castoria relieves

and Wind Colic.

Diarrhoea

cures

teething troubles,

cures

constipation and flatulency.

food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas«
Castoria assimilates

the

toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

ervlrrft

the problem of how best to utilize this
surplus that while American engineers
had shown great skill and ingenuity in
the use of water power where it was
generated, they were far behind the
European engineers in their ability to
transmit such power to a long distance.
Buffalo is the largest town within easy
reach of Niagara, being some eighteen
miles away. This was where the power
company wished first to get, but by any
of the methods used in America the loss
of power was so great that it would not

power

esmamaaBaiBas^^

engineering problems

to solve. But it was a serious problem
how to utilize the power—120,000 horse
power—developed by these works. It
has been reckoned that one horse power
can keep two men busy, that is, in a
machine shop employing 1,000 men a
power of 500 horses will be needed.
Therefore it will be seen that to attempt to use this great power immediately at Niagara would involve the
building of one of the very largest cities
in the whole of the United States. But
great, cities do not spring up at command, and the projectors of this enterprise, while bearing in mind the value
and making provision for the use of a
great deal of this power on the spot,
have found that even then there would
be much more to spare than had been
used.
T4-

What is

Castoria.

_

•Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Da. G. C. O3000D,
Lowell, Mass.
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which 1 am acquainted. 1 hope the day is not
for distant when mothers wi II consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the variousquack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup aud other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
“

them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kincheloe,
Conway, Ark.

The Centaur

Company,

K Castoria.

“

Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me."
R. A. Akchkr, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, H. 7.
**

Our physicians in the children's departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
Unites Hospital and Dispensary,
ment have

Boston, Mass.
Allen C. Smith, Pres.,

T7 Murray Street, New York

City.
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MARK DOWN SALE.
Millett, Evans & Co.
To close balance of Christmas Goods, we
offer today what are left at marked down
prices. All in need of gifts for Hew Years
should take advantage of this opportunity.

Evans &

Millett,
517

Congress and

Co.,

7 Casco Streets.
d3t

dec28

REICHARDT'S “PERFUMERY
-FOR THE-

HOLIDAY

TRADE.

WE HAVE A roMPLETE LINE OF THESE STANDARD ODORS
AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING:

VLANG YLANG, WHITE ROSE, JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE
LILY, WILD ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
THE VALLEY,
BLOSSOM. LILY OF
FRANGIPANNI,CLOVE PINK
AND NEW MOWN HAY.
We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling that they
will give entire satisfaction. They are out up in a handsome stoppered bottle containing
a halt pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.

320

dec23

Congress
®

Street.

dtf

SOME OF OMR SELLIKG OUT PRICES.
Colored Velvets 98 cents,
English Silesia 12 1-2 cents,

Lining Cambrics 3 cents,
40 inch Serges 59 cents,
Striped Cloakings 98 cents,
White Lawn 8 cents,

former price $1.25
former price 17 cents
former price G cents

price 75 cents
former price $1.25
former price 15 cents

former

ETTA M. OWEN 8c CO.,
decs

S38

Congress Street.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

eiKitf

BOYNTON,
547

Solid

Congress

Silver

Si.

Chatclain

Watches, every one
ranted, S6, S8, SIO.

Tlie ONION MUTUAL LIFE INnow in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
lias already paid more than Twenty
live Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

SURANCE COMPANY is

WE SOLICIT
ueclS

ONE

TRIAL.
dim*

war-

PORTLAND

DAILT

PRESS

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
niontbs; $ 1.60 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
Daily, (Notin advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six
months; 60 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial
subscription of six werks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Rates.

In Daily Press- $i.60 per square, first
Three inserweek; 76 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special notices, on first page, one third
additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2 00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less

$1.60 per square.
Wants, To Lets, For Sales and similiar advertisements, 25 cents per wet k, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no displav. -Displayed advertisements under these heading will be
charged at regular rates.
In Maine «tate Press-SI.OO per square
first insertion and 60 cents per square for
each subsequent inset tion.

or

THE
TUESDAY.

PRESS.
DECEMBER 89.

Senator Washburn promptly denies that
he ever said that Mr; Blaine had told him
that he would accept a Presidential nomination if his health continued as good as it
is now.
Mr. Blaine never told him any
such thing. This is the outcome of the
story that the public generally expectedThe trouble on the Mexican border is
assuming a somewhat serious phase. In
one encounter one United States private
has been killed and several wounded, and
there is an unconfirmed rumor that Gapt.
Bardie's detachment has been attacked
and fourteen men killed and wounded.
Garza’s force has grown to 2000, and there
is so much unrest in Northern Mexico that
he can probably get many more if he can
provide them with food. We are under
obligation to Mexico by treaty to keep the
insurgents from using our territory to
make war upon her, and if we do not succeed we are likely to have a bill to pay for
damages.
The rejuvenated Boston Post has under
taken the task of rejuvenating Mr. Cleveland. In double leaded type it declares
that “the name of Cleveland stands unrivalled:’’that “the friends of Cleveland
should be up and doingthat “Cleveland
demonstrations should be held in all sections to give the eager people on opportunity to rally about his standard;’’ that the
“Cleveland press should wake up itself and
arouse its readers to the Importance of the
situation’’ and much other agony of the
same sort.
That these stirring appeals are
deemed necessary in Mugwump Massachusetts is only another proof of the decline of
the Cleveland boom. We fear that it will
need something more potent than screamtug

»v

iviiio

how to economize in the
approved Democratic fashion. Having repeatedly alleged that the last Congress was extravagant, the brethren feel it
incumbent upon them to cut down the appropriations of the present one below those
of the last, no matter whether the government suffers in consequence or not. The
first step in this programme was to select
Holman for chairman of the appropriations committee, the next one is to so
change the rules that all bills which appropriate money shall be subject to his scrutiny, with the right to object if he sees fit.
In this way the brethren feel sure they can
cut the appropriations down several hundred thousands, and be able to go before
the country next year shouting that they
are economists and reformers.
Now we are by no means inclined to underestimate the value of economy. It is
one of the virtues, and the representatives
of the people v he dealing with the people’s money an under strong obligation to
practice it. Wastefulness with one's own
is bad, wastefulness with another’s is much
worse.
For whatever judicious economy
the present Democratic House may practice it is entitled to credit, and whatever
political capital there may be in it is fairly
theirs. Bnt there is a vast difference between the cutting down of the appropriations and the practicing of judicious economy. To cut off unnecessary expenditures
is economy, but to deprive the government
of the money actually needed for necessary
expenditures is not economy at all. It is a
mere device to deceive the people.
Eventually all the money so withheld has to be
made
effect of the
up, and the
Is
add
delay
to
the
frequently
item
of interest, and
thus
really
swell the amount of expenditures. Now
we strongly suspect that the Democracy
are planning to palm off the spurious article upon the public for the genuine; in
other words that they intend to cut down
the appropriations below the sums actually
needed for the support of the government,
well knowiDg that the deficiency will have
to be made up later on. The reason that
we suspect that this is the case is because
they have been guilty of this trick before.
Indeed it is one of their old time dodges,
and as they seldom forget anything in that
line, it is altogether probable that they
have not forgotten this.
We have no
doubt that the Democrats will succeed in
cutting down the appropriations, and that
when Congress adjourns all their organs
will shout in chorus,
“See how economical the House has been,” and we have no
doubt also that when the House meets
again one of its first acts will be to pass a
deficiency bill. Their economy will be a
sham, but its true natnre cannot be fully
exposed until after election, and that is
what they are counting on.

financial..

FINANCIAL.

INCREASE MR INCOME.

THE

in

The correspondents who are engaged in
working up a war with Chili are not easily
dismayed. Recently the navy department
ordered the Boston to proceed from Valpar
ralso to San Francisco. Ou its face that
certainly looked as if the navy department
did not anticipate an outbreak, for it would
hardly weaken Its available force in Chilian
waters if hostilities were deemed probable.
But the war correspondent had no difficulty in interpreting this act as really indicating of war. The Boston in his view
was sent away merely to cover up other
The war correspondent’s
preparations.
dea seems to be that administration can
declare war whenever it gets good and
ready, and that It is now engaged in getting
so.
The constitution of the country however declares that Congress, not the navy
department, may declare war. However a
little matter like the Constitution doesn't
bother the enthusiastic correspondent bent
upon convincing his readers that war is
inevitable.
The Ohio Senatorial campaign is growSome time ago Mr. Thomas
ing warm.
McDougall, one of Ihe most influential attorneys of Ohio, addressed an open letter
to the members-elect of the legislature from
his county in which he made a strong ap.
peal for the reelection of Senator Sherman.
The anti-Sherman papers, notably the Cincinnati-Gazette, claimed that even the senator himself had characterized this letter as
Now Mr. McDougall pubunfortunate.
lishes a letter from Mr, Sherman in which
the latter says:

1

i

MAGAZINE

What is It?

The Andover Review for December is a
Christmas number and is fully up to the
usual high standard of excellence. Dr. W.
H. Ward discusses the Bible Idea of Salvation showing that under a variety of
phrases there Is a substantial unity of purpose. Morrison Swift Esq. displays the
Halo of Industrial Idleness in new colors
and insiets on some scheme of securing
brighter hopes for the producers of wealth.
Prof. G. R Carpenter compares Howells,
Moore and Wilde as critics showing the
characteristic features of each writer.
Prof. Thwing gives details of the new
Course of Study in Adelbert College. It is
graduated elective system and bas several
novel outlines. Prof. Wm. Cooley writes
up the claims of Endamonism which is
Greek for happiness as a motive and in
good living compared with disinterested
virtue as a motive power. The editorials
are on Short Pastorates from a Social Point
of View, The Acquittal of Prof. Briggs,
Sunday School Instruction, The Ninth
Year of the Andover Review, The Decision
of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts in the Andover case. Theological
and Religious intelligence follows, with
papers on Social Economies, Notes from
England and Book Reviews and Notices.

Middletown,
Paid up

for lard?
habcustoms,
Upsettingthe
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Pretzel” is a humorist and
journalist, an ex-soldier and oil speculator, a thirty-second degree Mason and
a leading jpenber of “the most exclusive
secret organization in America.” This
is the “Order of Exalted Nobles of the
Chicago Palace of O. G-.’s,” whic h consists of but sixty members. Incidentally he is also a Knight Templar and a
Noble of the Mystic Shrine—in fact, an
all around secret society man generally.

paying 6

per cent, dividends
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istered if desired.
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President.
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DEMOCRATIC

ECONOMY.

The report that an effort will bo made to
commit all bills appropriating money from
the national treasury to the committee at
who>e head Is the great objector Holman,
has about it an air of probability. Holman
was selected for the head of the appropriations committee because he has acquired a
great reputation as a cheeseparing states-,

EVENING)

WATER

o

SUPPLY

Principal

and

Interest Guaranteed.

AT CITY
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Agent*

take

Kickapoo Indian Sagwa.
Sagwa cures Constipation, Liver Complaint, Indi-

Proposing
we

stock of Dry
next 60 days.

*>tAu fwaoh nAAlla n#

diseases

arising from impure
and a deranged liver.

nuaf

Man

wow

n mw

$1.00.

Jf b. tilth. The Dudley Buck Quartette (of
N. Y ) and othe s. Tickets 36c, 50c, 7*c.
Jaa. ‘doth. LelaDd T. Powers and the Myron

W

undersigned

at an

Annstolta

Ti...

OC.

CA.

wa.

Kir Edwin Arnold (of London.
Eug.) Tickets 60c, 76. and #1 to.
1 icketa now on sale to all of the above.
dec*5
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favorable terms if
application is made to the

fore offered in Portland.

UThltnun

a*>tii
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mv

viva

Equatorial
Gorilla, etc.”

Reset-yed Meats BO and 75 cents.
Admission 36 cents; Children and pupils of all schools
25 and 35 cents. Mow on sale at Biockbndg’s.
Half tare and late trains to all holding Du
<*>atlla tickets on the Maine Ceutr .l Grand
Trunk and Portland & Rochester railroads.
Job. 6<h, The Whitney M ckbridge Concert
w
Company, (»ix artists.) Tickets 6oc,'

Holders of City of Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. 1,1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do

to make a change in onr
will offer our entire
6 ods at cost for tbe
No such chance to boy

of the

ILLUSTRATED.

DUE 1901-1911.

ftism, chills
business,

Africa—Discovery

Cent,
REFUNDING LOAN.

u m a-

land fev^r.

Midnight Sun,”

I

Four Per

AT COST.

Scrofula,

Street.^

CITY"CALAIS

dtf

Loss of

Appetite,

Author of “The Country of the Dwarfs”
“Wild Life Under the Equator.” ‘The
Viking Age,” ‘-.-torles of the Gorilla
Country,” “The i<*nd of the

SUBJECT—“Travels la

DRY GOODS

gestion,

Exchange

..I2

‘Lid’,

LONDON.

no24

CO.,

SECURITIES.

Cheque Hank,

the

DU CHAILLU.

BAIKER8,

pal European Cities.

your shattered system

and Interest Guaranteed,

H. M. PAYSON &

HILL,

By the World Renowned Explorer, Wrtter and
Lecturer—Mr. Paul B.

= FOR BALK BT =

dtf

35 and

Friday Even's:, January 8.

OP MIRIVETTE, WIS., O's.

Exchange St*.

Company.

5th Popular!

COMPANY

6’S.

218 middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available la all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on princi-

To

Two W

dec38dtf

Jamestown, IV. Y.,

J. B. BROWN & SONS, Banker^

_

■”

Popular Prices, 15, 25,
50 Ceu(£.

$15,000

AT

early day.

GILBERT’S.

With the elimination of the
cause,

assimilation
The bowels
the

is

J.M.DYER&CO. SWAN&BARRETT,

improves,
becomes perfect.
move regularly,

digestion

kidneys

dec 16

FIRST

active, there

are

increase of flesh and a
sure return to sound health.
For sale at all Druggists.

very

WORM KILLER.

IHIIENUEGIIIIITIES!

or

plain,

at

Sold by all druggists.
25 Cents per Box; Five Boxes for Si.00.

Mortgages

CHAPMAN BANKING CO.,

finest'quality.

Oxford
Je26

Please Call and See Us.

Stocks'

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.

Experience
20 Years*
INVESTMENTS.

G. L FOX STUDIO.

dec21

IN

cent, interest.
We never handle any security that we do not absolutely control. The investments we now have are as
secure as any we have ever offered, and pay more interest than any we have offered in the last ten years.
We can refer to the leading banks in New York, and
to our 4.00ft patrons
We are under the supervision
of the Banking Department of Now York State.
n«r

r.«nf to 12

REOPENS OCT.

Tier

1-2

Congress Street,

(2nd coursel. S4 a month.

HENRY DICKINSON, Manager.

Evening

Gass

sep!6

eod4n>

SOUTHERN PINE
Timber,

CARL PRETZEL*

His voting and tax title is Charles H.

Plank and

Largest Assortment

Harris, and as such he was born at
Rochester, N. Y., in 1841, enlisted in the
navy in 1861, was appointed assistant

First

ha ^
*

3

35c. and

$1

allXung
Troubles.

at all

E. MORGAN A. SONS,
PROVIDENCE,
splh

Prop’s.

R. I.

eod&wly

Flooring.-

I

a«m

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
AND

Female CoMe^e,
MAINE.
DEERING,

Winter term opens Tuesday, Deo. 29. 1891,
For lurtber particuand continues ten weeks.

lars and catalogues, audress,
A. B. ALI EN, A. M„
declOdlw
Deering, Maine.

ati

~

BOYNTON,
$47 Congress

SI,

Eight day, Cathedral Gong Imitation
Clocks, S4.50.

Mortgage 6

Per Gent

BOYNTON,

July I,1911.

547 Congress St.

INTEREST J1V. 1st and JELY 1st.

a

Both

Principal and Interest payable in Boston.

Gold
Pens,
Toot Picks, etc.

PRICE, PAR AND INTEIfEHT.

FRED t RICHARDS 4 CO..

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCB COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and tne age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and hence
are suited to all circumstances.

Druggists.

Free

I-

DEPARTMENT

Cold Bonds. Due

eoutf

rift sawn flooring.
It will not sliver
or splinter and will out-last three
ordinary
floors.
one
who
is
Every
building and thinks of using
Boplne should see it.
Write for particulars, or call od
8. H. & A. R. DOTEN,
494 to 604 Fore auu 279 Commercial sts.
sepI0eod6ms*
Portland. Me.

IS INVALUABLE FOR

I

3

French

PORTLAND, ME., HEAD BROWN'S WHARF.

Fairford Southern Pine

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT STREET,
Tharnoa'a Piana *1 •«!««.,
Street Block. Portland.
augZ7

•r

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY.

and Lowest Prices.

DEERING, WINSLOW & CO.,

This is

will receive pupil* September l*t»

(PEN*.,)

Flooring Boards.

janlO

(PUPIL OF EHJBBEKQ)

ALLENTOWN llETBH

Each course fills the entire day.

8&W&wly

TeachsroftheViolin

our

liyi_

for

BOTANY.

MISS E. W. THURSTOI,

)

In small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

Antique.

“10

a

In accordance with the request of several who
desire to pursue the study of Botany, clashes
will be formed the first week in January that
pupils may be fitted for the woi k of classification as soon as the early flowers bloom. Att -utlou will be given to our oailve orchids.
For
terms and course of Instruction, apply between
3 aud 6 p. m. to
dec26d l w
MBA M tBY K. TAYLOR, lO Gray 81.

eodtf

SAYINGS

5th,

$10a month, Antiqueand Portrait Classes.(1st
course). $13 a month, Life and PortraitClasses

Broadway, New York.

INSTRUCTION_IN

187 middle St.

Deposits in

PORTLAND.

J.B. WATKINS L.M.CO.
!i Wall St., for.

478

at

Building,

FRED E. RICHARDS, President.
W. W. MASON, floe President.
C. G. ALLEN Cashier,

Painting, Drawing and Modelling in
Clay from Life and from the antique.

$13,800,000

rAA.liv.irur f>

dec28d2t

EDVCATBORAL.

CORTUND NATIONAL BANK,

d3m

t

In every instance Interest and Principal has been
paid at maturity.
WE Have RETURNED to INVESTORS

entertainment.

line of

We shall be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.

our

a

NEVER LOST A DOLLAR

small sums, to onr

laundry business
Japanese Fancy
Goods, and also a choice line of tea. All goods
are imported direct from China, and are of the

LAUNDRY,

STREET, NEAR CITY HALL.

about to add to
WE arestock
of Chinese aud

GUARANTEED

or

winch it will give ns pleasure to have
von examine at onr office; or applications bv mail will be promptly replied
to.
We are also agents for the Northwestern Guaranty Loan Co., of Minneapolis, Minn,, one of 'he STRONGEST
and MOST CONSERVATIVE investment companies in this country, for
the sale of Its securities, which we
keep constantly on hand.
INTEREST allowed on time deposits,
or subject to check.

5 MYRTLE

Sapper tram 6 la 8.
Admission, 26 cents, Including suoper and

Choice Investment Securities,

FMW&wnra

MIKADO

4*7 1*2 Congress St.,
TUESDAY EYKX1N6, DEC. 29.

■

-AT-

GUARANTEED

EMERTAIXMENT,

fflyific Hall,

We invite the attention of investor!,

of large

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

The Children’s Savior.

jy81

fancy

-WILL GITS-

SUPPER AJiD

-AT-

rent; also

THE KICKAPOO

INDIAN

GEORGES C018ANDRY, U. 0. G.

Street, Portland, Maine.
oct29dtl

or

Evening.
dtf

186 Middle
for sale

Monday

Bill FRIDAY EVRM, JANUARY 1.
dec28

BANKERS,

CLASS

an

I

School

dtf

WE HAVE HAD

paymaster and served on the mortar
schooner Sophronia until disabled by
sickness. He then speculated in oil in
Pennsylvania, and was consequently
obliged to become a working journalist,
began the publication of Carl Pretzel’s
Magazine in Chicago in 1867, and in
1873, in connection with William E.
Dougherty, commenced the publication
of the Chicago Daily News. His last
venture is the Chicago National Weekly,
which is a success.
As he received only a common school
education, his writings are rarely marred
by Greek and Latin quotations. Plain
English, low Dutch and broken German
are good enough for him

SATURDAY MATINEE I

dit

Cast to full extent ol the Popular

BANKERS,

fVm

conduct of the Commercial-Gazette is not
exaggerated. While professing to desire
harmony in the pai ty and that the contest
between Sherman and Foraker shall be
friendly it has resorted to very questionable methods to undermine Mr. Sherman.
It has been reported many times that the
Commercial-Gazette is controlled by Mr.
John K. McLean, one of the most prominent Democrats of Ohio. This may not be
true, but it is true that the course of that
paper in this senatorial contest is giving
the Democracy a good deal of aid and comfort.

THURSDAY. Fmch.e
FRIDAY. S ir«r Arc

Coding,
Cnahier.

WOODBURY & MGULTON, City Water Company
dec21

CO.

MONDAY.(.oar Pin*
TUESDAY.............. Oar Aaarl

$5,000

&Tuinnr<swiynrmci

STOCK

Change of Bill each Night.

Price 98 1-2

Cor. middle and

BY-

WEDNESDAY.U d, <iirt

yours.
Sflflrmdn^C

time

R. MI, Marshall R.

and interest.

Chicago's Aotea Humorist.

“Carl

-SUPPORTED

deposits.

desirable investment for Trust
Funds. These bonds can be reg-

ALL BROKE UP.

blood

on

febld

ll A fitAAlr

and

Rhe

MAX FREEMAN.
LOTHROP’8

Company is earning a
large surplus beyond the interest

6 Central Wharf, Boston.

mending.

-AND-

Accounts of individuals,firms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

As this

N. K. FAIRBANK 4 CO.

repair

INVESTMENT!

Matinee.

KATHERINE BOBER

1824.

COLD 4s., Due 1927.

Made by

You need

Saturday

Capital anil Profits $1,100,000.

Company

is the purest clarified cottonseed oil mixed with pure
beef fat. It is the best cooking material ever devised
for frying anything and
everything. It is easily
digested and highly nutritious. Every New England
housekeeper will prize Cottolene.
Beware of imitations. Ask your grocer for
the genuine Cottolene.

t

Commencing Monday, Dec. 28,

—

Incorporated

Portland Water

COTTOLENE

sep8

OF

interest allowed

ourDOse.

Manager.

ONLY.

WEEK

_2wteod3mos

HOME

others; it is healthier—so
says every thoughtful physician ; and it is cheaper as
every housekeeper knows
when she finds that one-half
the quantity answers every

ONE

PORTLAND, ME,

Port'and. We.

dec29

Harland, Catherine Owen,
Mrs. S. T. Rorer, and many

CHICAGO,

—

SMITH,

98 Exchange St.,

Lessee and

I

vised. SfVfBlf.mh tear of Xiu.inesa
Never a day’s del.y in payment of interest
and ma'ured principal. Tn«bonnsaie a lt-ual
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut. For
further particulars apply to

is betbutter for
cooking, so say such noted
housekeepers as Marion

than lard

ter

Capital $600,000.

Offers its 6 rer cent Bonds, interest semi-#n-

cooking product—it

____

CascoNationalBank

Conn.

Dually, in denominations of $100, $200, $250.
$5<K>. »ioo<> and *6uoo.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking Laws by Bank Examiner of Marne. Super-

a new

THEAtreT

PORTLAND
G. E. LOTHROP,

1BE TOME'EX BiSSISS C9JIPM,

A substitute

NOTICES.

“I cannot understand what yon say
about my reference to ‘unfortunate’ letters
If the Commercial Gazette has represented
tbat I used such an expression it is a lie
out of whole cloth, and you may deny it in
my name in the most positive and stirring
manner.
Indeed, the course of the Commercial-Gazette, under its new management, in respect to me, is as untruthful
and infamous as the lowest blackmailing
sheets could be. I have regarded your
letters as plain, strong and honest expressions of your opinions, which the Commercial-Gazette dares not publish and cannot
answer.
It perverts your meaning, while
refusing to hear you. All this you may
quote as coming from me. Very sincerely
Mr

ASHJSEfllBNTs.

most

AND

Advertising

M1BCE 1-IiAN KOIJ8.

man who knows

As an Insurance Company and as a
Home
the
Institution,
UNION
MUTUAL LIFK INSURANCE COMPANY Is deserving ot the support of
Maine Citizens.

BANKERS,
98
]i
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Exchange

Street.
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Pencils,

1

fraternity elections.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

OBITUARY.

AUCTION BALKS.

«fcW AUVERTl.CnuNTH,
_

Machigonne Tribe, No, 3, X. O. It. M.
Machigonne Tribe, No. 3. Improved Order of Red Men, elected these officers last
eveningt
Sachem—A. A. Plummer.
Senior .sagamore—Wm. A. Allen.
Junior fa#amore-Cha8. fi. Phllbrick.
Keeper of Records -F. E, Haskell
Assistant Keeper of Records—Albert Saund-

ers.

Keeper of Wampum—John Williamson.

Trustee for Three Years Frans; S. Waterhouse.
Representatives to Great Council—F. W. Higgins and John Williamson.

Hall Agent—John Williamson.

Maine Lodge, I. O. O. F.

Maine Lodge, No. 1, I. O. O. F.f elected
the following officers last evening:
N. G.—Abel H. Strickland.
V. G.—James Fleming.
P. 8.—Onas. F Plummer.
Treas.—A. D. Smith.
Trustees—C. B. Nash, R. Y. Barbour, Wm. F.

Smith.

Agent of Hall—Edwin R. Brown.

Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, K. of X*.
Munjoy L< dge, No. 6, K. of P., elected
the following officers last evening:
Past Chancellor—Domlnicus Jordan.
Cbauceiloi G mmaiwer— P. H. Higgins.
Vice Chancellor— Lewis T. Soule.
Prrlaie—Geo. T. German.
Keeper of Records and Seal—E, E. Crocker.
Master of Finance—Jas M. Black.
Master of Exchequer—Geo. B. Morris.
Master at Aims—Nelson A. Smith.
Trustees—John F. Norton, Jas. M. Black, J.
W. Roitluson.
Representative to the Pythian Hall Association—Wm a l ay lor.
Representatives to Grand Lodge for two
VHkrA.npii. P
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Benjamiu W. Pickett.
Mr. Benjamin W. Pickett died very suddenly from heart disease at his residence
in South Portland yesterday morning. He
had been in the enjoyment of his usual
health apparently the day previous.
Mr. Pickett was born In Newburyport,
Mass., seventy-four years ago. He was
brought up to the ship building trade and
when quite young was foreman in the yard
of Donald McKay in Boston, the builder of
the famous clippers. After leaving Mr.
McKay’s employ he ran a ship-building
yard at Newburyport for a time but, about
forty years ago, removed to Cape Elizabeth.
There he was employed by Mr. George
Turner, the ship-builder, and under his
direction constructed
several vessels.
After Mr. Turner’s failure and death, Mr.
Pickett bought the interest of the estate in
the yard and continued in the business up
to fifteen years ago. He constructed some
forty vessels, among them the Grecian,
George Turner, Cornelia C. Dow, and
Hunter, all either ships or barks.
Mr. Pickett was a Democrat, in politics
and had represented the town of Cape
Elizabeth in the legislature. He was also
one of the trustees of the late Col. John
Goddard’s estate. Since his retirement he
became a very large real estate owner in
South Portland and, it is said, had seventy
rents in that village. He was a quiet conBUIOUUUUB

Gorham Grange.

At the regular monthly meeting of Gorham Grange, Saturday evening, these officers were elected for the ensuing year:
Master—Lewis L. Files.
Overse' r—Harry C. Palmer,
bteward—Frank Merrill.
Assistant bteward-Blnn Bickford.
Lectuier- Win. B. F. Bobie.
Chaplain— R-v. Edward b. Palmer.
Treasurer—H. A. McKenney.
becretary—Mrs. Frank Johnson.
Gate-keeper—H. G. Kedlon.
Ceres—Mrs. Lewis L Foes.
Pomona—Miss Nellie Parker.
Flora— Mrs. Frank Merrill.
Lady Assistant bteward—Miss Etta Palmer.
Added to the

Lists,
The following names have been added to
the lists of registered voters:
WABD SEVEN.

Allen, John L. H.. 41 Ellsworth.
Austin, L ren D., 58 Thomas.
Avertll, Jonn R., 89 Ellsworth.
Armsbey, James B., 39 8 ruce.
Aag. 8on. Frederic L., 436 bt. Johu.
An ierson, Anders B., 278 Danforth.
308 Daulorth.
Ackley, Charles
Ai deison, Jaim-s E 266 Danforth.
Bigelow, William H., 24 Arsehal.
Hillings, Albert. 277 bt J"hn.
Brown, Augustus a, 260 Vaughan.
Burae, Patrick, 39 Sa em.
Baibour, Edward K.,49 Neat
Bass, Peter, 177 bt John.
Boya. Orville G., 131 Emery.
Beriy Wilber F., 294 Brackett
Biown, Philip H., 86 Vaughan.
Black, George F., 288 Brackett.
Babo, George w., 13 Freuerick.
Billings. George W., 277 8t. John.
Bnrrowes, John W., 92 West.
Bonner, Thomas O., 203 Vaughan,
Bourse, George 0., 48 Brambau.
Brown, James 8.. 284 Portland,
Burnham Frank P., 69 Burnham.
Brackett, George A*, 162 Clark.
Bragdon. Cuaries 8.. 6 Trowbridge,
Bennett, Henry 8., 106 Emery.
Bolder. Molten E., 294 Spring.
congress.
Berry. Alfred H.. 61 Thomas.
Ball. John W., Alms House,
fcenueit, John J., 9 Bridge.
neai, bqkidb,,

Coyne, John, 8 Trowbiidge place.
Bassiay, James, 467 Dauforth.

fousins. Charles E 392 St. John.
!? turnery, Edward E 296Vi Brackett.
Ca roll, William P. F., 68 Clark.
Caswell. Cyrus M., 60 Spruce.
Creamer, Charles E., 8 Briggs.
Cunningham, Michael R., 264 Danforth.
Clark. Mervin W., 176 Vaughaa.
IChapliu, Flavel A., 126 Western Promenade.
Clyrner, Johu F„ 6« Carlton.
Chick, Cm al C„ 24 Forest.
Cooper, Alfred F., 22 Sihool.
Cushley, John E., 640 Dantorth.
Cushman, George F., 84 Grove.
.Conley, E lsha W., 81 Bramhall.
Ciarke, Augustus O.. 228 Grove.
Cox, Henry P., 43 West.
Clement, William M„ 249 Spring.
Chandler, dohn A,, 169 Grant.
Crockett, George K, 32 Ellsworth.
Cram, dames O., 148 Clark,
Clark, Frederick A., 1008 Congress.
Chapman. Henry J,, 114 Emery.
Clay, Herbert A., 16 Bramhall.
DeWoife, William. 3 May.
Drlukwater. Wm. A„ i«l Grant.
DeGarmo, Edmund A,, 295Vi Brackett.
Davis, Joseph E., 424 8t. John.
Davis, Joseph G., 424 8r. John.
Dimmock, Alfred A., 326 Portland.
Duflev, John H., rear 286 Brackett.
Donahue, John, 5 bona.
Davis, Walter G., 82 West.
Doaue, Charles L.. 163 St. John.
Dyer, William 8.. 8u8 Brackett.
Doten, Stephen E., 13 Frederick.
Davis, Timothy D., lo2u Congress.
Donahue, Thomas, 26 School.
Douglas, Jeremiah 8.,

89

Pine.

Dull e, Edward A„ rear 136 Vaughn.
Dana, John W., 395 Spring.
Dunham, Joseph M., 7 C street.
Erweli, Octavius O.. 169 Neal.
Estes, James T., 211 Lowell.
Edgecomb, Clement A., 62 Spruce,
Everett, Edward S.. 3 Bramhall.
Emerson, Thomas W., 19 Forest.
!• aton. Charles A., 14 Charles.
Emery, James K., 46 BramhalL,
Kustis. Johu T., 92 Pine
FI es, Lottirop L., 89 Burnham.
Fabyan, Harry C.. I0z2 ixmgreSS.
Flahe ty, Coleman A., 48 Douglass.
Fiannl an, «v m., 6 Bono.

Farley, Cyrus a., 266Vaughn.
Fuller, Beuj. C., 1021 Congress.
Fogg, Wm. H., 82 Carlton.
Fess,Leroy Woodfoid. 36 Gilman.
Fernald, George N.. 24 Bramnalt.
Foley, John J., 46 Douglass.
Freoman Albert E., 62 biamhall.
Foster, Edwin G, 16 Crescent.
Fleicner, Geo H., 23 Arsenal.
Fryatt, Walter, 18 cuarles.
Fi zpatriC", Jonn K., 27 Beach.
F bus, Leon Ml 22 Cushman.
Fel ows, Dana w.. 17 Hill.

Farr uiitou. Jas. u.. 178 St. John.
Griffin, John, 9 Caiter.
Gooding. Samuel D„ 214 Danforth.
Giles, Edgar E.. 22 Grove.
Gilkey, Samuel M., 809 Spring.
Garland, Charles F„ 848 Congress.
Green, George H., 18» Claik.
Garnett, Aarou H., 40 Forest.
Gallagher Thomas F-, 23 Danforth.
G .riaud, Whitmore K., .5

Cherry.

Gulney, Dauiel, 17 Weymouth.
Gri.ney, P.tei, 83 Salem.
Breen, L* ouard O., 240 B.
Brant, Klcnard S., £,03 Portland.
Gatley, John, 436 St John.
Gray, Levi A., 22 Carlton.

G ay, Frank L., 22 Carlton.
Gilson Harry 0., 84 Carlton.
Gray, Ernest E., 233 B.
Granny, Johu E., 2 Briggs.
Huston, benj. H., 27 Douglass.
Hai low. Edward, 919 Congress.
Haskell, Geo. P., 110 Emery.
Huff, sa, 138 Neal,
Hanson, Cbai les W., 6 Weymouth,
Hersey, Seth B., 36 Thomas.
Harlow, Euwaid Jr., 947 Congress.
Housion, Henry C., il Hemlock.
Hamilton. Silas F., 9 Russell.
Hurley, Jer. mrah, rea' 237 Danforth.
Hefirou, Thomas 408 St. John.
Hibbard, Levi, 26 Beach.
Hailcrow. l-awrence A, 4 Briggs.
Hmr, Joint k., 160 Neal.
Hoimes, George h., 284 Portland.
Hawkes, James K., 174 Neal,
Haskell, Park* r B., 80 salem.

Hyde, Fred C., rear 3 Valley.
Hamilton, Simeon, 946 Congress.

Heal Instate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate In
this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds t
Portland—George F. 8awyer to Susan J.
Sawyer

Krveport—Fred S. Soule to EaosC. Soule.
Sus

n

V. Wiusluw to L. M. Bai ey.

Deerlng-Henry Deeriug to the Portland &
Rochester railroad.
Cape Elizabeth—Wm. A. Kenney to Charlotte

A. vv bite et al.

New Gloucester—Albert C. Underhill to
Alonzo A. Hunuewell; consideration fi,600.
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by all who knew him. He married
Miss Rebecca Whitmore, a sister of the
Drs. Whitmore, and also of Mrs. John
Bnzzell. His only child, Miss Alice Pickett, a young lady much beloved in Seutn
Portlond, died some twenty years ago and
the father never fully recovered from the
shock of her death. The funeral will take
place at 2 p. m. Wednesday. The burial
will take place at Newbury port
Edward G. Hight.

Mr. Edward G. Hight of Baltimore, of
the firm of Lord & Hight, of that city,
died suddenly Sunday evening, of heart
disease. Mr. Hight was an old Portlander,
although for many years a resident of Baltimore.
He was born about 52 years ago
in Wayne, Me.
He was educated in the
common schools of Wayne and at Lewiston. When a young man of about 20 years
be came to Portland and was bookkeeper
for Phlnney & Jackson.
Here he made
his way in business, becoming a member of
the firm of Hight & Dyer, of Union wharf,
dealers in shooks and general commission
merchants. Mr. Hight removed from here
to Boston, and later to Baltimore, where be
went into business with Mr. John D. Lord,
under the firm name of Lord &> Hight He
was in the latter city in war times, and the
burning of his shook mill at Herndon, Va.,
was one of the incidents of the conflict
Mr. Hight did a large business in Baltimore, where he was president of the Baxter Motor Company and a director in one
of the banks. A wife, who was Mrs. Augusta Brainard Cobb, of Rockland, and a
eon survive him.
There are also living
four sisters, Mrs. J. R. Jacobs and Mrs.
Edmund Phinney of this city, and Mrs. E.
H. Metcalf .and Miss Emma F. Hight of
Boston.
Mrs. Jacobs staited for Baltimore yesterday upon receipt of the news
of her brother's death.
Benjamin

incr BAtrsu. Mies

is

Maine Railroads.

The forthcoming report of the Maine
Railroad Commissioners will be not only
the largest, but the most valuable that has
ever been issued from this department.
j This report wiH contain a history of all
\
the railroads which operate in Maine, the
date of their organization and references
to the various acts and resolves of the
Legislatures of Maine, New Hampshire
and Massachusetts relating to these roads.
It wiii also contain many new and interesting facts in connection with these
roads bo that even as a book of reference
it will be almost invaluable. Of the manuscript for the report seven closely written
ofl

G.JARRABEE.

Great Clearance Sale.

frt InmioInVlnn

tbe Boston & Maine railroad alone.
Arrested for Burglary.

Frederick S. Farris, Wm. L. Farris and
Albert Spear were arrested yesterday on a
charge uf breaking and entering the shop of
Adeline M. Hodgdon at Deering, December 28d and stealing a lot of cigarettes and
candy. Officer Win. Frank did some excellent detective work in the case and the
arrests were made by Officers Frith and
Merrill.
Dr. Blanchard’s Lecture.

Rev. Dr. Blaucbard will deliver the
sixth lecture of his course on American
History, this evening at 7 45 o'clock, in the
vestry of Congress Square church.
The
subject will be “Benjamin Franklin, the
Sage of the American Revolution.” The
public are cordially invited to attend.
Republican State Convention.
The Keuuebec Journal says that there
will be a meeting of tbe executive committee of the State Republican Committee in
Augusta today, at which the place of holding the next stat6 convention will be determined.
Children’s Christmas Club.

This afternoon at 4 30 a meeting of tbe
Club wiil be held in Reception Hall, City
Building.
Important business will be
brought before the members, and it is de*
sired that everyone interested be present.

Furniture, etc., 46 Exchange St.
STOCK or

THE MESSIAH.

BEFORE

For

a

YOU WILL FIND GREAT BARGAINS
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

MioneersandConmission Merchants.
Salesroom 18

It EMM AMTS,
SHORT

ODDS AMD ENDS.

In Cranberry Isles, Dec. 13, Fred R. Spurling
and Miss Nellie F. Fernald.

100 Dozen of Gent’s all-linen, stand-up Collars,
very latest styles, all sizes, warranted 4-ply

V. O. RAU.BY.
marl4

COLORED

DRESS

For This

600DS

Each

Be.
In

82 years, 2 months.

In this city .(Dec. 28, Capt. Seth B. McLellan,
aged 77 years.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 3.00 o’clock
from his late residence, No. 234 Grove St.
In this city, Dec. 27, Frank Delany. aged 68

years.

[Funeral this afternoon at 2 o’clock from No.
12 Cotton 8t.
m South Portland, Dec. 28, Benjamin W.
Pickett, aged 73years, 3 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
from his 1 te residence.
Burial at Newouryport, Mass.
LThe funeral service of the late Hannah
WlUey will beheld Wednesday afternoon at 2 p.
m. from 21 Parris St.
In Willard, Dec 27, Emma D., wife of F. H.
Loveltt. aged 88 years. 2 days.
[Funeral Wednesday aftrenoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residence.
In Boston, Dec. 26. John, only child of Fred
L, and Elizabeth Foster, aged 1 year, 9 months,
formerly of this city.
In Matinicus. Dec. 14, Anette M., wife of
Capt. E. B. Ames.
In Etna, Moses Abbott, aged 86.
In Milo, Gertie Oliver, aged 18.
uuiLjr,

iu

i,
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aged
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Week

75 Dozen ficotch-mlxed Shirts and Drawers....

1 Lot of half wool, plain and striped Damask
Cloth...

25 cents Each.

6 I-4c per

yd.

Double fold brocaded stripes and plaids.

A. R. & t. A.

Real Estate
$50,000

DOTEN,

and
to

Loans.

Loan

In large or small amounts.
Parties wishing to
build can he accomodated.

COMMERCIAL PAPER.
Room* 3 and 4, Jone Building,
EXCHANGE

08

Jul

Schlotterbeck & Foss

12 l-2c per yd.
Oar 40 inch 87Vfco Bedford Cords for.

66c per yd.
Our regular 60c Bedford Cords.

To sell Holiday Goods for

To be closed out regardless of oost.

bring.

36c per

yd.

LADIES’ WRAPPERS
We do not Intend to keep these goods
any
longer as we have not room.
The stock which we now have on band, goes
this week regardless of cost.

Brown Block, 537

CongrcmHt.,

FOKTXiAND, MAINE.
Send (or circular.
my29eodt(

whatever they will

will ka

n4

n

n-ranf OnAviAan In

nvtana

vui

ouiiut/

Oar stocktaking begins next
week and onr desire Is to clear
ont all we possibly can.
If carpets are required, the
odd rolls in Wools aud Unions

Remember our entire stock of Dress Goods
mv/va ui

are

CORSETS

half, before taking stock. We have clipped
the prices on all
one

Black Goods
and you get the benefit.

Ladles’ Jersey Bibbed
Underwear in plain
white and gray mixed, our 60c quality for

25c.

_

will be marked down In order to reduce the
stock. k A large lot of Corsets for..

Basement.
Our stock of Blankets is very large, and you
will secure some Immense bargains
by purchasing tbls week.

BEST

AMERICAN

One case of Fast Black Shawknlt Seamless
Hose, actually worth 60c, for.

Regular 12^c. quality, for.10 Cents

INDIBO

BLUE

PERCALES

Regular e^c. quality, for.3

WINTER GARMENTS

MANSON

SLEIGHS! SLEIGHS!

Single Sleighs, Double Sleighs
-AND-

GROCERY PUNGS,
Fur

HORSE

Robes,
BtANKETS.

Harness and Stable Goods In
great variety and all at lowest

possible prices.

3-4 Cents.

QUALITY

Regular

7c quality, for...5 Cents

STANDARD PRINTS

OSE LOT OF CHOCOLATE PRINTS.
.3 3-4 Cents

jt%_!_II_

r

■

tamagtj manuiaciurers,
EL>T ST.,
deci7

LARRABEE.

CORNfcR CUMBERLAND.

Brignt v Clean.

Far Rags and
all reduced.

Smyrna Rags

About 30 Chamber
the clearing list.

Sets also

thing

quite

can save

lars if you

a few
dolto want any-

happen

in our

line.

Some great offers will be made
in Book Cases and Ladies’ Desks.
Whoever buys of us the coming week will be more than satisfied for we shall lay ourselves
out to sell quickly and so low as
to bring a large trade all the
week!

THE ATKINSON
HOUSE FURNISHING CO.
-HEADQUARTERS-

Cor. Pearl and middle

Portland,

FULLY EQUIPPED

Every Department.
Lately added a full Hue
Patke, Davis Sc Co.’s.

Rockland aad

C. ATKINSON,

•

PREPARATIONS.

Waterrille.

GENERAL MANAGER.

Registration of Votors.
The
Board of
will be in session
notice at
Room

of

Street*,

me.

Hraackea—Aukuru, Bangor Bidd.fard,
Oardloer, Norway, Oldlowa,

ISAACi

-IN

Registration
until
No.

further

13,

City

Building, commencing December 99,
during tlte following
hours,

9 A.

M.

to 6

P.

M.

aaw

Give

your Prescription busiWe will appreciate it
and treat yon all right.

ns
ness.

in nine

Silverware Bargains,

0

Stock Surpassed by None.

Z. THOMPSON t 880.

mediately.

You

BEST

G.

All the Chairs and Rockers in
Willow will be marked down im-

on

246 middle Street.

dec29dtf

be

to

for .8 Cents

WHITE BBODJiB PRINTS

pair.

To be sold at 33ya per cent dlscouut.
Also
Fur Capes, Muffs and Shawls at one third less
than regular prices during this sale.

Draperies

cleared.

Easy Chairs, Plush Rockers.

CINCHAMS,

Regular 12V&C. quality,

Ladies’ Hisses’ and Children’s

Lots of odd

nrieee

given away

19 Cents per Pair.

Great Bargains In Ladies’ Hisses’
and Children’s Hosiery.
25c per

offered below reenlar

and remnants almost

We have In stock nearly all the popular brands
to be sold at oar clearance sale
at 25 per cent discount.

Commercial Travellers’
Association.

Eu.pt 1*2 an Hwrilrnm I In 1.30 p.

KVEMNG, Jan. 1st. 1892
Tickets aie now
ready aud can be obtained of the secretary, No.
2 Free street, or of the Committee:
G. w. TENNANT,
KENJ 1LL8LEY,
F. I GROWS,
|

vote at the next

J. H. DOW.
_S. C. LANG.

Tbe Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

C. H.

Guppy

dec26

Portland, D,c. «7, lst>i.
dpc28<Jtf

dli

BOYNTON7
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Spiing Election.

AUGUSTUS F. GERRISK,
MON HO: A. BLANCHARD.
JOHNS. RU^StU,
Boaid of Hegistation of Votwt,

& Co.

463 CONGRESS STREET.

m.

for the purpose of receiving the
naiues of all persons entitled to

Dinner of this Association
THEwill5tUbeAnnual
held at the Preble House, FRIDAY

The annual meeting and election of otticers
will be held at tne rooms, THURSDAY EVENING. Dec. 81 1891. Ir is desired that every
member should be present, as there is business
of importance to be transacted.
Oecl7Uid
c. K. GAGE, Sec’y.

MISS A. L. SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand ami Typewriting,

Morning

36 inch Tricots..

eodiy

LATEST PATTERNS.

This

Ladies' Cotton Underwear

12 l-2c per yd.

STREET

Cat Glass Bottles

BEGIN

60c. per Dozen.

Gems’ Wiuter-weight Underwear, we
shall make a great cut in prices in order to
reduce the stock.-.

AT LESS THAN HALF PRICE.

auoill

64.
In Saco, D*c. 16, Anni* M. Snow, aged 18t

SHALL

our

——————————————

In this city, Dec. 28. Mrs. Hannah DeWolfe
Cole, widow of the late Lorenzo D. Cole, aged

C. W. AL.X.DN.
dtf

linen.

OF-

LADIES’ UNDERWEAR.

mont.

MEN'S FURNISHINGS.

LENGTHS,

disordered liver try Beecham’s Pills.

In Yarmouth, Dec. 24, by Rev. J. M. W.
Pratt, Mads J. Madsen and Edna B. Bryant,
both ol Yarmouth.
In Auburn. Dec. 26, by Rev. L. J. Thomas, A.
B. Downing and Miss Jessie E. Durgin, both of
M'not.
In Thomaston. Dec. 24, by Rev. C. A. PlumWr-st Randolph,
mer, Fred I. Lamson, of
Vt., and Miss Myra B. Andrews, of Thomaston.
In Auburn, Dec. 24, by Rev. L. J. Thomas,
Charles E. Dunn and Miss Alice H. Allen, both
of Auburn.
In Mapleton, Dec. 22, Will A. Smith and Miss
Myrtie Parker.
In Hodgdon. Dec. 16, Ira W. Btewart and
Miss Eveline Libbv.
In Tenant’s Harbor, Dec. 14, John Lovett aDd
Miss Hattie Cook.
In Cranberry Isles. Dec. 18, Alonzo J. Bryant and Miss Lena M. Stanley.
Southwest Harbor, Dec. 20. H. Edwin Stanley and Miss Maud E. Lurvey, both of Tre-

Exchange Street.

WZ3

BLACK DRESS 600DS

MARRIAGES.

AUCTIONEERS

BAILEY t CO..

a

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD,

Daniel J. Connors, assault; discharged.
David W. Witherington, search And seizure; fined 8100 and costs and sixty days in
the county jail.

m

TAKING OUR SEMI-ANNUAL INBoots & Shots and Furnishing Goods.
intend to reduce our large stock to the
VENTORY,
Dec SO. at 10 a. m., at
lowest possible limit. We have made a thorough Wednesday.
lot of Men’s,
Salesroom. Exchange St.,
Women’s and Children’s Boots and Shoe-: also
examination of each department and in every case Dry Hoods. Furnishing Hoods, Clothing. Ac.,
dec28dtd
where we thought a new price would close out the Ac. By order of Mortgagee.
goods, we have not hesitated to make the sacrifice. F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

We MUST reduce our

discharged.

a.

we

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Monday.—Charles A. Foster, intoxication ; fined S3 and costs.
Coleman Connelly, search ana seizure;

IO

99, at

We shall sell Parlor Suits in Plush and Hair

f7o.

NOTES.

J. C. Knapp, agent for Hi Henry’s Minstrels, is in town. That troupe will be at
Portland Theatre next Monday.
The fifth Stockbridge will »e given January 6th—a concert by the Whitney-Mockrldge Concert Company.

COLLEY.

Cloth, Chamber Sets. Chairs, Mirrors, Folding
Beds Sideboards, Hair aud Wool Mattresses,
Sprint: Beds, etc., etc. Mr. Colley is making a
cfunye in business and will hereafter do a
wholesale business only and can be found at
I his now office 45 Cross
dec24dtd
street.

The nlav

The Haydn Association gave a performance of The Messiah, last evening, in
Kotzschmar Hall, to a large audience. The
solo parts were taken by Mrs. Fellows,
Miss Rice, Dr. Nickerson and Mr. H. F.
Merrill. There was much interest In this
performance, as it was virtually the debut
in oratorio of the three latter named soloists.
In “Oh! Thou that Tellest," and
“He shall feed His flock," Miss Rice sang
with great purity and dignity, and showed
in her style promise of becoming a very effective oratorio singer.
Mr. Merrill gave
pleasure to the audience by his fine renderDr. Nickerson,
ing of the bass solo.
though suffering from a cold, acquitted
himself in a highly creditable manner. Of
Mrs. Fellows, it is only necessary to say
she sustained her high reputation as an orThe choral work was given
atorio singer.
in the usual satisfactory way. Mr. Murray
played the piano accompaniments.

A.

J.

regards scenic and

as

AUCTIONEERS

•

•

TaeMlay. December

DEATHS.

Augusta, December 28 —Ira D. Sturgis
died tonigut, aged about seventy-eight.
He was one of the best known business
men of Maine, having an extensive interest
in lumber, lands, mills, ice and farming.
One son, and two daughters, Mrs. Thurber
of Boston, and Mrs. J. M. Haynes of Augusta, survive.

om

MANSON

mechanical effects.

Zra Z). Sturgis.

nunrou

l.lmin Ivana.

quite elaborate

mother.

InnlCdon

F. 0. BAILEY « CO.

I.ONK PINK

Last evening, Lothrop’s stock company
appeared at Portland Theatre, after quite
a prolonged absence, in Mr. E. J. Cowley’s
western drama of “Lone Pine,” to a large
and much pleased audience. The play Is
full of striking situations, like bowie-knife
conflicts and poker games for mining
claims.
There is an amusing Chinese
character introduced after the fashion of
“Washee-Washee” lu “My Partner,” and
the piece is very similar in style to that
play and to others of the same order.
Miss Katherine Rober was warmly greeted
when she appeared as Nugget Nell, and
was presented a
beautiful bouquet by
some one of her many admirers,
She was
earnest and natural throughout and made
tbe character very effective.
Max Freeman was bold, manly and dashing as Bud
Bunkham, and Mr. William Cattell was excellent as the crafty Sidnej Woodward,
who assumes the disguise of the Mexican,
Mr. Caswell was exceedingly
Lcpez.
amusing as Ling-Ling, the Chinaman, and
the other characters were well taken. The
principal characters were all called before
the curtain.
Tonight will be given the romantic comedy drama, in four acts, by E. J. Swartz,
Esq., entitled “Our Angel,” a play made
famous throughout this country by the excellent presentations given by the charm-

Watson.

To the Editor of the Press:
Mr. Benjamin Watson of West Gorham,
who was instantly killed at Westbrook by
being thrown by his runaway horse last
week, had been a resident of Gorham nearly all his life. He was a thoroughly honest, Christian man, respected by all who
knew him. He united with the Congregational church at Gorham Village more than
thirty years ago. He was one of the oldest
Masons of Harmony Lodge. His wife died
twenty-six years ago. Since then nis oldest daughter has kept his house.
For the
last four years she has been an Invalid and
a great suffer, and he had watched over
and cared for her as only a devoted father
could. His other daughter, Mrs. George
S. Adams, resides at Gorham Village. The
daughters are nearly heartbroken over
their father’s terrible death. He has been
father and mother both to them. He gave
them the watchful care of a father, combined with the tender, devoted love of a

_
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Cups for Child
$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50.
Warranted Quadruple Plate.
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Rogers dr Bros. At star brand
Knives, Forks and Spoons.

LIFE’S
Ijow chose

a

And wrote

divine,
"The

—ana me entire

PALIMPSEST.

body

face clear lighted by the soal.
on cheek and brow her thought

stars shall vanish from the heaven’s wide

Bcroll,
Time’s story ends—Eternity is mine!”
Life came, and at her bidding pain and care
Blurred the fair page, its rosy hues effaced;
Hiding the tender story written there,
With heavy lines by ruthless fingers traced.

,

down to

party

movea m a sona

that part of
their stronghold nearest the Mole. While
consulting what was next to be done

they -were near being surprised by a considerable party of dismounted vigilantes,
who, having skirted around the base of
the hills, were then advancing upon

their rear. At the same time another
force appeared in front, and the party
6eemed about to be surrounded.
Death came and breathed upon each crossing
“Stick together, boys, and we’ll drive
line.
these fellows before us down to fhe
Till, sunk in frost, it palod and vanished
Mole, and if we reach that we are safe,”
slow;
said one of the leaders.
And lo! once more Love’s prophecy divine.
From the scarred brow, shone forth with
No sooner said than done. Without
heavenly glow.
giving the party approaching their rear
time to catch up, the tars charged upon
And when men looked upon the coffined face
They said, “He lies as in a dream of bliss;
the company of vigilantes in front, and
Such calm he wore in manhood’s early grace,
throwing some down the steep side of
So smiled his lips when youth and hope were
the Mizzentop hill, knocking down othhis.”
ers and driving the remainder before
Under the down dropped lids there strangely
them, they fought their way gallantly
crept
down through the narrow street leading
Serener light than falls from star or sun.
to the Mole and reached the plaza at its
And a low whisper through the silence swept,
“Time’s story ends when Love’s is but beextremity without serious injury being
gun!”
done to any of them.
—Emily Huntington Miller in Chautauquan.
On reaching the plaza they were
stopped by a multitude of the people who
had congregated there to witness the
capture of Jack. Forcing their way
through there and still keeping the vigiIt happened in the forties. We were
lantes at bay, they finally made their
heartily tired of the dull monotony of way to the water stairs—but there, alas!
there was no boat to receive them. This
our California life ere we had been in
Monterey three months. To be confined was an emergency which had not been
foreseen by our tars, who now saw themon board ship in harbor is wearisome
selves caught in a trap—the water at
enough at any time, but more especially their
backs, the police in front and flank.
in so lifeless a port as Monterey was
But they did not give up. They asserted
tken.
their privileges to render themselves on
In places of so great resort for men-ofboard without the aid of the vigilantes
while the latter demanded the right to
war as Rio or Valparaiso various little
deliver them to their officers.
incidents kept the mind excited and
“Come and take us,” was again the
caused time to pass quickly if not pleasand the police and the multitude
cry,
antly.
closed in upon the little band, charging
At different times some saluting took
place in the harbor, and the cause of it upon them with swords and lances. Our
formed a topic for general conversation
fellows, who had intrenched themselves
behind
some spiles, defended themselves
the
men.
But
in
among
Monterey bay
there were none of these things—no
desperately with stones, of which there
bumboats, no strange vessels coming in was a plentiful supply at hand, and not
a few Chilian skulls bore witness to the
or going out, nothing to see or to do or
to think about.
accuracy of their aims.
All this passed within plain view of us
A more tedious life than ours could
who were on board, impatient and exnot therefore well be. This experience
cited witnesses of our shipmates’ defense.
was that of all the crew, not
excepting
As ever and anon a Chilian would fall
even the officers, and heartily glad were
victim to some well aimed missile a litwe when it began to be whispered about
tle subdued shout would go up from the
that our sailing day was not far distant.
crowd congregated upon the forecastle,
The boatswain’s hoarse summons to
while a low murmur attended a similar
“all hands up anchor for the United
misfortune to one of our fellows. But
States” was received with three cheers.
now the battle grew fiercer.
The police,
The capstan bars flew around,the anchors
on by the multitude behind,
were quickly at the bows and the
pressed
topsails sheeted home and hoisted, and as
charged desperately and succeeded in
the ship’s head swung to the breeze we
dislodging a part of the sailors, who
were driven by main force off the wharf
manned the rigging and gave three times
and into the water.
three cheers, which were cordially reSome few of these were fortunate
turned by the crews of some half dozen
xnen-of-war then in port.
enough to be picked up by several merchant vessels’ crews which chanced to
With favoring winds all the way, not
being detained by the usual calm in be there, but these rapidly pulled away
crossing the line, we arrived, after a from the scene of action, fearful of getting their boats stove by some of the
forty-six days’ run, at Valparaiso.
rocks which soon began to fly. Those
Here all hands were given a run on
still remaining in the water clung to
shore—a privilege of which we were not
6piles and floating timber, and were
sorry to avail ourselves.
there helpless und at the mercy of the
As homeward bounders we wero
looked up to ashore and among the crews i police, who stood above them throwing
of the other men-of-war in the harbor as i pieces of rock upon their heads. The
fortunate beings, and it was with a feel- I little band on shore still defended theming of pity that we looked down upon | selves as best they could and maintained
the poor fellows who were doomed to ; their position behind the timbers.
But a few minutes more and our boats
pass another year or two upon “the stawere at the stairs, and making a last mad
tion” and presumed not a little upon our
rush at their assailants our tars, picking
superior fortune.
The ship’s company was divided into
up their wounded, ran hastily down the
stairs, the boats shoved off, and all was
four shore parties, each division being
over. Those in the water had, of
allowed three days’ liberty.
course,
been picked up first. The boats arrived
It was usual to make the division
none to soon to save our men.
in such cases by watches or quarter
Many of
wcao wuuuucu ttUUsu uauwatches, but in this case it was made I
up from a good behavior book kept by I ly hurt as to be confined to the sick bay
the greater part of the voyage home. To
the captain and commander, those whose
what extent the police force of Valpanames stood highest on this
being perraiso was injured in the melee we never
mitted to go first on shore, while thos3
as we sailed the
learned,
whose previous conduct had placed them
succeeding
morning for Rio, which port was to be
lower were reserved for the last party.
Among this last party were of course our last this side of home.—A United
States Jack Tar in New York Recorder.
included all the worst drunkards and
wild fellows, and as often happens at
Two Anxious Women.
sea, those whose characters for sobriety
It
was
in
the crowd about the door of
and general orderliness of behavior stood
an overflow meeting of the W. C. T.
lowest on the captain’s book were at the
U.,
and the women were struggling with
same time the smartest men in the
ship,
the vigor bom of devotion to a sacred
the very best seamen.
no
Having
liberty men to follow them cause and an eager determination not to
be beaten by each or any other. One
this last party determined upon having
little woman, who was much mauled
a grand spree, and agreed not to come
and who at last came to feel that
about,
off to the ship until they were fairly
her
situation
was pretty nearly
!
driven on board.
hopeless,
Accordingly, when
their allotted three days were out, but i turned her face toward a pleasant looking stranger who was struggling by her
very few came off; the rest stowing
themselves away where there was every- i side to breast the human current. “Oh,
thing which a sailor’s heart desires, ! dear,” she said, “I do so want to get in.
awaited the turn of events. Such action i I want to hear Lady Somerset speak.”
was hardly prepared for on board, and i “And I want to get in,” the other re1
plied, “for I am Lady Somerset, and I
one day's grace was given them in which
to render themselves up.
Scarcely a | have to speak.”—Boston Courier.
man availed himself of this, those who
Danger In Too Much Food.
still remained having organized themVery often the effort required in taking
selves into a band determined to resist
care of more food than is
at
a
forcible
necessary overany attempt
capture and to
taxes the whole system.
A smaller
return on board voluntarily when they
quantity of nourishing food, which could
naa tneir spree out.
be readily digested and assimilated,
The second day after the expiration of
would give an increase of flesh and more
their liberty notice was given the vigisymmetrical roundness to the whole
lantes ashore that twenty shillings rebody. An abnormal amount of flesh,
ward would be paid for every man of
above one’s average weight, is an indithe crew returned on board.
cation of ill health, and it may be accornSeveral who had carelessly strayed
Darrififl Viv PTfrAmp woolmoca a-nrl
about town were brought aboard in the
ity to work or exercise.—Hall’s Journal
course of the day, the reward for their
of Health.
of
as
it
capture coming
course,
always
did in such cases, out of their own
Where Fine

THE TARS

oHHrE.

i.1_

«

uium

Pearls Come From.

pockets.

The third day came, and now tlieyreward for each man taken was raised to
forty shillings. This set the entire police force of Valparaiso agog, as it was
known that there were still nearly 100
men ashore, and the reward for their
capture would prove a neat little sum.
The tars by this time had had their spree
out and were quite willing to return on
board, but not as captives, and, worse
yet, with the prospect of paying for
their own capture. The vigilantes, however, were unwilling to allow their prey
to escape so easily, and refused to let
them go except as prisoners.
“Well,” said one of the party when
this news had been brought to them by
a few of their number who had been to
held a parley with the police, “if they
want us let ’em come and get us, and
let us be ready for ’em, boys, for we
must get aboard today somehow.”
All hands now armed, some having
shovels, some hammers, others old

chairs, billets of wood, table legs—in

short,

anything that came

first to

hand

SOW BE IS A DUKE.

Mizzentop,

The finest white pearls are from India,
the Persian gulf and Panama; the finest
black and gray pearls from the coast of
Lower California. Beautiful pink and
red pearls are often secreted by the
common creek mussels.
One valued at over $2,000 was found
near Paterson, N. J., in 1856, and
quite
a number have been met with in
Ohio,
Tennessee, Kentucky and Texas, and
also in England, Scotland and Germany.—Tacoma Leader.
Rapid Traveling.
quickest railroad speed is excelled
on a log chute in Clifton, Or. It is threequarters of a mile in length, and the
bottom is constructed of railroad iron.
A log started at the top scoots through
the chute in just twenty seconds—at a
speed of two and a quarter miles in a
minute.—Yankee Blade.
The

condemn the use of perfume as
but as long as we have wives
and sisters and daughters and sweethearts the industry will flourish*

Many
vulgar,

ISLAND STEAMERS.

■mbs.

FOR SALE.

FK EE POKTSTEAMBOATCoT

SALE—Old colonial
FORsideboard,
for sale

at a

mahogany Inlaid
good trade. Call

at 223 NEWBURY ST.29 1

PHANTOM will leave Portland
STEAMER
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Lord Hartington Succeeds to tho Foreside,
SALE AND TO LET-One set light
Oousens’. Great Chebeague and LittleFORbreastplate
harness, rubber trimmed, at
johns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p.
dally
bargain, used
very lew tunes, $22,00; 1
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
Title of Devonshire.
side
light
South Freeport at 7 a. m., touching at all landspring wagon, $26.00; 2 light carriage
m.

ings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9,1891.
sep2itfH. B. SOULE, Manager.

Ho Has Cong Been

English

in

stancy

as

a

a

Prominent Figure

Politics,

Cover

and

His

Has Added

Con-

to

His

Fame.

At

last

Lord Hartington, bo well
fcnown by his courtesy title of marquis,
lias come into the full glory of his birthright by the death of his good old father.
The dukedom is just upon two centuries
old. Rarely has au heir had to wait so
many years as Lord Hartington has done
before entering into full possession,
though Lord John Manners, the present
duke of Rutland, had passed his seventieth year before he succeeded his brother in the title.
The loss to the house of
commons is greater than the gain to the
house of lords by the transfer. By temperament the new duke was just born
to fit the languid upper house, yet circumstances conspired to bring a degree
of stalwart manliness out of his sluggish
nature that astonished as much as it delighted his compatriots of every party.
England will sooner or later have a duke
for premier, and perhaps the equal in
greatness of its “great duke,” Wellington.
A singular character is “Harty."
Nothing could be more abhorrent to hio
nature and taste than to pose as a hero
iuany sense, least of all as a hero of
romance, and yet the Fates have made
him just this very thing—a hero of romance in spite of himself.
He is now
fifty-eight. The mass of his countrymen persist in knocking a score of
years
off, so much do his ways and looks belie
his age. And they scarcely take him as

& BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT
PORTLAND
CO. winter Arrangement*. On and

after Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise will leave
East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a. in., for
Portland, touching at So. Bristol and Boothbay
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round Pond,
at
touching
Boothbay Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Round Pond at,7 a. in. tor Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothby, So. Bristol, East
Boothbay aud Pemaq .ld. Weather permiting.
No Iretght received after 7.45 a. m., on day of

leaving.

oct29dtf

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

Casco Huy Steamboat Company,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891:

WINER

Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 6.45, 6.46.8.00a. m.. 2.16. 6.10 p.m.jfor
Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and Lon
Island, 8.00 a. in., 2.15 p. ni.
0. W, T. GODING,
oct30dtf
General Manager.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

the real solid statesman he has long
shown himself to be. It will surprise
many to be reminded that Lord Hartington served on Earl Granville’s mission to China so long ago as 1856, and
since then he has been a lord of the admiralty, secretary for war, postmaster
general, secretary for Ireland and successor to Gladstone in the
leadership of
the Liberal party.
This is an unusual record and of such
uniformly good quality that it has escaped the sort of fame which mischievous brilliance often wins. He never was
and never aspired to be brilliant, but for
plain, straightforward, solid workmanship, sound common sense and indomitable grit Lord Hartington admittedly
ranks among the very best public servants of England. This is the more remarkable because he is constitutionally
indolent, as the heir to one of the wealthiest dukedoms may perhaps have been
excused for being. He is wealthy in his
own right, and delights in the turf. Not
many horse owners can boast of keeping
an earl to manage their stables, but in
this capacity the late Earl of Westmoreland was proud to serve Lord Hartington.
For a quarter of a century this luckiest
of favorites was the cynosure of the
scheming eyes of British matrons on the
lookout for a gilded son-in-law. Lord
Hartington might have married the
greatest belle in the land at anv time
He could even have had his choice of a
crowd of princesses, and great was the
marvel why he didn’t. By and by a
mild whiff of gossip got abroad, and for
the last dozen years the names of the
now Dowager Duchess of Manchester
and the marquis have been coupled.
They would be found bracketed in the
lists of country house parties and at

City

liament.

DRUGGIST.___28-1
cost, rather than carry over
f?ORmySALE—At
Fall aud Winter Woolens. Trousers

from $5 up, Suits from $20 up. Overcoats from
$20 up; for cash only. Good fit or uo money.
F. W. GROSSTUCK, 10 Free

street._26-1

SALE—The two story brick bouse, with
Fieneh roof, situated No. 207 Cumberland
street; has 14 rooms, besides balh and closers;
Is one of the most desirable houses on the
street, and is finely located for a down town
residence. Is offered for sale a,t a great bargain to close an estate. Immediate possession.
Aoply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
Block.
24-1

FOR

it^ou

razors for sale,
buy an Electric Razor for a Christmas
present ;|your friend will gratefully remember
you every time he shaves. G. L. BAILEY, 203
Middle street.24-1

Electric

all

manufac-

of Westbrook.

tures; besides extra violin and banjo strings,
fur sale by HAWES, 414 Congress street.
23-1
SALE—We have

received sixty tons
FORof pi line Cotton SeedjustMeal
and can offer
very iow juices lor casu to tanners ana ueaiers
who wish one or more tons.
Call and cee us

before tnls is sold.

BENSON & DALTON.

FORSALE
Notice to Voters.
Board of

Registration of Voters.

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of
Voters for this city under said law. hereby notify all persons claiming the right to vote in this
city at the municipal election of March next,
that said Board will be in session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the
purpose of
receiving the names of said persons and forming lists thereof.

beautiful

residence, No. 41 Thomas 8L,
Thefinely situated,
ltght, airy and sunny, every

pleasant, fine library finished in polished
Black Walnut, Dining Room in quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, cosy 4ewlng Room, Bath Room
a gem
Ornamental Mantles, Electric Bells
thruuuhout. Speaking
Tube.
Combination
Steam and Hot Waier Heater, Plate Glass front,
large Cioset room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs in
lauudry, Hot ana Cold Water, and everything
first class. Lo contains about 6600 feet of
land.
Inquire of 8. B. KELSEY,
nov7tlf
No. 243 Commercial Street.
room

a

a

comfortable

private

fJTjiv*

Aduress Room ii’
i»a_p

the Sherwood House.
637 Congress Street.

msrKLLANKUlN.
extra fine lot of
shall sell Irom 18 to
pound. Chickens 16 to 18 cents
p >und. Oeese 18 to 20 cents pouud. C. A.
ROUNDS, cor. Boyd and Heatn streets. 23-1

have just received
WE Turkey*,
whtch

an

we

20 cents

WASTltD

WANTED—Farmers
your time to lav in

to know that now is
a stock of Cotton Seed

Meal. Very
prices this week only, in ton
lots. Terms cash. BENSON & DALTON, foot
low

Of Green street.

29-1

\WT ANTED -To loan $10,$20. $30,$50, $100

ft
to $10,000, in city and
vicinity, on
furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses,
carriages, diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages,

off furniture leases.
Business
confldentlal.
PORTLAND
COLLATKRAL
LOAN CO., 185 Middle street, room 6, second
notes and pay

Boon281

of trunks of
persons In
WANTED—All
call
E. D. REYNOLDS’, 666
bags
and
want

to

at

668 congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give

lags uattll

4-8

e.

in want of pictures from
WANTED—People
dollar to eight would do well to call
one

Plusn goods and albums; cult and collar boxes 25 cents and up. E. D. BEYNOt.Da
cor Oak and Congress street.
15-3
onus.

from

$1000 to $16buy
NOTICE—Wanted
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
to

highest cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to 8.
LEVI, 07 Middle street.
auglOtf

buy $1000 worth of cast-off
clothing; I pay the highest cash price for
ladles’ dresses, gents’ and children’s clothing,
and gents* winter overcoats; eall, or address
letter or postal to MBS. GOODHABT, 93 Middle street.
auglOtf

WANTED—To

buy from $1000 to $10,000
WANTED—To
worth of cast off clothing, tne highest

cash prices paid for ladles’ dresses, also gentlemen’s and children’s clothing and wiuter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid for carpets
and furniture.
Address, postal or letter to,
No. 102 Middle street, M. DkGBOOT, Port-

land, Me.oct29-tf
EE.HALK HELP.

Vi/-ANTED—By an engllsh girl a chance to
v v
do light housework or secure work In a
small private family. A young woman wishes
a chance in the country: also a nur»e wanted.
Apply 169 1-2 Federal street, MBS. PALMKK,
Employment Office.
28-1

TO LET.
LET—Lower rent No. 168 Danforth
TO street,
$18.00; lower rent No 41 Water-

ville street, $8.00; lower rent No. 112 Salem
street. $10.00: lower rent No. 24 Newbury
street, $4.00; lower rent No. 87 Adams streer.
$6.00. Inquire of A. C. LIBBV* 42y* Ex-.

change

street.

lady with some know!*
edge of bookkeeping and willing to make
heruelf useful when not engaged on books. Address P. O. BOX 1436.
26-1

WANTED—Young

LOST AND FOUND.

gp-l

IiO

RENT—The spacious and well located
store No. 241 Middle St, now occupied by
Messrs. Chenery Si Co., as a wholesale fancy
goods establishment; also a manufactory connected therewith.
Frontage about 26 feet,
depth >-5 feet. Possession Feb. 1,1892. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61 Vi Exchange street. 22 l

FOR

f

bowed eye glasses

gold
FOUND—A pairhave
and
<

LET—At Oakdale, down stairs rent of 7
rooms with pantry, 2 large bay windows,
Sebaeo, perfect drainage, bath room with
waier closet If desired, cemented cellar, everything convenient. Rent very low if applied for
at once. D. R. FROHOCK, 23 William street.
28-1

the same at this office

Owner can

by
paying for this advertise-

proving property

25-1

ment.

HALE HELP
young man, who has had several
Wanted—A
years
experience In
manufacturing

business would

keeper

like

stination

a

and business

book

as

correspondent;or sales

where there u tgbt be chance of pro
motion. Addres- M. Press Office.29-1
man

the office of
wholesale.
WANTED—For
Upper Room, Hose House No.
house, smart, active boy. Apply Id own
26-1
handwriting to P. O. Box 1674.
LET—Very desirable rooms at 467 Cum
1, Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28.
TO berland
street.
18-4
to loan
first or second mortgages
Upper Room, Pride’s Corner MONEYfarms
city property, life insurance
School House, Dec. 29, 30, 31.
policies, commercial paper
any good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Vi
Street.
4-4
A yonng man, 18 or 3a years
Woodbury’s Hall, Dnck Pond, Exchange
a

a

WANTED.

on

on

or

or

Jan. 1, 2, 4.

Block, Jan. 5, 6, 7.

Upper room, Hose House No.l.
Jan.

8, 9,11.

Hours to be from 1 to 6 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,
excepting Prid9’s Corner and Duck Pond,where
the hours will be from 1.30 to 5.30, and from 7
to 9 p. m.
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any persons or classes of persons have decided on a
personal registration, and every person must go
before the board himself, or his name will be
left off.
Voters from any part of the city may register
at aDy place where the board Is in session.
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers and
be ready to answer where naturalized, when
naturalized, and before what court.
Every voter must state his name, residence,
occupation, place of occupation, place of birth,
residence in Westbrook, where he last voted
married, residence of wife and family.
It is to
be hoped that every citizen will present themselves on the days named, in order that the
registration be made complete.
CHARLES M. WATERHOUSE,
CHARLES E. JACKSON
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON,
dec*/
dtjanll

DEFECTIVE

SIGHT.

All ‘‘errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
ayes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A. M.

BE LET—The elegant residence of the
late N. C. Sawyer, in Peering, is offered
for lease tor a term of years; possession
given Immediately.
Inquire of E. A. NOYES,
Treas. Public Library, 83 Exchange St. 2-tt

TO

Collector’s Room, Odd Fellow’s

public entertainments.
The late Duke of Manchester was away
most of his time looking after his sheep
farms in New Zealand or elsewhere. He
died last year, and the faithful pair are
6miled upon by all the little Cupid cherubs who watch o’er the lives of lovers
cruelly parted. The lady is a sister of
the once vivacious empress of Austria,
and they have both distinguished themselves in the saddle as cross country riders and share in a marked love of
English sports and pastimes.
The marquis has had plenty of troubles to dash his cup of pleasure. His
well beloved brother Frederick was the
unfortunate chief secretary for Ireland
who was martyred by the knife of political assassins. The noble self restraint
of Lord Hartington during the cyclonic
time that followed in the house of commons won the admiration of his bitterest
foes. Not one word did he utter during
all those scenes of recrimination, but
bore his sorrow and indignation in manliest silence.
His parting from Mr. Gladstone in
1885 and his subsequent leadership of
the Unionist coalition are sufficiently
familiar to need no further allusion
here. The death of another brother
quite recently was a double blow, as
apart from the bereavement it necessitated a postponement of the wedding.
Lord Hartington has himself been seriously ill, but his stout constitution may
be trusted to give him as long a lease of
the dukedom as that enjoyed by his octogenarian father. As a speaker he is
like John Bright—plain, blunt, sense
spoken in simple English, hitting the
nail right on the head every time. Of
course he lacks Bright’s charm of eloquence. His manliness and transparent
sincerity have long won the hearts of
the people and the commoners in
par-

1?0R

at 6.40 a.

intermediate landings. RETURN leave Portland Pier for Ore’s Island and
intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manager.

AN ACT to provide a Board of Registration to
the Cities of this State.
Sect. l. a board of registration is hereby
established in each city of the State, which
shall nave the exclusive power and authority to
determine the qualification of voters therein,
and exclusive power to make up, correct and
revise the list of voters in each of said cities,
aDd shall perform all the duties and have exclusively, all the powers now exercised by the
municipal officers of said cities In making, preparing, revising and correcting the list of voters
therein under chapter four of the Revised Statutes or any other statute relating thereto.

..

^ALE—We sell just as much Blush of
Roses to gentlemen as to ladies as they
also oesire a clear smooth complexion. YOUR

m.

CHAP reR 34.

_'

p des, 2 sleigh backs, 2 single si-igbs. sec
traverse ruuuer for hacks, 1 set heavy for
barge. 1 set hub runners, 1 Chestnut mare, 1
staudiug top phaeton. 1 haruess and sleith;
price $186.00. Can be seen at stable, 697
Congress street ;also storage tor carriages aud
sleigh*, with insurance if desued. FERNALD
&SAWVKK.26-1

room, In

near

a

guitars, banjos and
andafterNov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYFOR SALE—Mandolins,
musical Instruments; Washburn. LusON
CONE AG, will leave Orr’s Island
comb. Gatcomb, Stewart aud other
for Portland and

December 3, 1891.

THE NEW DUKE OF DEV ONSHIEE.

a

gentleman,

a

WANTED—By
large, sunuy

WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.

LET—A very pleasant upper tenament of
rooms In bouse No. 19 Atlantic
street; rent $16 per month. Enquire of B. W.
11-tt
JONES, 96 Commercial street.
LET—One

or

TO Portland Pier.
Danforth street.

two flats In building No. 21
Enquire WM. SHEA, 6
oct7-t!

eodtf

BOYNTON,

TI7'ANTED—The public
k/v **

Gentlemen’s Solid Silver Stem Wind-

ing

WalthBm and

13

JL *.r

our

Apply to the Portland Screen O.,
foot of Hanover street.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
22-1
Manager.
screens.

VIA] IV

entry bookkeeper is open
Double
for engagement after Jan. 1st; would
ac-

cept any responsible position.
396, Madison, Maine.
ANNUAL

Annual

Address, Box
22-2

NO. ST ri.l .H STREET.

Meeting

Notice.
ri>HE Proprietors of Union Wharf CorporaJL
lion are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting will be beid at the office of the wharfinger on TUESDAY, the fifth day of January,
1892, at 2 o’clock iu the afternoon, to act on
the following articles, viz: 1st—To choose a

President. 2ud—To choose a Clerk aud other
officers for the ensuing year.
3rd—to act on
any other business that may legally come before them.
NATHAN D. ROBERTS, Clerk.
Portland, Dec. 28,1891.
dec28dtd

Poland Paper

Company.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Poland Paper Company will be held at their
office In Portland on Tuesday, the 5th day of
January. 1892. at 8.30 o’clock p. m.. for the
choice of directors tor the ensuiDg year and the
transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them.
dec28dtjanl2
C. H. M1LLIKEN, Clerk,
Portland, December 26th,|1891.

First National

Bank,

annual meeting of the stockholders of
the First National Bank of Portland, will
be held at its banking rooms ou Tuesday, the
12th day of January. 1892, at 10 o’clock a. nr.,
for the purpose of electing seven directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any
otner busluess that may legally come before
them.
JAMES E. WENGREN, Cashier.
Portland, Me., Dec. 11.1891.
decl2dtd

The
'*•**

National
vuv.uvi »

Traders’
vx

tun

jkiatiuuoi

Bank
jl

I auors

JL
Bank of Portland are hereby notified tbat
their anuual meeting will be held at their banking room on Tuesday, the 12tU day of January
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose live directors for the ensuing year, and to actou
any other
business that may legally come before the meetEDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
ing.
December 12, 1891,
decl2-dtd

NOTICE.

rfliHK annual meeting of the stockholders of
J the Cumberland National Bank of Portland
will be held at the banking rooms on Tuesday,
the twelfth day of January, 1892, at 10 o’clock
a. m.,for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them
VV. H. SOULE, CashierFort land, Dec, 11th, 1891.
decdtd
————

BOYNTON,
-H7

Congress

s;

I heard the yonng lady say she
in hopes she would have a
dair of Pearl Opera Glasses.
was

STEPHEN BERRY

Book, Job and Card Printer,

MKETINOS.

Cumberland National Bank.

Before placing yonr Life Insurance
in Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to I he UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pbamplets explanatory of its plans, and
for list ot claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtf

live, energetic salesmen to
WANTED—borne
sell
Improved window and door

Speaking tubes and bells of every
description put into hotels, private bouses and
steamooats at short notice; all work warranted;
orders by mail attended to.
24-1

»IO, $11. $12,$I5& $20.

Portland. Ociober 7,1 8no, to assist the City assessors in revaluing aud equalizing the values
of real estate belougiug to resident and nonresident tax payers of said ciiy, hereby give
notice that they will b* in attendance at Assessors’ Office, City Building, Monday, Dec. 28,
Tuesday, Dec. 20, Wednesday. Dec. 30, and
and ihursuay. Dec. 31, from 10 to 12 o’clock a.
m. and 2 to 4 o’clock p. m., to hear all persons
uterested.
VIRGIL C. WILSON, I
WM. B. IRISH,
{Commissioners.
dec2l
dt31

(11 w

BDSINKSB CARDS.

Elgin Watches,

commissioners appointed
THEby undersigned,
order of the City Council of tho City of

dec24

WATSON,
Houlton, Maine.

to know that J.G.

uuugvi|

street.

■

547 Congress Street.

JOHN

PEB8DNAL.

THE

an24

Address, stating experience,

TO seven

540 1-8 Congress Ok

GONSUTATIQN FREE.

of age, to run Typewriter and
assist in general office work.

CEORCE

C.

Counsellor

HOPKINS,
at

Law,

1-2 Exchange Si., Portland, 91c.

Organlzatlonof Corporations a specialty. ao266n>

CHAS.
448

E.

JACKSON,

‘^“oTk’,81'

Portland,

JHaine.

fine

PHOTOS,

dim

nov24

STATE

OF

MAINE.

Office of Board of State Assessors. I
ACGUsrA, Dec. 19,1691. |
Notice is hereby given tbat the State As«essors will be in session at Cliy Building in Portland, the county of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
tbe 6th day of January, A. D., 1892, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon to secure information to
enable them to make & just and equal assessment ot tbe taxab e property In ihe several
towns In said countv, and to Investigate charges
of concealment of property liable to assessment,
as required by law.
BENJ. F. CHADBOURNE,) Board of
ouue
r KAN ft U l I.MAN,
) Assessors.
OTIS HAYFORD,
dtd
dec21
GRAEI'Fl'li—COMFORTIMU.

BREAKFAST.
thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,. and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavoured beverage which may save us many
heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the Judicious use

“By

a

of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to
resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds
of subtle maladies are floating around us ready
to attack wherever there Is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—''Civil Service
Qwctts.”
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Bold
only in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus
JAMES EPPS Ac CO., Bvanepsihla
CbcMtata. l.aad<»M, Ena*
feb78&T&wiy

BOYIMTON,
547 Congress St.

I have the best Nickel Alarm Clock*
la the city, and I will warrant them
to keep perfect time.
Notice.
The members of the Painters’ and Decorators'
Union No. 62 are requested to atteud the meeting Tuesdry, December 29th, at 8 o’clock for
elections of Ulcers, aud other business of luipoitauce will come before the meeting It is
hoped that there will he a full attendance.
tttc28
j2t

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Quotations

oi Staple Products in the

Iron.
Common.2

Clove*. IF @20
@2% Ginger
13*16
Starch.
Refined.2%®2%
Norway.3%*3% Laundry
3%@7%

Cast steel.
German steel.
B 'oe steel....
Sleet Iron—

@3% Souchong
do choice..
*2%
Japan.
®4% Oolong
...

HC...4%®5

Leading Markets,

Lean

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy

Exchange Quiet and Firm
Bonds Dull but

Sterling

Government

Steady—Railroads

Active

Strong—Stocks Generally Firm, Ac-

and

tive and

Higher.

44 00
2 2 1
Mexican.1 70

Ontario........
Best & Beicher.

18*50
3e>ijto0
2r*so
3' *80
30*40

Ophlr.
Savage.
Oouldds Curry.

docholce..
Tobacco.
Best brands.60 @60
Medium-,, .. S0*4o

Russia.1S%*14
Galv.6 *7

Sheet.6%a)7
Common..,..
P ne.
6*6% Half
Natural leal.
Pig..
@7

BOSTON Deo. 26,
ttei. The loilowlng are
today’s quotations ol Provision^, Produce,&c:
Pork—Long cuts 14 00*14 26 short cuts
$14 U0 S>14 60: backs at 14 60@14 76; lean
ends 00 00 agl6 00; pork tongues 10 60; butt
pork lo 60.
Hams at 9%c; small at 10c; pressed hams

2t@30
60g70

ll%c.

Lard—Choice 7c ^ lb in tierces and tubs;
10-ft pails tn cs 8V2C.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6c & ft; country
do 6c.
Butter-Western extra creamery 2’’(628c;
fancy higher firsts and extra firsts V3@26c;
extra Imitation cream *2®23c; factory choice
at 20n2lCiNorthem creamery, choice 28®29c;
New York and Vt dairy good to choice at 24
at
®20c Eastern creamery, good to choi
25@28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
choice full creams and
Cheese—Northern
twins ll%c; fair to good at 7®llc W*«ueru
choice lie; fair to good sy*®10Vfcc; sage at

PtiINT-a-PITRE. Brig Ellen
Mitchell66,014 ft lumber 6*8 shooks and hooDS.
Railroad Receipt*.

PORTLAND, Dec. 28,1891,
Receipts by Maine Central R R—For Portland
eo cars miscellaneous merhandlse, connecting
roads 67 cars.

Retail Grocers’ Sugar Rates,

Grain Quotation*.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTED BY POLLEN, CROCKER St 00.

Thursday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.

J'ortiana Wholesale market.

PORTLAND Deo. 28.1891.
The following are today’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, Flour, etc.: ,

Flour.

Closing.106V*

106%

patent s,,.. 6

76@6

Provisions.

Backs.16 OOffiJ.5 26
Clear.14 61 @1* 76
Cod, per qtl—
Large shore.B 26@6 60 Short outs.14 76@16 00
Small.6 00®5 26
BeefPollock.8 00®4 5*6 Ex-Mess... 8 B0@ 9 00
Haddock
3 06(5)3 601 Plate.10 00® 10 60
Hake.2 00@2 601Ex-Plate.. 10 ol)@ll 00
LardHerring—
i
Scaled, » box... 14@18|Tubs, ^ ft. 6%@ 7%
Mackerel F bbl—
Tierces. 8% @ 7%
Shore is..24 or @38 00 Palls. 6%@12
<6
Shore 2s.14 00®
00 Pure leaf...12 @12%
Med 3s...11 5t @18 00|Hams.to @10%
0<
8s..00
Large
@00 00ido coverd..ll @11%
Produce.
Oil.
C’peCranb’s.7 Sr <B 26 KerosenePea beans. ..2 u
2 16 Port ref pet. 6%
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8%
Germ’u med.i
Devoe’s brilliant.. 8%
Yellow eyes..l 7
Llgonia. 6%
Cal. pea.2 60@2 861Centennial. 6%
Irish Potatoes—
Raisins.
bush..46@66 Muscatel —1 60@2 60
weet Potatoes—
Lona’nlay’r.2 oo®3 60
...2 60@8 26 Onuuralay’r..8
@9
Valencia.7 @7%
Onions—
Supa r.
Natives.2 50@3 75 Ex-quality Fin*
Geese...16® 7
granulated..... 4 7-16
....

fr

Chi kens.12® 16 ^tand’ra do.4%
Fowls.It @18 Extra C.4
Seeds.
Turkeys....... ..16@18
Bed Top.isr-ff
Timothy.1
66(j
Apples.
No 1 BalaClover.10
wins.176
Cheese.
NY factory.12
Eating.2 60

Vermont...12
Sage.18% <j
Butte'.

Cooking.lot
Ev aporated ^ ft
old

_

Lemon*.

Creamery. S'

..uro/ii uu

uiu

Messina.4;60@4 50
Malagers.
Oranges.
Florida.2 6 @2 76
Messina.0 00@0 oo

ft..28@30

euga it.z

Choice.i
Good...t
Store.1

Egg*.
Eastern extras..26@28

Mremo

Cramer

New Tork-

Pilot Hup.7% @8

dosq.6M@6
Ship.4%@ 8

Light.18

ttidwelgbm
Crackers ^lb....i @6% Beaty.22

Slaughter.. 31

Coal.

@20

®22

@23
4*32
@20

Cmnbemnd.4 50@5 oo Qooa d’mg.19
Aiadia........
Am call.60@70
C iflstcut....
Cumber.
Franklin.
8’th Dine.80 oo@40 00
Clear pine—
Lehigh.
Coffee.
Uppers.I5S@60
Bio. roasted 18;
Select •••• ....*46* 62
J*ta do.... 29
Fine common..*88® 46
Spruce.$13514
Cooperage.
H ahd shooks ana has- Hemlock..... .*11*12
MoL city. ..1 80@l 90
Clapboards—

Sag. country .90c@*l
Country moL
bhd shooks..116@1 20
Hhd. hdg mol.

Spruce. X.|S6@38
Oiear.*8410.36

3d clear.§25@V8
No 1.$lA@*/0

in.24@26 r’me.*26*50

S >ruce 36 in...204.
Snlngies—
S >ft Pine, 85 in.2052; X cedar.3 60
H trd Plne,32 in26@2<
.ear cedar.. 3 0<
Hoods 14ft....*20@* 6 X No 1.2 00
“
12ft....*20522 vo 1 cedar.. 1 26
“
8 ft—$10*12 Soruee... ...1 21
Bert oak staves
Laths Spree 2 0<j
Box shooks....
Claae—Cemea*.
Lime? cask.1 00 @103
Cardase.
Cement.1 40@ 1 60
Amer’n ^ lb
10 ail
matches.
Manilla.... 11
60
star. V gross
@13
Manilla Bolt B’pe 13
Dirlgo.89@40
Bassi do.17*18
metals.
Sisal.—.... 7ya* 8%
Copper—
_

t4@48

com

P ■usna Copper,
Drags and Dyes.
A.-.u Oxalic.
I2@i4 14x48 plan“

tart..

Ammonia—

4C@42

00@25
@45

isnea.
i Bolts.

35
20

if>
Amib.16@2 YM sbeatn
Ashes. pot.... 6% @8 IY M Bolts..
27
6. @70IB »ttoms
Bals copahla
28@33
B ..86@40|lfiirt>t..
13@14
Bleb powders
6| Tin14
Straits..
Borax.12@
22® 24
Brimstone..... ,2>4>@6 English,.26a 25
Cochineal.. 4(@>3 Char. I. CO..7 00*7 60
Copperas.... lta@2 Char.I.X...92R.@95R
Cream tartar... 3o*36 Terne.6 00*8 50
Ex logwood.12*16 Antimony.it>s 18
Gomaraolc... 70@l:-2 Coke.6 00®8fin
Aoes cape. J6a2 Z nc.7 60@8 00
ivnnnhor. 60® 2 bolder ^x^.
i6y*
malaises,
Myrrh. 61 @ 6
Opl.im.2 26.o 60 Porto Blco
80@40
8 ellac. 35@i0 Barbadoes.32 a.;Mi
I Qdtfffk..
RF fn)
H
PiumfiunTAo
QU/niOA
..

...

1

I Kline.3 75@4 oo milling.
Ioeeac...... 2 Oo 225 Fancy Ponce.... 39 5,40

Licorice, rt.16®jo
Lai ex. 34@4i Cask,

Moronme.. ,.1B5omxo
0 i bergamot4 00 a 4 25
Cxi liver....1 lu®l 86
Lemon.3 25@3 60
Olive.1 (XK5'2 60|

J«n.
53
53%

Dee.

Opening.66
Highest...56
62%
Lowest.64%
Closing.64%
62%
Friday—Holiday.
Monday’s quotations.

May

J07%
I0f%
10%

108%

Mails.
cut
l 90@2 00

Wire...2 i6®2 26

Naval Stares.

P-DDt..8

26 53 60 Tar ^ bbl...8 76f 4 00
1? Coal Tar....6 26*6 60
Wiatergreen2 oo,
P itass br’mde 28®8S Pitch.3oo®8 25
Chlorate....... 1 @i* WU. Pitch...800®8 26
1 aide.2 8f ®i oo Rosin....3 oo®*no

tO.®96 rurpt’ne, gau 39,® 49
oakum. 8
Qul nne. 8
i®9
Ou
hhruqarb, rt..76@i 60
Rt snake.8ixa,4u Linseea.38®43
Siltpetre.l'@l« Boiled.4l®46
Senna.25@tO Soerm....„.i oo® i 17
Canary seed.... * 4Va Whale ..... .... ..60® 80
Cardamons..X 00@i 7b Bank,..
3i®45
Sida.bi-carb.3% 6% ahore. so®38
Sal.2Vs@a
Porgle.00@36
S ilphur.3V«® % Laru.66®75
lead.20n,22
Castor.1
25@i 86
8'igar
Wate wax.6> @e, Neatsfoot.80® t Oo
Vitrol, blue...... 8^ o Blaine.26@6u
Vanina, Dean. $lu@i3
Paints-

Quicksilver...

Lead—
Duett.
Pure ground 7 00®7 60
No 1.
89 Pure ary....7 00®7 60
No 8..
28 Rea.7 @7%
20 RngVenKed. 3(coav*
N> 10........
8 Of.
12 Am. Zlnt. ...6 0 i®7 00
16 Rocnelle Yellow. ..2%
10 uz.
Rice.
Sfcst. Bice ^ lb.6Mi@7
flassawder
Blasting.3 60@4 00 Rangoon.6% ^8
ftalerntus.
Sporting.... 4 70®6 60
shot. 25 &s..i 60 Saleratus. 6@6ya
uck. B, BB,
apices.
T, XT, F.1 76 Cassif, pure. 16 ®17
Stay.
Mace. 76®-0
pressed.$12®13 Nutmegs.... 70® >3
_

—

g«m

Straw.$ 9aio Pepper. lsjfai

May.
5i

61%

51
61%

Hebrons

Dec.
Oeenlng.106%

Jan.

Highest.106%
.west.106%
Closing.106%

106%

106%
106%

105%
Jan.
6a Vs

Dec.

62%

6i%
62%

117%
107%

106%
106%
May.
61

61

May.
8u%

41%
Closing....»*-«..................... .41%
Friday—Holiday.
Monday’s quotations.

Opening.

Domestic Marktes.

WHEAT.

TBy Telegraoh.1
NEW YORK. Dc. 28,1891.—The flour market
—receipts 74,777 packages: exports 6776 bt>is
and 24,443 sacks; dull and heavy; sales 21,350

May

96%

95%

COER.
Dee.

Opening.41%

Closing.40%

bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 60*416;
city mills extra at 5 0*6 26, city mills patents 6 2-6*5 60. winter wheat, low grades, at
3 60*3176; fair to fanev at 4 10*4 90 patents
at 4 60*5 26; Minnesota clear 4 16** £0.
straights do at 4 45*610; do natents 4 60*
6 26; do rye mixtures 416*4 85-.-superfine at
3 16*3 75; fine 2 86*3 60.
Southern flour
weak and dull at 4 1P@5 2fi. Rye flour at 6 0)
@5 30. Buckwheat flour Is dull at 1 9f *2» 0.
Buckwheat at 60@-*3c. Cornmeal steady aud
quiet; Yellow Western at 3 1C@3 60. » heat
—receipts 363,000 bush; exports 190,084 bsh;
sales 158,000 bush; lower, freely offerngs with
a moderate business; No 2 Red at 1 06*i 05%
store and elevator, l 07%@i 07% afloat,1 06%
f 0 b; No 8 red at l 01*101%: No 1 Northern
st 181 <>7%*l 08% : No l hard at 111; No 2
Northern 1 02\i ; No 3 spring at 98% c.
Rye
dull and irregular ; Western i 00*1 03.
Barley dull; No 2 Mil at 71*72; Canada country
made 86c. Cera—receipts e3 126 bush
exports 173,317 bush; sales 214.000 hush; lower
and fairly active, free sellers and weak; No 2
at 61@68e In elevator. 63%®5&c afloat; No 2
steam* r mixed at 6l%*?3%c, <*««»—receipts
331,1*0 fcu-<h: exports 233,987 bush; sales
161,000 bush: fairly active, closing easy No 3
at 40c; do Whre89%c; No 2 at 40%@4l%o;
do White 40%®4lc No 1 at 41c; do white at
4l%c: Mixed Western 39*41 %c; White do at
40M3%C White State 40@43%o; No 2 ChiCoffee—Rio dull and
cago at 41 %*4 %c.
lower ;No 7 ottered • 3c. Sugar—raw dull and
steadier:reflnd quiet, easy; No6 at 3 1-16;No7

Mav.

41%
41%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Baeektt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Description.
132
Canal National Bank.100 130
122
Casco National Bank........ 100 120
102
First. National Bank.100 100
43
Cumberland National Bank. 40
41
Merchants’ National Bank.. 75 118
12')
National Traders’ Bank.100 120
122
Portland National Bank —100 108
106
Portland Trust Company....
116
113
Portland

Company..

80
Portland Ga<> Company. 60
Portland Railroad Co.
116

BONDS.
Portland City 6s M’ntcip’l various. 100
Por land City 6s, R. R. aid, 1907..123
Portland City Puudtng 4s ....102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.lOo
Bath City 6s R. R aid, 6s, 1802..106
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.lit*
Bangor City 6s, long Municipal.... 118
Belfast City 6s. R. R. aid.103
roi l aua

jveu.

120
no
125
103
lo*

107%
112

iso
107

os, jo»d...iu4

ioo

106

iv.

a.

100
86

Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s,.106
Maine Central K. R. 1st mtg 7s....114
Maine Central R. R. Con 7s.183
Maine Central R. R. Con 4%s—103
Maine Central R. R. skg funa 6s..103
Portland Water Co es due 1899...108
“
“
48 “
1927... 96

os

ll«

136
105

au

105
110
98

prefd.

New York Stock and Money Market.

Eriepref. 76%
Illinois Central,...*..10t%
Ind. Bloom A West.?...
Lake Erie A West. 22%

74% |
101C*

Lake Shore.126%
Louis A Nash...
83%
Manhattan Elevated.1> 4
Michigan Central.10t%
Minn A Bt. Louis.
9%
do
Dref. 21
Missouri Pacific. 63%

125%

Nor. Pacific common. 26%
do prof.
72%
Northwestern.-116%
Northwestern prel.142%
New York Central.lih%
New York. Chicago A 8t. Coals 21%
do prel. ..a........ 79
Ohio & Miss.. .. 22
Ont & Western. 21%
North American. 18%
Pacific Mail. 87%
Pullman Palace.184^

Peading. 39%

Bock Island.—.- 89
8c coals A Ban Fran. —.

dopref.
do 1st prt..

St Paul. 81%

idopref.123 Vs
St Panl Minn & Man.114%
St. Paul & Omaha. 46 Vs
St. Paul & Omaha prt.107
Texas Pacific, new. 13%

109%
9%
21

62%

mu v ill

o

o-yjjc

i^u IU

|

No 2 Barley at 59c. No 1 Flaxseed 93%c. Provisions lower: mess pork at 7 62. Laro at 6 12
Short ribs sides at @5 06.
Dry salt meats—
shoulders at $4 37%@4 50; short clear sides
at $5 45@5 60.
Receipts—Flour 64,000 bbls. wheat 266.000
bush; corn 541,000 bush, oats 340.000 bush;
rye 39.000 nush barley 57,000 bush
Shipments— Flour 51.000 bbls.wneat 147.000
bush, corn 438,ooO nueh. oats 353 OOo hush,
rye 18.000 tmsn barley 103.000 busn
8T.L0UIS, Dec. 28, IR81.—The Flour market
is and negecied.
Wheat lower; No 2 red at
91%@9i%c. Corn lower No 2 at 363,4(0,370.
Oats—cash strong; No 2 at 31c. Barley steady;
Minn 66<gsie; Iowa 68%c. Provisions are dull;
poik at 8 76 tor old aud >0 76 for new. Lard
at $5 76. Dry salt meats—shoulders a $3 77%;
longs and ribs at *6 40; short clear at 5 52%
Bacon—shoulders at *6 00; longs and ribs at
6 3 2% : short clear at *6 6 25.
Hams 9 00@10 50.
Receipts—P tour 12,000 bbls: wheat 264.000
bush: corn 718,000 nush oats 107 000 bush;
rye 6.000 bosh barley, 40.000 busn.
Shipments—Flour 6,00«> bbls. wheat 24.000
bush corn 129000 busb oats. 13,000 bush;
rye 4 OOo busb; barley 0.000 bush
DETROIT. Dec. 28 —Wheat—No 1 White at
94c! No 2 Red v4%c. Corn—Nr 2 at46c. Oats
—No2at34-;No2 White at 34%c Rye8-c.
Receipts—3 days—Flour OOO; Wheat 23,800
bush;corn 16,4uo bu; oats 730j bush.
Cotton Markets.

[By Telegraph],

NEW YORK, Dec. 28.—The Cotton marketquiet and 3-16c lower; sales 139 bales;ordinary
26%
i uplands a 6%c; do Oulf at 5%c: good ordi72
narv stained 4%c middling uplands 7%c; Gulf
116%
do at 8%o: do stained 7 6-16c
141%
ii9>-« j
NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 28—Cotton market is
21%
Irregular; middling at7 l-16c
79Vs
CHARLESTON, Dec. 28, 1891.—Cotton mar22
ket quiet, middling at 7c.
21%
SAVANNAH Dec. 28. 1891.- Cotton market
1*%
easy; middlings at 6 7-16c.
38
MOBILE.Dec. 28 1891—The Cotton market
184
39%
quiet ;middllnss at 7 l-16c.
b9%
MEMPHIS. Dec. 28. 1891 —The Cotton market easy, middlings at 7 3-l6c.
813/g

i23i/s

l 4
<

44%

108

18%

Union Pacific. 47
U 8. Express.... 60
Wabash St Louis & Pacific.. 14%
do pret... 31%
Western Union. 93%
Sugar Trust.
86%
Kichmond A West Point.16

31%

pret. 69%
Oregon Nav. 83

69%

do

«u

~

NEW YORK, Deo. 28,1891.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
New 4s, reg...116%
New 4s, coup
7^4
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts......l< 8%
Denver A R. G.lst.116
Erie 2ds,..1( 9
Kansas Pacific Consols.lots
Oregon Nav. lsts._llo%
Kansas Pacific lsts.109
Closing quotations of stocks;
Dec. 28.
Dec. 24.
147
Adams Express.147
115
Am Express...116
34
Central Pacific. 84
Ches A Ohio. 26%
26%
140
Chicago A Alton....,.140
160
Chicago & Alton prefd..,..160
109%
Chicago Burlington A Quincy 109%
A
Hudson
Canal Co.,.124
Delaware
123%
Delaware, Lacka A Western..141%
140%
Denver A Rio Grande... 17 V*
17
Eris,... .......
34V*
33%

83%
109%

o

quiet and steady.Lard opened firmer and closed
weak;Western steam $r. 87% city at *6 9n; refined firm with fair demand; Continent at $6 50
@6 77% ; 8. a, at $7 do. Buuer quiet farcy
crin firm;State dairy 16@26c; do crm 2f (ij25c;
Western dairy ie®21c. Cheene in moderate
and firm State 9®11% ;fanoy 11®11%.
Preiabtw to Liverpool weak and dull; grain
per steam 3%d,
CHICAGO, Dec. 2e, 1891 —The Fiour market,
is dull and unchanged.
Wheat, dull, we k and
lower; No 2 spring 89%®U0c;No 2 Reo at 91c.
2
Corn is weak—No
at 39%c.
Oats dull and
lower: No2at«2%c.
2 Rye at 87%<a88c.

Mexican Central R 4s ..72%
Flin A Fere Marquette prld. 87
do common
New York ana New England Railroad.... 49%
do prefd...
Maine central Railroad.....117
Boston A Maine R pfld.139

21%

c«fgu;

at 3 7-16c No II at 3 ll-16e: No 12 at 8%c;
off A at 8%c; Mould A at 4%cr standard A at
4Vsc; Confectioners’ A at 4c, cut loaf at 6Vac,
crushed 6%o; pcwdered at 4 616c. granulated
at 41/a®4J4e: Cubes at 4 5-H>c. Petroleum
steady and quiet; united 59%c. Pork is steady
with mooerate demand, and dull; old mess at
9 26; new 9 76®10 26 Beef lull; t;erced beef
quiet; cut meats quiet and easy: mtdd'es are

Boston Stack Market.
The following quotations are received daily:
Atchison, Topeka a Santa Fe R. 45%
C. B. A Q.109%
Mexican Central. 23%
Union.Pacific. 46%
Boston & Maine R...106%
Bell Telephone.204
Wisconsin Central. 21
do

u-hb-

mcoi

—

60%
60%

COEN.

Opening.........» 80%
Closing. 89%

46c .Aroostook Hebrons

sou.

60_

otsvs

Dec.

rose

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph
CHICAG-O,Deo. 28,1891.—The Cattle market
Receipts 16,000; shipments 4000 fairly ac
tlve; best grades steer cows stronger and shade
higher; toners slow and steady; top prices for
steers at 4 76*6 06; no fancy steers on sale,
others 2 26*4 60; Stockers 2 u0*2 76; cows at
1 45*2 86.
Hogs-receipts 22,000; shipments 6 000 ac
tlve and higher: rough and common S 70*8 f>5;
mixed anu packers at 3 0**3 9 >; prime, heavy
and butchers’ weights at 3 96*4 07%; light at
3 » 0*8 80.
Sheep-receipts 6000;8'nipmebts 2500; active
and iOc higher mixed, ewes, lambs and wethers 4 60*490; Westerns 4 60*6 00.
Lambs 3 76*6 00.

WHEAT

Closing..80%

m

tern extra* bulk stock and cloth heads $1 75;
beads 2 25.
1 Baldwins at $1 26@1 60:Malne
and N H choice Baldwins 1 60*1 76; Greenings at 1 26*1

CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.
Thursday’s quotations.
Dee.

®60c:

Jersey double
Apples—No

May.

COEN.

Opening...64
Highest.64
Lowest......62%
Closing.62%

—

Hi

WHEAT.

Opening...

Pork-

Fish.,

32

106%

L

Crain.

Superfine &
forn, car lots....65K66
low grades.* 76@6 00 Com, bag lots...6n@70
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. .67@88
XX 8prlng.6 00@o 26 Oats, car lots.. ,.44<a 46
Pat. Spring
Oats, bag lots...47@49
Wheat.
6 7£@6 26
Cotton seed—
Mich str’ght
Car lots...26 oo@88 50
roller.6 %@5 % Bag lots. .29 00@30 00
clear do.. .6 15@5 2o
Sacked bran—
St Louis st’gt
Car lots... 22 00@28 00
roller.... 6 6f@5 65 Bag lots...24 00@26 00
clear do...6 26@i %1 Middlings. 28 00® 48 00
Wm'r Wheat
Bag lots. ..24«*@29 00

J

106%

10«%

CORN.

The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 457,600 shares.

do

Jan.

Opening.J.of%

prices.

‘

12@12»*c
Eggs—Eastern extras at 28®30; fancy near-by
stock higher: firsts 20®27e; extra Vermont
and New Hampshire at 2o@30c Western firsts
27®00c; Michigan firsts at —®26o. Jobbing
prices lo higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh killed turkeys, chce
16® 16c; fair to good at 12® 14 .choice chtokens
14rn,16c: fowls 12 a. 13c; Western dry packed
turkeys, choice at 14® 16c; fowls at 9*llo;
chickens 1 @14c.
Beans—New York hand picked pea 1 96®$2;
marrow pea 180®1 90, chuic screened pea at
1 6 @1 76; hand-picked medium ai 1 86®1 9u;
choice screened at 1 60®1 76; choice yellow
Eyes 1 bOffll 96; California pea beans at 2 10@
9 20 V hosli
hand-picked at 2 20@2 30: red
kid. 2 00®2 10 .Tobbtng prices lBc Higher.
Uay-Onoice 18 00: some fancy higher 1 lair
to good at
$16 00@17 00. Eastern tine at
S12®14 jpoor to ordinary $11@14; East swale
$8®9. Eye straw, cnoice, at $14 60; Oat
straw $8®9.
Potatoes—choice native and Maine stock
$1 37Vfe®l 60; choice Vermont and N Hampshire and New York Burbanks —@4 'c; Houlton

Portland market—out loaf. 6%c; confectioners’, 7c; pulverized, 6c: powdered, 6c; granulated, 6c; coffee oiushed, 4%c yellow, 4c.

46

50
14%

84
86
14s/8
82

New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.
NEW YOKE, Dec. 28 1891—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations ot mining stocks)
Col. Coat..a...
37
Hocking Coal.... .. 15 00

La Champagne. New York..Havre.Jan
Fulda.New York. Genoa.Jan

foreign Markets.
fBy Telegraph.]
LONDON. Dec. 28, 1891—Consols 96% for
money and 95%d for the account;.
LIVERPOOL. Dec. 28, 1891
-Quotations—
Wlnter Wheal 8s SVidaSs 4%d: Spring Wheat
8s ?%d@8s 4%d; California average at 8s 9d@
8s 9%d; Mixed American Corn at 6s s%d.
Cheese at 6^s.

Devonta.New

FOK

DATS

Moravia.New York..Hamburg...Dec29
Labrador.Portland.. ..Liverpool. Dec 28
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool...Dec so
Waesland.New York..Antwerp!....Dec 30
Russia.New York..Hamburg...Dec 31

Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos..Dec 31
Auranlal.New York..Liverpool ..|Jan 2
Eurnessla.New York..Glasgow...Jan 2
Obdam.New York..Rotterdam...Jan »

2

York..Glasgow....Jan

6
6

ROYAL BLUE
FINEST

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LIKE.

From

9

9
9

Sw1***gS8!a

«__

MARINE

International Steamship Co.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

—

Sch BenJ T
St. John, NB
for New York.
Sch Valetta, (Br) Fardie, St John, NB for New
York.
Sen Heather Belle, Farris, stJohn, NB, for
Salem.
Sch Maggie Miller, Gall, Boston tor St Johp,
NB.
Sch Annie M Preble, Hinkley, Boston.
Sch Lucy Belle, Look, Boston.

Fall and Winter

Royalty, Torry, Tremont.
Sch Pearl, Webster, Tremont.
Sch J A Webster, Ladd, Boston.

Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Sch Emma P Newcomb, Allen, Deer Isle lor
Boston.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Booth bay—D
Choate.
Sch Ripley, Camden, with lime.
Cleared.
----

Fare

TREMONT and PORTLAND
Alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland every evening, Sundavs excepred, at 7
o’clock; arriving in season for connection with
earliest trains for points beyond.

Maine

Steamers leave Kranxlln

Between
LIVKBPOOL

17th Dec.
31st
14th Jan.
28tti

Royal Mail Steamships.
Portland
and
Liverpool.

Isteamshins

jateamSnlpS

*Numldlan,
Parisian,
•
dougollan

Frora

I

From

POBTLANd}

HALIFAX.

7ihJan.

9th Jam
23rd •*
tttbFeb.
20th “

“

21 st

4th Feb.
»•
18th

‘Numidiau

New York and

Glasgow, via Londonderry,

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
B*ver, for San Francisco via The Istkatos

of Panama.
For Js»u and Chlaa.
COLON
sails Thursday, Dec. 31. noon.
From Ban FVanciaco, lsi ana Bran nan sis.
CITY of PEKING, sails Thursday, December
31, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, oi general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS A CO.,
IIS Stale Street, Car.Dread St., Boetea.
jelO
dtf

SUITS

Arthur C

DOMINION

LINE.

From

Thomaston,

uuccj

0.90

it.

ui.,

ncwmamei

IVnveihill, Liwrtate,
Lnweil, Boston, t7.00, t8.4o a.m., {12.40,

3.30 p. m.
Boston Cor Portland, 7.80, 8.80 A m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Muaduy Trains from Union Statton, for
Boston and way stations. 12.68. 4.16 p. tn.
BAKTBKN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Capo Elisa both,
9.00 A m.; Aatesbury, 9.00 A m 6.00 p. m.j

Blddeferd,

Porumeulh, Newbnrypert,

Salem, L>sn, Boston, (12.00 a. m. dally)
19.00 a. in.. ({I p. in. daily) 16.00p.m.
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. m., (19.00 A
m.dally) 12 80 p. m., (*7.00 p. in. dally.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Porisaaoaih and way stations, 4.40 p.
m tConneets wltn Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
with Sound Lines for New York.
Western Division from No. Berwiek Sun-

Liverpool.

|

Thur. Nov. 12,
"
“
26.
“
Dec. 10.

I OREGON,
SARNIA.

8teamer.

| LABRADOR,

|

From
Portland.

| Thur. Dec.

jTues.
**

|

3.
Dec. 16
“
29

Brlsiel Service
fer Avenmeutk Deck.
From
From
Avonmoutli.
Steamship.Portland.
—

November 17,
“

20,

TORONTO,
ONTARIO,

I December

6.

I December 12.

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
nov23t! DAVID TORRANCE A CO.. Ageut.

KAILHOAkS.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE
On and aRtr
senB't-r

Trains

STREET.

MONDAY, OCT. 6,1891, Pas-

will T.RAVK PORTf.AMrt.

For WORCESTER, CLINTON, AYER JONO
TION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and KPPINO
at 7.3o a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 p. in.
For ROCHESTER, SPRING VALE, ALFRED,
WATEltBOROand SACO RIVER at 7.80 a
m 12.80 and 6.80 p. m.
For GURUAM at 7.3u and 10.0Q a m., 12.30
3.00. 6.3 .6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS.
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
and
WOOLL
FORD’S at 7.30 and 10.00 A m., 12.30.3.00,
6.30. 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For FOREST AVENU (DEEER1NG), 6.20p.m.
The 12 30 p. m. train from Portlana connects
at AYER JUNCTION with“ HOOSAOTUNNE1 ROUTE” for the West and at UN ION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via “PROVIDENCE LINE,” for
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via “NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON Sc ALBAN Y K. R. forthe
WEST, and with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
Via “SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLANDfroin WORCESTER at 1.80p. m. ;fromROCHESTER at8.30a.
m., i.30 and 6.60 p. m.; from GORHAM at 6.4a
8.36 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.30, 5.60 and 7.86 p.

Spoken.
Dec. 3. lat 32 N, ion 87 w. ship E B Sutton,
Carter.froin New York for San Francisco.
Dec 20, at 11 a m. 16 miles E of Chlucoteague
Va, sch Cora Dunn, Harrington, from Apalachicola.

■

WM. M. MARKS

Book, Card
—

Printer,

m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to 8. E. CORDWELL, Ticket Agent
Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C'J. WIGG1N. Gen’l. Tloket. Agei>toct6dtf

EXCHANGE,

Portland, Me.

OYNTOIU
$17 Congress St.
IM

PRINTING A SPECIALTY

tenr'

[

and at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FURBBS,
Vice Pres, and Oen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A., Boston.
M L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
cctSdtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
Oa aad after MONDAY, Bee. T, 1891,
trains will rua as fellnwt ;
Vtrt BTC MBS.
ana L«wiiMB, 7.10and 7.2C
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 6.10 p. m. For Dorbaas. 7.10a. m. 1.80and6.10p.m.ForMeutreat aad Chieaaa, 7.1o a on, and 1.30 p. ra.
For Qaebec, 1.30 p. in. For BucbUeld and
Damun, 7.10 a. ra., and 1.80.p. m,
A

50

Exohangs SI, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To
Chicago >20 and 815.75; Detroit 816.76 and
$12.60; Kansas City 880.00 and >26.75; St.
Paul 831.60and >27.26: St. Loals via Detroit
>23.76 and >19.76; 8t. Louisvia Chicago >26.00
and >21.60; San Francisco. California, I9O.00
ana f oo.av rne*» mr#i are suneot ro change.
L. J. 8KARGKANT, General Manager,
dec 8
atf

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.
treat,

Cabin $40 to $60, return $80 to $110; second
cabin $26; steerage $30.

Dec 13. barque
Mary C Haie, from New York, making the pasin
13
sage
days.

FINE JOB

virt

J unction, *- icter,

Far Hangar, Har Barber, til. John, the
White in.uaUma, Quebec, ITIen-

Kojal Mail Steamships,
PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL DIRECT.

Martinique,

Exchaogejt.,

4, lM9t.

WESTERN OS VISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union station) for
ticarboro Beach, Pine Poiut, 7.00. 10.16
a. m., 3.30, 5.16, 6.16
Old Orchard
p. in.;
Beach, sac, Hiddeford, 7.00.8 6. 1U. 16 a.
m., 12 40, 3.30, 6.16, 6.16 p. m.; Keanebuak,
7.00, S.4fia m., 12.40, 8.30,5.16,6. 6 p. m.;
We<l. Beech. 7.00,8.46 a.m.. 8.30. 6.16 p.
m.; Norte B-o-'iek, ureat Valla, Dover,
7.00, a. 8.45 a. m., 12.40, 3.80. 6.16 p. m.;
Alloa
Rochester, Earmiagtoa,
Bay,
Wolf boro, 8.45 a m., 12.40, 3.30, p. m.;
IVo ceaier ivia Great Falls and Rielies'er)
7.00 a. m.; Olaacbeater and t/'oacord (via
So. Newmarket Junction) 7.00 a. in.. 3.TO p ra.;

ARRIVALS.
Fresa Lewiatua aad Aabara, 8.26 A ra.,
12.10, 3.10, 6.40 and 6.60 p. m. FroralQerbam N. H„ 8.26 a. m.. 12.10 and 6.60 p. tn.
From Cblc«t«e aad lMeatreal, 13.10 a. m.,
6.60 p. ui. From Quebec, 12.10 p, tn.
TICKET OFFICE.

California. Jaoan, China, Central
and South Amenoa and Maxioo,

81(1 1m Valparaiso, Nov 18. barque J A
Wright, Pisagua, to discharge cargo of coal
Ar at Penang Nov 6, barque John
Baizley,
"
Sbepard, Mactung.

971-2

Boston & Maine ft. R.

Boston._dec24dtf
—LIMB FOB—

Foreign Ports.
cane Town, previous to Dec 26, barque
Carrie L Tyler. Lancaster, New York.
Ar at Hong Kong previous to Dec
26, barque
Martha Davis, from Honolulu

PRINTERS’

m

Far Auburn

Ar at

Job

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and9.30 a.
STAGE
C'ONNKC’TIONN—Daily—From
W.
Minot lor Hebron Academy;
BuckOeld
for W. sumner and Turner; Canton fer Pern
Dlxfleld, and Mexico, also for Brettun's Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Bupt.
]e27dtt

every fortnight. Cabin $36 and upwards. Return
$66 and upwards.
Glasgow to Roxtoa direct via Derry and
Galwav.
Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P. MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. ft A. ALLAN,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Reef in the storm of I6 h.
NEWPORT -Sla 27th, steamtug Harold, with
barges Hornet for Boston, and Wasp, for Portland.
PERTH AMBOY-SId 28th, schs J R Bodwell. Metcalf, Portsmouth; Break of Dav, Lewis. Pi> mouth; Clara Rankin, Averul. Fall River.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 27th, sch Carrie 0 Miles
Maraton, New York, (went asnore on the flats
aud floated at high tide.)
Cld 27th, sch Ellen M Gilder, coastwise.
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Passed by Dec 27.
sons H L Kimball, IT Campbell and Erastus
Wymau, South Shore.
CHATHAM, Mass-passed by, sch Jffhud
Sherwood, New York for eastward.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 26th, schs
Herold of the Moroing, Lewis, Port Johnson ior
Bath; Mary B Wellim.ton, Crosby, do for Bov
• ^ Tavlor, New York for Portland.
t0?.^1®?
BELFAST—8ld 27th, sch Rebecca F Lamdiu, Kaye, Darien, G.

AND

m.

and 1.30 p. no.

days only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and
West for sale at Union Station, Congress street,

STATU LIKE {Service

NOBSKA, Vineyard Sound—Passed eastward
28th, sch Amelia G Ireland.
MILLBRIPGE—Ar 25th, sch Lanie Cobb, fm
Jon--sport. She will take cargo tin sch Adria,
Im St John, NB. which strucic on Pond Island

—

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.

Wednes-

on

*S. S Numidian aud Mongolian wlil carry cattle and pnly cabin passengers.
Cabin $40 to
*60, according io steamer and location ol state
room; second cabin $24; steerage $20.
of Allan Line Steatm

Mohile.
Sid 26th. sch St Thomas, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27lh, schs Etta A
Simpson, Bunker, Brunswick; Chllde Harold,
Sweeney, Boston.
Ar 28ih, sch Edward Johnson, Warren, Fernandina.
VINE YARD-HAVEN-Ar 26, schs Silver

Ar at St Pierre,

Wharf

~

From

Wade, Sherman, Georgetown, DC; sch Beni F
Poole, Providence.
Ar 27th, barque Chestina Redmond, Gilchrist,
New Orleans; sch Faunie A Gorham, Carter,

Sjp^ray,

Portland & Humford falls Hallway.

}Connects

Shore, coastwise.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 26tb, sch Meyer &
Mnher, Bangor.
Old 26tb, seh Marion Hill, Armstrong, Ma-

lor

Steamship Company

days and Saturdays at 6 p, m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
novlO-dtf
J. B. COYLE, deneral Agent.

vana.

Malouey, Elizabethport

rraTiacacc, ijvwbu,

For NEW YORK.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 27tn, steamer Cottage City,
Portland; sch Jesse Barlow, Blue Hill, Me.
Also ar 27th, schs Horace G Morse, Harrlman, Mobile; M V B Chase, Piukham, Apalacbicola; Normandy, Rivers, Fernandina.
Sid 27th, ship Edward O’Brion, San Francisc°; barques C P Dlx<>n, Valparaiso; Daisy
Reed, Bueuos Ayres; Matanzas. Havana; schs
Mary Jane Lee, Rockland; Nettie Cushing,
Thomaston; Olive Branch, Boston; Ira D Sturges, Boston; George P Trigg, Gloucester: Chas
A Briggs, Salem; Fleetwing, Camden; Hannah
F Carleton, Portland; Lottie, do; Wm Churchill,
Portsmouth; Break of Dav. Plymouth,NH, Cornelia Soule, Boston; P G Thompson, New Bedford ; Light of the East, Wardian); Apphla &
Amelia. Salem; Florence, Kandall, New Haven;
Jonn H Heacbam, Addle P MeFadden. do.
Ar 28th, sch Cactus, Wiley, Pascagoula.
BOSTON—Ar 28th, sch Teeumseh, Perry,
Newport tvews; Massasoit. Babbitt. Baltimore;
W R Chester, Thompson. M-ichlas.
Old 28th, bar qua Doris Rcknoff, Todd, Ha-

coris.
t ALTIMORE—Ar 26th, barque

UC&UL9 lui

iuruugu

Worcester, New York, dtr.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at fl o’clock.
J. F. L18COMB,
J. B. COYLE,
den. Agt.
Manager.
dtt
sepl6

Memoranda.
28 Sch Huutress of Lubee,
New York for Pembroke witb coal, went ashore
in the gale Saturday nlghl, on Brown’s Island,
Joneeport, and is a total loss. Cargo insured.
Crew were saved.
Vineyard-Haven, Dee 27 Sch Z Sherman of
Taunton, Mass, Capt Babb, from Baltimore for
Salem with a cargo of coal, arrived here this
morning. Capt Babb reports that when off
Montauk, the spanker sheet parted and while
endeavoring to secure the boom Mate O’Dunton
of Waltham, was thrown against the stern bitts
and instantly killed. At the same time Seaman
Wm J Crowley of Deer Isle, Me, was severely
injured about the head.
Vessel owners should bear in mind that the
law requiring the name to be painted on both
hows uoes into effect Jan I. a failure makes
the offender liable to a penalty. The name of
the hailing port must he spelled out in full on
the stero.
sch Thomas W Holder, Trainer, at New Fork
from Port au Prince, reports Dec 19, in lat 80,
Ion 76 30, had a neavy gale from NE to
ENE,
lasting 48 hours in which sprung rudder head.
While lying at Port au Prince, David Orr, seaman, aged 32 years, died suddenly in his bunk
after a snort sickness and was burieu ashore.

iUAlaU£Sa,
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THE NEW AND PALATIAL 8TEAMZBB.

Macliias. Dec

Liicouiic,

Only

dtt

Ia* JK fleet Nov. 16.I89I.

FALL ARRAN8EHENT.

FROM MERCHANTS EXCUANOK.

uaiquo

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices tnrougbout New York and New

Arrangement.

STEAMERS.

FBOM OCR OOHBBSPCNDINT.

Grace and South

trains,

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

BOSTON

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Dec 27th—Sid, schs
Beni Briggs, St Johns. NB, for New Fork;Odel,
Wade, Bangor for Boston; Win Archer, Potter,
Boston for Ellsworth; Julia s Baker, Jordan,
Rockland; Arizona Gray, Castine for Boston;
Victory, Ober, Suluvau for Providence; Shenandoah, Annapolis f«>r Havana; barque Sumner
R Smith. Smiih, for Port Midneny; siguett, St
Johns, N B, tor Boston.
Ar, schs Lady Austin, McCIintock, from Boston; Freddie Higgins, Blake, from Boston.

*om,

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted
by gas. Unequaled dining car servicetime table November 16, 1391.
Leave New York Iron) foot of Liberty street
North Fver,
For PhUi lelphia at 4.30, 7.46, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30a m., 1.30, 2.16.3 80, 4 00,6.00,6.00,
7.80 pi m.. 12.16 night; Sundays—9.00,
10.30,11.30 a. in., 1.30, 3.80, 6.00, 6.00
p. m.. 12.16 night.
For Baltimore and Washington dally at 9.00,
(11.3< with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5,00 p. m 12.15 night.
Parlor cars ou day trains—Sleepers on night

Ia Effect October

nia_.
*-

J H Barn'in & Son;
Bob Damietta & Joana, Wallace, 8t John, NB
Chase. Leavitt & Co.
Sch flattie E King, Collins, 8t John, NB—J 8
Winslow & Co.
Sen Anna h Greeu, Couaeus, Belfast,-Paris
Flouting Co.

mu

—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READINS R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R,

England.

B„ Kalifu, N.S.,

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor
other Information at Company’s Office. Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street. J. B. COYLE,
Gen’l Manager.
Je2Qdtf

—

Agnes I

h

On and after Nov. 2d, and until lurcher notice, me steamers of thts line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6.0u p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; returning, leave St, John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked
to destination. Kr*Frelght received up to 4.00

1

Qmntl

—

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nora
Ocviia, Prince Edward* Island, and
Cape Bretan. The favorite route to Cana*
pabelln and at. Andrews, N. B.

Arrived.
Briggs, HeuUersoB,

17*11 on Bf Blifnhull

FOa

Easport, Calais, St. John,

MONDAY, Dec 28.

nr

SATURDAY.

From Long Wharf, Boston,
p. m. From Pine 8treet
Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p.
m.
Insurance one-half the
rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip 918.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
K. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Oen. Manager, 89 state St., Fisk e Building,Boston,Mass.
oct22
dtl

MINIATURE ALMANAC,DECEMBER 29.

Ri'f

and

3

gun
rises.7f. 9 13
Sunsets .4 20 J “**“ water I. 10 06

Sc

BOSTONbwj WEDNESDAY

LIhT.

AND SAFEST TRAINS IN TDK WORLD

—between—
New York, Philadelphia.
Baltimore and Washington

From PHILADELPHIA eranTuesdai and FrMtj.

Umbria.New York..Liverpool...Jan 10
Erns .New York..Bremen ....Jan 12
Westeruland ...New York. Antwerp....Jen 13
Scandla.New York..Hamburg ...Jan 14
Maasdam.New Yoik..Rotterdam Jau 16
Saale.New York..Bremen... Jau 19
Cityol Berlin...New York..Liverpool...Jau 20
Elbe.New York..Bremen ....Jan 23
Werra.New York..Bremen ... Jau 23

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
JTBOM

HAiLKUAUS

g

Nevada...New York..Liverpool...Jan
Trave.New York..BremeD.Jan
City of Pans ....New York..Liverpool ...Jau 8
Germanic.New York..Liverpool...jau 6
Rhyland.New York..Antwerp ....Jau 6
Suevia.New York..Hamburg... Jan 7
Bothnia..New York..Liverpool.. Jau 8
Bpaarndam.New York..Rotterdam...Jan
La Normandie, New York,.Havre.Jau

Boston Produce Market.

Forcsgn Exports.
LIVERPOOL. Eng. Steamship Oregon—29,
182 bu-h peas 83.H71 do wheat 8820 do barley
4780 bbls apples 1650 lbs poultry 26,00 > do
null feed 124,o00 do oatmeal 60,0 0 do mlddiinus 29.400 do shorts 117,116 do< heese la* 0
do butter 0/>< 0 do bacon 7 cs machinery 88 J

H'shest.106 Vs
Lowest.105%

1 4^
1 10

Hale & Norcross.1 05

do egas 200 sack- flour 298 head cattle,

At New York money has been easy, ranging
2H @3 per cent.; last loan at 3, closing at 3
per cent. Prime mercantile paper at 4*4 &8
per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and firm
with actual business In banker’s bills at 4 81 Vb
for 80-day bills, and * 84% for demand; posted rates at 4 82Vfe@4 f-6y2
Commercial bills
4 81Vig4 83V4.
Government bonds du'l and
steady. Fail road bonds are aative and strong
Dealings in the stock market after 13 o’clock
was marked by great activity in Erie,Richmond
& West Point, and a few others at slowly advancing prices, while i he general list was, if
anything, more quiet than during the forenoon.
Later It developed a reactionary temper, small
fractions being lost in many sto ks. During
the last hour the market was very active, especially In Union PaciQc, which advanced large
fraction. The rest of the list weakened somewhat, with slightly lower prices as a rule. No
material change occurred and the market
closed active and rather heavy, close to Qrst

12

(JuicKsiiver.
do pref..

Tea*.

*-<

Common.4

Hemestake.«...

Make the boy happy by buying: one of my 88 Waltham
Watches for him.

cad the Weal.

On and after November V8, 1881, paasenget
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville jct.. auburn and lkwiTON. 8.80, a m.. 1.10, 5.«|6 p. m.
LEWlSTtN via BRUNSWICK, 7.15a.m., *1.15
5.00 an J tll.30 p. m.
ROCKLAND aud KNOX and LINCOLN STA
TloNS 7 15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays
oujy at 5.00 d. m.
BRUNSWICK; BATH. GARDINER, HALLOWRLL and AUGUoTA. 7.16 a.m., *1.16, 6.00
and tll.30 p. m.
FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via LEWISTON. 8.30 a. in., 1.10 p. m.; Via BRUNSWICK. 1.16 p. m.; and lor RANGElKY at
8.80 a. m
RKADF1ELD
MONMOUTH, WINTRROP,
and OAKLAND, 1.10 aud 6 05 p. m.
WATERV1LLE. via LEWISTON, 1.10, 5.06 p.
in.; via AUGUSTA, 7.16 a m., *1.16, tll.30
p. m.

SKOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.,
via AUGUSTA, 7.16 a. m., 1.16, tll.30 p. m.
BELFAST, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
DOVER and FOXCROFT, via DEXTER, 1.16,

11.30 p. m.
BANGOR via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.; via
AUGUSTA, 7.16 a m., *1.16 and tll.30 p. m
and Sundays only at 7.20 a m.
BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. K., via DEXTER. 1.16 and 11.30 n. m.; via OLDTOWN
at 11.80 p. m.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
11.30 p. rn.
VANC^BORO, ST. JOHN, HALIFAX and
PROVINCES. *1.16 and {11.80 p. m.
HOULTON, WOOD8TOCK, ST. STEPHEN
and NORTH AROOSTOOK at 1.16 aud 11.80
p. m.; 8T. ANDREWS, 11.30 p.m.
‘Runs daily, Sundays Included, tNight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
nliibt. Sundays Included, but nut to Saowbeuan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.

While Rlcuataiu and Quebec B.tuc.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SEBAGO LAKE,
BRIDGTON, FRYEBUKG, NORTH CONWAY. GLEN, BARTLETT FABYA8S. 1ST.
JOHNSBURY, NEWPORT aud MONTREAL,
8 46 a.in., 3.30 p.m.; JEFFERSON and LANCASTER, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.45 a. m.. oonuects tor all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago aud
the West; and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental train lor Vancouver and Pacific Coast
points. The 3.30 p. m. train has sleeper lor
Montreal and connects with trains via "Soo”
Line for Minneapolis and st. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.3* a. m.;
Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays
only. 8-40 a.in.; Montreal. Brldgton, &e„ 9 SO
a. in. ; Farmington. Skowhegau ai d Lewision,
12.26 p. m.; St. John, Bangor, Rocklaud, ric.,
12.30 p. m.; WateivlUe, Bath, Ammsta and
Rockland, 5.36 p.m; Fartningcou,Skowhegau,
Waterville and L**w!ston, 6.46 p.m,; Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyaus, Bildgtou, 8.00 p.
m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. ni.
•Sundays included.

FOR CHRISTMAS
SCHLOTTERBECK’S

GERMAN COLOGNE.
Schlotter beck & Foss

PRESS.

THE

lie-union of tlis Class of ’91, P. H. S,

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Resolutions of Respect for the Rate Miss

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Warren—Other Business.

FINANCIAL.
The Middlesex Backing Company.
FIFTH PARK.

The regular monthly meeting of the
School Committee took place last evening.
Superintendent Lord and Messrs. Thompson, Webb, Bradley, Donham, McGowan
and Baker were present. Mr. Bradley was
chosen chairman pro tern.
Mr. Webb, in reporting from the High
School, announced the sudden death of
Miss Alice Warren, and announced that
her funeral would take place today at 2 p.
m.
The High School would be dismissed
at 12 o’clock today to enable teachers and
scholars to attend the funeral.
Mr. Thompson said he believed all the
teachers and scholars would recognize the
loss that all had suffered in the death of
Miss Warren. He felt the loss greatly personally, because he bad been her pupil
twenty years ago and had been associated
with her since.
Mr. Bradley, Dr. Thompson and Mr.
McGowan were appointed a committee to
draw up appropropriate resolutions, and
reported the following:

M. G, Larrabee.
EIGHTH PAGE.
J. R. Libby.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Mass. Real Estate Co.
Savings bank book lost.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found,
and similar advertisements will be found under
the appropriate headings on page 6.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will tell at 10 o’clock this
morning the stock of J. E. Colley, No. 46 Exchange street. See auction notice.

REGISTRATION.
Work

for

Ward Seven Republicans To
Do.

The close of the registration in Ward
Seven shows that only 900 of the voters of
the ward have registered. The interesting
feature of the registration for Republicans
lies in the fact that while a very large percentage of the Democratic voters have
been before the registrars, a very small
percentage of the Republican strength has
been entered on the lists.
The board resumes its sessions at the
City BuildiDg today, and will be in session
from 9 in the morning until 4 in the afternoon, with an intermission from 1 until
1.30.
If the 500 Republican voters in this ward
who have not registered will do so at once.
tbe confident Democrats will talk less
about victory in the next spring election.

The members of the School Committee of
Portland learn with profound sorrow of the
death of Miss Alice Warren, one of the assistant
teachers iu the High School. For nearly twenty
years she has served the city and was ever conscientious aud faithful in the discharge of her
duties. Sue was beloved aud respected by her
pupils and by her associates, aud her work and
its results have always met the approval and
cnminendaitou ot the committee, 'ioannndand
temperament well adapted to the calls of her
vocation, she added the gifts which higher education, study and culture can give, she aroused
and stimulated a love forlearutug iu theyouoger
She was dignified aud
m lids unoer her cnarge.
In

^

clear, bright crisp day,
just below freezing.

was a

with the mercury
At the Catholic cathedral there will be
masses and vespers New Year’s Day.
Tonight Gorges Commandery will give
a supper and entertainment at Mystic hall.
City Assessor York, who is sick with a
fever, and confined to his bed, was somewhat better yesterday.
The trustees of Vaughan street church
have presented Rev. Mr. LeL&cheur a suit
of clothes and an overcoat.
Steamer Numidian, of the Allan line,
will be the next steamer to arrive. She is
now due and will probably be in today.
A horse belonging to a man from the
country ran away on Congress street yesterday morning. Tbe harness was broken.
We have received a very handsome
calender issued by the Remington Type
Writer people, through their agent, Mr. F.
C. Rollins of this city.
Mr. J. P. Mattocks, of Westbrook, brings
to the Pbess office a green pea vine, which
has been picked in his garden.
How is
for
a
?
December
crop
thpt
There will be a Christmas tree at the
Female Orphan Asylum, on State street,
when the children will receive favors and
friends, this alternoon at 3 o’clock.
There was a narrow escape from a serious fire at a house on Fore street Saturday
nigbt. Hot ashes were carelessly dumped
into a barrel and the cellar was filled with
smoke.
Miss Bennett's lecture at Kotzscnmar
ball this evening on “Chaucer and the
Canterbury Tales,” will draw a very brillionf ootiamKlir

rPio

Ann

Ka

Mr. Webb nominated Miss Alice L. Custis for the vacancy in the West school, at a
salary of $425. Miss Custis taught in that
school for eleven years, but resigned last
year to go to Somerville, Mass. Upon ballot six votes were cast, all for Miss Custis,
and she was declared elected.
Miss C. L. Barnard’s resignation as
teacher in the Chestnut street primary
school was announced by Dr. Baker.
Miss Barnard has accepted a position as
musical critic on the Boston Post.
Dr. Baker also announced the resignation of Miss Ella F. Knowles of the same
school.
Miss Carrie B. Norton, a graduate of
Farmington Normal school, who has taught
two years in Deering and one in Rockland,
was recommended by Dr. Baker for one of
the two vacancies.
Mr. McGowan thought a Portland girl
should be preferred for the place. With
this view others were inclined to agree;
but Miss Norton was elected.
The first
vote was a tie, 3 to 3; but on the second
Miss Norton was elected by a vote of 4 to 3.
Mr. McDonald reported that Miss Emma
C. Shirley of Casco street primary school
had requested that her leave of absenoe be
extended through the present school year,
and It was granted.
Leave of absence was granted Miss
Amelia H. Woodbury of the Park street
primary school for the remainder of the
vnor

Stockbridge’s.
A petition is being circulated extensively
in the city that the present postal law,
which provides for third and fourth class
mail matter, may be changed to permit
both classes being consolidated into one
class, to be designated as the third class,
and the rate one cent for two ounces.
Martin Gleason, another of the Lowelltown gang, has been arrested in Vermont
and was brought to
the United States
Deputy Marshal’s office in tbis city
yesterday, Gleason is one of the men who
broke open a bonded car and took liquors.
There is but one more of the party to be

uam

>
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Hill, N. H.”
The

City’s Revaluation.

are those of the assessors, from 10 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 4 p. m., and parties who
have complaints to make of the valuation

hours

of their property on their part can appear
and they will be heard. The commissioners will be in session this week. On
Wednesday, January Gtb, the State commissioners, Messrs. Chadbourne, Gilman
and Hayford will he present.
Sheridan Rifles’ Ball.

The third annual ball of the Sheridan
Rifles occurs at City Hall, Tuesday evening, Jan. 12,1892. There is to be a concert
by Chandler’s full military band, a silent
drill by the Company, and a very enjoyable
order of dances. Tickets are now for sale
by members of the Company.
None of the officers of the department of

state have any knowledge of any agreement made by this government with the
government of Itaiv to pay an indemnity
on account of the New Orleuns affair, as
reported by the English correspondents at

Borne.

/ihnonn

position temporarily.

howl,
“There, there. Don’t cry. my precious
lamb,” said the mother in soothing tones.
“Seems to be afraid of me,” observed the
to

man.

|

“Yes, sir, he do, and I can’t make it out.
I had him up to the zoo the other day, and
he looked at the big hippopotamus for half
an hour and never uttered a whimper!”
The old gent wriggled around, looked
foolish, and observing a large assortment
of fall and winter smiles in that end of the
car he went out on the platform to view
the wonder of the Nineteenth century.—
New York World.
..

It Was Not Pot Up.
At 11 o’clock the other night I passed
down Twenty-third street just as .a policeman was routing a forlorn looking
chap
out of a public stairway, where he had

been taking

nap. The man had nothing
to say for two or three minutes as we
walked along together, but he finally
hunched up his shoulders, shivered in a
VI (rnrnnc

The commissioners, appointed by the
city last year, Messrs. Y. C. Wilson and
W. B. Irish, to make a revaluation of the
city property as required by statute once
in ten years, and hand it to the city assessors for their consideration, commenced
their meetings with the assessors in the
room in City Building yesterday.
Their

mao

Complimentary.
A woman on a bridge train had a baby
about a year old in her lap, and next on
her right sat an oldish man who was evidently fond of babies. The child looked at
him, and he smiled and clucked in return.
He was getting along finely, when all of a
sudden the kid puckered his lip and began

PERSONAL.

TT

TT nnnrlno

President—F. J. LaugbUn.
Vice Presideut—Miss Sbaw.
Secretory—Miss Davis.
Treasurer—A. H. Goody.
Executive Committee—Misses Swettand Neal,
Messrs. Jack and Kimball.

Plans

were

a

mannor

ariri ooi/1

“You saw it all, didn’t you?”
“Yes.”
“Saw him slam me around, knock my
head against the wall and club me over
the back?”
“Yes.”
“Believe it was real, don’t you?”
“Of course. Why shouldn’t I?”
“Well, I didn't know but what you’d
think, when I came to ask you for ten
cents to get a bed with, that the officer and
I had put up a job to make a nickel apiece
out of you!”—New York Evening World.
A Desirable

Quality.
During the temporary absence of Mrs.
C-’s cook a woman was secured to take
her place.
Finding many things that
needed her attention, Mrs. C-was kept
busy where the substitute was also at
work. After many admiring glances tho
latter exclaimed: “Well, Mis’ C-, you
are smart to work.
You must be a great
help to a hired girl!”—Harper’s Magazine.
Running No Risks.
Customer—Be sure and have that overcoat ready this week, as I want to wear it
to the football match.
Tailor—Are you going to be in the game?

Customer—Oh, yes.
Tailor (stiffly)— Then, sir, our terms are
invariably cash in advance.—Clothier and
Furnisher,

made for the formation of

literary society from the class.
Dancing followed, and when at

a

J.

Is

Preparing to

Take Account of Stock, to insure Quick Sales and the Closing Oui
of Surplus Stock and Special Lots rapidly, we deem it
necessary to make Very Low Prices.
i

BALANCE OF

Vitality

all such the

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

This medicine possesses just those elements oi
vitality and strength the system craves for. It
purifies and enriches the blood so that it carries
health instead of disease to every organ; it

Invigorates

the Liver

And kidneys so that all waste is properly
carried off; it tones the stomach so that food is
readily digested and assimilated. Besides this,

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

and mental strength so that life’s
duties may be performed calmly and efficiently.

gives

nerve

Ladies’ and Misses’

By the Piece. 15c

Per Yard if

we

Cut fTem.

SILK FIEURtl) BENGALINES
50e
JUV/I
YARD.

THE

knife

price-paring
is still being
in

welded

favor.

your

It has made

deep

prices

plush

in

to-day

cuts

some

leather and
goods, silver things,

etc.

dred
•

instance,

huntan leather

English

a

n

music rons at

never

37c.,

sold before for less than
50c. A lot of fine leath-

pocket books,

er

letter

randum book and
were

25c.,

50,

Best 50 in. India
(Marked down from $1.25 )

boxes,

colors,
marked 50c., from $1.70.
Elegant plush jewel boxes
marked down from S7.50
to $4.
Paper cutters
25 cts.,

75c. and $1.
silver nut picks

were

Oxydized

marked

(in box)

from

$2.42 down to 1.50 the
set. Silver bon bon dishes reduced from 2.84
to
1.88.

Plush toilet boxes

50c., were 1.00—and two
fine sets of toilet utensils,

including

and

heavy

ornamental cellu-

comb

fast.

they’ll

You’ll do

well

shades, cards,
desirable
been

things

marked

equally

Congress

to

50 dozen All Wool

Schlotterbeck & Foss

full.resular,

81.00

*

HOSE.

Ipswloh Ribbed, Merino
*

heel

25c.

*

acini Talae 37 1 -Vic.

Fine line of Ladies’ Cashmere Fibbed Hose, and

can

special values

$15.

at

50o., 75c., $1.00

and up to

bl.OU.

Congress St.
RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

PHYSICIAN,
Portland.

ALL TRAVELLING EXPENSES INCLUDED
A Grand T.ur by

a cure.

Or. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. l>r. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks ne can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There

Dividend Per Annum.
Authorized

S3,000,000

Capital

1,300,000
Capital paid in
100,000
Surplus (June 30, 1891) over
Price Stock to-day
108
Hale of Stock bill cease after Jan. 31st next.

SPECIAL TRAIN
THROUGH EUROPE.
Th« partv will leave New York by FRENCH
LINE STEAMER “LA
BOURGOGNE,”
Saturday, February 20, atul be absent 114 days.
9ft days in Eurone, wttn visits to Marseilles,

has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my offee every day including SunExamination by
days from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
letter, stating their name, place or residence
ana’age and one stamp, $1.00.
d9m
my22

ORGANIZED IN 1886.
Paid Dividends of 5 per cent per annum for
4 1-3 years.
Paid Dividends of 7 per cent per annum
since »I uly, 1800.
Average Dividend since organization over
0 per cent per annum.
Surplus at close of last fiscal year, over

18100,000.
Send to or call at vhe office for information,
dec29eodim

Nice, Monte Carlo. Mentone, Genoa, Pisa. Naples, Rome, Florence, the Italian Lakes. Lucerne, the Elgin, Milan, Venice, Trieste. Grottoes of Adelstmrg, Buda-Pesih. Constantinople
(lu days), Sofia. Belgrade. Vienna, Munich.
Nuremberg, Dresden, Berlin, Frankfort, the
Rhine,Cologne. Amsterdam, the Hague. Rotterdam, Antwerp, Brussels, London and Paris.
The Special Train (lo he at the service ot the
party throughout the railway Journey) will Include American Sleeping-Cars, a DiningCar, and other luxuries previously unknown m
Eurooean travel. The Best Hotels and numerous Carriage Hides everywhere.
Everything
Party limited lu
thoroughly First-class.
numbers, send for descrlotWe circular.
MUnuvD Sc WHITC0 9H,
990 Washington »«. (Opp. school ■*.)
JBOaT'ON.Uasa. dec28,28,2»

THE WARMING PAN
"

SAYINGS

BANK_B00k7l0ST.

have been notified in writing,

WE by Revised

as required
Statutes, Chapter 47, Section

112, by John J. Heruow Jr. ot Portland Me.
that his Deposit Book, No. 47,837 is lost and
that he desires a duplicate book issued to him.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treasurer.
Portland. Me., Dec. 28,1891.
dlaw3w.

PIANOS.
N. Steiaert & Sons

Co.

STEINWAY.
W fc.Wfc.lt,

HARDMAN,
CABLER,

We have just recei ?ed a large and varied
Stock ot Upright ano Grand Pianos for the
Holidav trade.
All of our Instruments are carefully selected

by

expert.

an

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.
Evening* until Janunry f*t.

Open

540 CONGRESS ST.
T.

C.

dec2

McCOULDRIC,

Manager
eodtt

For Cliristmas and New Years

Huyler’s

:

has long since passed from a
state of usefulness to one of ornament
or sentiment, but its modern substitute, a hot water bottle. Is still considered quite as mnch a “comforting
article « f domestic furniture” as the
warming pan was In Pickwick’s time.
Every convert to its use knows that it
not only contributes c« lufnri and
soundness to a night’s sleep, but also
by reguiatiug the circulation keeps
the feet warm all the following day,
and removes many chances of tailing
a victim to the now prevalent “La
Grippe” by nipping a cold in the bud.
kn«A

Candies.

a

11

ax# ikaaA Kof tlno

nan

H.

HAY

middle

H, E. MILLS,
Plano Tuner.
Order Slate nt Chandler’* Millie Store,
431 Cenare.s Street.
epScodtf

!

DIARIES
-AND-

in

all sizes, that has given onr customers
every satisfaction during the four
years we have handled them and the
price at which we. sell them should
not deter you from Buying one, and we
warrant every one of them.

H.

HENNINC.
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

SACHET POWDER Schlotterbeck & Foss
Package.

and toe,

gar-

AccountBooks

& SON,
Street.

dec26

FOR THE-

istor8tbpdtf

NEW YEAR.
Poultry Feed! STEVENS & JONES
Wheat, Barley, Oats
at

$1.40

and Corn mixed
per 100 lbs.

This ts tbe cheapest as well as the best feed
lor poultry; nothing mattes hens lay better
than mixed grain.

BENSON ft

DALTON,

Company,

dec28

eodtf
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YNTOU

547 Congress

*

Street,

*

Foot ol Green Street
jyleodOm

PORTLAND, ms.

n_

lOc

50c.

Jersey Ribbed Vests, Egyptian

LADIES*

For the treatment of all cronlc and complicated diaeane. that flesh Is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make

close.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Ladies'

Pants, superior quality at the prioe,

Street.

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT

have

down

case

extra value,

LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,

R.

J.

No. 399 1 -J Congreu Street,

booklets,

and many other

Vests, French nook, peart

_

!ti0 Washington St., Boston.

to

early as possible
this morning.
Banquet lamps, framed
silk
etchings,
lamp

ladies’ Merino

Pants to matoh in all the above lines.
Ladles' Camel's Hair and Natural Wool Vests and

Mass. Real Estate Co.

go

come as

that

seams

apart, or the
ment grow hard.
Price $12, reduced from
never come

Congress Street.

loid backs, marked from

this reduction

case

UNDERWEAR.

Cotton, fancy woven neok, with ribbon trimming,
50c.
pearl buttons, fashioned, a bargain at

MACKINTOSHES.

oughly vulcanized,

J. R. LIBBY,

with

9.00 the set down to 6.00.
The
quantities are
small in all these and at

1

Newmarket style, puff shoulders, bilk Lined Capes, thor-

One lot of Black and White Striped
and Plaid, worth from 62 1 2 to 75c.*
at 48c.
One lot Black Brijliantines, 12 1*2
cents.

n w via

batons, 50c. quality, only 37 l-2c.
1 case Ladies’ Merino Vests, French neek, silk

CAPES

LADIES’

$1.00, at only 59c.

beveled mirror,

brush

1

One can afford to buy them
for next seasoniat the prices.

BLACK DRESS GOODS.
Job Lot of All Wool Soliel* very desirable for
Soilings* actual value

leather covers 25c., were
double that price. Plush

IAUaI

LADIES’

MUFFS ALL MARKED DOWN.

Bedford Cords and French Suitings*
62 l-2c.
(Marked Down.)
All Wool Serges, 89c.
(Marked Down from 60c.)

and
lists in

all

uinuuLAna

Marked down to prices
will insure their sale.

COODS.
Twills, $1.00.

UNDERWEAR.

stitchlne, pearl buttons,

FUR

price, $1.25.
COLORED DRESS

marked down from 50c.

inn

one

75c.,

Visiting

$1.

pencil

uncu

Drawers, clouded,

Fine line of Boys' Shirts and Drawers In Red and

prices.

that bare been costing from $2 50 to
$5.00 per yard, ail to be put in at the

books and wallets at 50c.,
have been $1.00, $1.50
and $2. Kid card cases
with gilt edged memo-

run

Ainnm

Drawers,

$1.00.

all sizes at the above prices.

We are able to sell much under their market value, as we
purchased a large stock early in
the season before the advance
In prices of fur.
Also
a
fine
assortment of
Quilted Lined Circulars at low

wonderful bar.

A

turn

and

Boys' Shirfl and Drawers 25o., 39c., and 50o.;

nviHiui

■

marked down from

BOYS'

M «...*!

run

Shirts

Ribbed Shirts and

case

39c.,

FINEST 24 INCH SILK PLUSHES

the

of

For

yard warranted.
gain.

1

Natural Wool

case

7ffc.y

special prices.

$1-75 BLACK GF OS 6RAIN SILK, $1.19.
Only about 200 yards left. Erery

Portland, December 29,1891.

1

included in this sale at

Are

Slv

marked down from $1.25.

ALL OUR PLUSH CLOAKS

(TO CLOSE).
Every yard worth $1.50. 22 inches wide and the most sightly
Silk ever offered at the pri« e for
party, hall or evening dr»*ss.
Also very
desirable lor Tea
Clowns and Fancy Work.

Natural Wool Shirts and Drawers,

case

Bargains.

Regular 50 cent
quality.

fair.

at only.SI.25

Last
Season’s
Garments
marked down, to close, without
regard to cost or value.
This Season’s Garments all
marked down to prices for immediate sole. We do not propose 10 carry any over.
lurluded in ibis sale are a lot
of high
priced Sample Garments, Fur
Trimmed, In the
Latest Styles. They are genuiue

at 25c. per yard.

The weather today
is likely to be

genuine Bennington, Vermont, Natural
Wool Shirts and Drawers, regular $2.00 qualitv,
1

This marvellous price is simply 10 close out the lot, as they
aie mostly short lengths from
one to ten or twelve yards, although there are some Dress
Patterns in the best styles and
colorings still left. The regular
values of these goods sre from
50 to 75c. yer yard.

THE BALANCE OF CHINA SILKS
NSW AOTERTlkBlHENl'S.

Job lot

QUTSIDEGARMENTS

YARD.

UNnERWEAR.

MEN'S

OF-

PER

I UC.

oi

use

CLOSING OUT SALE

SILK GAUZES
|

greatly desired and so much needed by
many people who are in a run down, all gone,
nervous condition, that we earnestly urge upon
so

LIBBY’S

GRAN CLEARANCE SALES!

early

an

broke up, many were the
wishes for as successful a re-union next
year. Much of the success was due to the
efforts of the committee in charge, and the
efforts of landlord White to make the occasion memorable, were highly apperciated.

ADVERTIHK.HENTH.

R.

hour the party

fan

caught.___

a

AT of Hn T

Extended leave of absence was granted
Miss Isabella Robinson of the McDellan
school until tbe February vacatibn. Miss
Ham was continued as temporary teacber.
Dr. Thompson was cbosen to write tbe annual report of tbe committee.
Mr. McGowan moved that there be no
session of tbe schools on next Thursday
afternoon. His idea was that the teacbers
should have time to get ready to receive
their New Years’ guests.
The committee
did not agree and voted down the motion.
Mr. Webb announced pay rolls to the
amount of $10,507.47 and they were approved by the committee.

at

auu

Afro

to fill tbe

nKfolnn/l

The Mayor is getting over the grippe, the
City Clerk is down with the grippe, the
Auditor says he is sick enough to be abed
with the grippe, and the City Messenger
says he isn’t half over the grippe.
Rev. Dr. G. W. Field, pastor of the Central church of BaDgor, who resigned some
time ago, his resignation to take effect
January 1, at the earnest solicitation of his
parish has decided to remain until April.
Miss Elizabeth N. Yates is spending the
holidays with her father at Round Pond,
Me. The New York Press speaks in the
highest terms of her work in that state under the auspices of the Natici a Lecture
She will continue under that
Bureau.
management the present season.
At the fourth annual meeting of the Ge< , >
logical Society of America, which is to be
held at Columbus, Ohio, today and following days, one of the most important papers
which will be read will be that of Professor W. S. Bayley of Colby University, on
“The Elseolite Syenite of Litchfield, Me.,

and ac iou.

Resolved, that, by her death the schools Of
Pori land have suffered a serious lo s.
Resolved, That us a mark of respect to her
memory and as a testimony of our appreciation
of her character, and of her long ana valuable
public services, these resolutions be emolied
upon the records of the committee aud that a
copy of the same be seni to her family.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Yesterday

though'

NEW

The first annual re-union of the class of
'91, P. H. S., was held at the Preble House
last evening. At a little past eight, twenty
couples, headed by President Berry marched out to the dining-ball. The dinner was
of the finest quality.and excellently served.
After the dinner, the toast-master, Mr.
Longfellow, introduced the speakers of the
evening in a few happily worded phrases.
A poem, written for the occasion by Miss
Davis, added to the enjoyment.
At the class meeting the following
officers were elected lor the coming year:

Ladies' Solid Gold
Waltham & Elgin, $25,

HUYLER’S

NOTICE.
1

Christmas Candies,
AT-

Schlotterbeck & Foss

Damabiscotta, Me.,

Watches,
28, 30.
»

Dec. 1,1891.
is hereby given that the following
bonds issued by the town of Damarlscotta.
Me., in aid of the Knox A Lincoln hallway are
hereby called, numbers as follows: 2u, 21, 27,
3ii, 33. 34. 38. 37. 40, 4l, 43 of $500 each are
hereby called and must be preseuted for payment bv January 1st, 1892. R. F. tiENTtfNBK, Treasurer.
dcc!2eod3w*

NOTICE

